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II·At

the present time the Mechanical Engineering

Laboratory at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute has nc

apparatus which can be used to demonstrate year·around air

conditioning processes. There le a large well-lnsulated

room in the present Hosting and Ventllating section of the

Laboratory, with diaeneione of 17 ft. 5 in. deep x 21 ft.

7 in. wide x 1} ft. high. It is planned that this room

will be used with the proposed built-up air ocnditionlng

unit. When it ie desired that the entire room be held at

oonstant temperature and constant humidity, then the built-

up unit will supply condltloned air to the room and exhaust

air from the room. _
A

Another function also is contemplated for the test room.

Models eimulstlng modern buildings will be erected inside

the test room to facilitate the study of heat transfer and

vapor migration through building materials. For this

purpose conditloned air from the proposed built·up unit will

be circulated inside the model building, and the extremes

of winter and summer conditions generated by heating and

cooling colls will surround the model.

The purposes of this thesis were to investlgate the

conteporary field of air conditloning ln industry and

education; to determine what equipment should be recommended

for installation in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory;
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and tc design the components and controls for a unit which

[will be modern, practical, and educational. The components

of the unit were designed or selected on the basis of the

reeearch summarized in this thesis in Chapter II, ”Rev1ew

of Literature.”

The professional experience of the writer of this thesis

included employment in four major fields of air condition-

ingg research and development for a major equipment manufac-

turer, air conditioning and mechanical contracting, consult-

ing engineering, end teaching.

Background work for this project included a thorough

investigation of the following: _e
(1) The present work and cbjeotives of industrial air

condltioning manufacturlng flrms.

(2) Methods of instruetion and the air condltlonlng

laboratory facilities of other colleges.

(3) Current practices ln the air conditioning of homes,

commercial buildings, and lnduetrisl plante.

The term
”air

ccnditlon1ng” may be defined as the

process by which elmultaneously the temperature, radiant

heat interchange, humidity, movement, and purity of the air =

in enclosed epaces are controlled within specified limits.

A central fan system was designed. Within the necessary

. design limltations, every effort was made to lnoorporate

ae many different methods ae possible which demonetrate
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air conditioning proceseea, and every effcrt was made to

enhanoe the effectlveneee and attractlveneee cf the unit

for its intended purpoeee of demonatration and research.

The lmnedlate objectlvee of the unit are:

(1) In conjunctlon wlth lecture courses, to provide

means for acqualnting undergraduate students in engineering

with modern air condltioning proceesee and equipment by

having them run standard performance teste on the unit.

(2) To provide an efficient facility for extensive

graduate research in many phasee of the air condltioning

and refrlgeraticn field.

(3) To ccntribute to the general research of the

Engineering and Agricultural Experiment Stations the val-

uable aeeet of an automatically controlled conetant tempera-

ture, constant humldity test chamber.
k

The main part of the condltionlng apparatue will be

supported in ductwork about four feet above the floor level

ao that welgh tanke, acalee, condeneate ccelers, and drain

lines may be placed underneath, thereby allowlng the poc-

eeeee to be controlled and obeerved at normal eye level.

In order to keep wlthln the prescrlbed area, the air measure-

ment chanber and fan will be mounted at a higher level.

Ducta will carry air from the existing lneulated test room

to the unit and return oondltioned air to the test room.

A duct to extend from an existing roof opening will be large
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enough tc carry 2000 cfm and will contain a freeze·res1stant

tempering coll.

Manually adjusted oppoeed blade dampers will control

air quantities at the junction of the outside air duct and

the return air from the teet room. Air passing through the

bu1lt•up unit w1ll pass through the following components:

dieposable filter, electronic filter, activated carbon filter,

steam preheater coll, dlrect expansion coll, hot cr chilled

water coll, oppcsed blade face and bypass dsmpers, washer,

steam reheater coll, a1r·temperature measurlng chamber, air

flow measurlng chanber, and centrifugal fan with inlet vanee.

Aong the acceesory components are a Refrigerant 12 refr1ger·

ation unit with water cocled condenser, water chlller,

steam water heater, high-head olrculatlng pump, and a wide

assortment of valves and actuators for automatic control of

. any one of the many cycles being run.

On the suggestlcn of Professors J. B. Jones, C. E. Trent,

an 0. H. Long, each piece of oondlticning equipment operat-

ing cn the aumer cycle was designed for a ncnlnal cooling

capacity of five tone when the system is circulatlng the

equlvalent of 2000 standard cfm of air. The winter cycle

equipment was designed to supply hunldifled air to the test

chamber st not less than 100°F when 9000 pounds per hour of

outside air at 0°F enters the equipment. The proposed unit,

with its antcnatic control, wlll be capable of malntaining
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within cloee limits any reasonable air temperature and

humidity under all conditions of operation cn both cooling

and heating cycles.

This theais will summarlse the research which was

conbined with the experience and Judgment of the writer to

design a suitable unit for the institution. Many figures

and drawings have been included. Authorities on laboratcry

design, including representatives from York Corporation,

Armstrong Cork Corporation, Worthington Corporation, The

University of Minnesota, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

and Purdue ¤¤1ver•1zy were personally oonsulted. This

thesis contains suffioient information so that when the unit

is approved for erection, the components can be immediately

prooured and detailed shop drawings made.

The writer believes that the proposed unit would

provide this school, at moderate ooet, with facilities for

demonstration and research which would be unsurpaseed by any

educational institution in the country.
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¤I·Thissection will report the research which was

necessary to design a suitable year·around air conditicnlng

unit for the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. A brief

survey of industrial research was made in order to learn

the problens meohanlcal engineering students enterlng that

field would face, and ehould be preparlng for in their

professional training; and in order to become cognizant of

the current problems, methods, facilities, and eine of

induetrial firms so that future research performed in the

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory at V. P. I. will attract

professional interest and merit reoognition.

Other colleges were inveetlgated, to study not only

their laboratory facilities but also their methods of

inetruction in air oonitlonlng, and their interpretation

of the responsibility of colleges in air condltioning

lnstruction.

Types of air conditioning systeme were investlgated

to determine the most suitable unit for V. P. I., a unit

which would embody all the objectlves previoualy etated

as design crlteria. The various components in a complete

system ed the methods of automatic control for year·aroud

equipment were lnvestigated. An analytic study wan nade

of undesirable atmospheric impuritlee; this study included

the orlgins, the effects on health and comfort, the particle
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sizes, and the most modern methods for their removal.

Since the acouracy of experimental data can be only as

reliable as that of the measuring instruments, an investiga-

tion was made to determine the most dependable means for

measuring the wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures and the

flow rate of air through the conditioning apparatus.

Sufficient information was gathered to facilitate the design

of an air temperature and air flow measuring chamber for the

proposed unit.

Current textbooks, handbooks, and bulletin; of the air

conditioning industry were consulted for design and applica-

tion data on all the components of a complete year-around

air conditioning unit. This study covered steam heating

solls, chilled and hot water coils, direct expansion cooling

coils, fans, dampers, ductwork design, condensing units,

water chillers, water heaters, circulating pumps, washer-

dehumidifiers, and refrigerants. '

It was found that the science of air purification is
l

expected to become of increasing importance in the near

future, and in the field of human comfort to become a

necessity rather than a luxury .
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In order personally to observe current research activity

in industry, the writer visited York Corporation in York,

Pennsylvania; the Arnstrong Cork Company in Lancaster,

Pennsylvania; and the Westlnghouse Alr.Cond1t1oning Division

in Stsunton, Virglnlsr In addition he was employed by the

air condltioning division of the Worthington Corporation in
‘

East Orange, How Jersey.

Besides individual research, the major flrms also engage

in general, co-operative research. By membership in pro-

fesslonal orgsnlsations auch ss the National Warm Air Hosting
”

and Air Condltioning Association, the American Society of

Hosting, Refrlgerating, and Air•Cond1tion1ng Engineers,

and the Anerioan Society of Mechanical Engineers, industrial

concerns jointly sponsor research at independent labora— V

tcries and engineering experiment stations of universltles.

This research is of a general nature deenod boneficial to

the industry ss a whole, and the results are made available

to the nenbers in the professional publlcatlons. An example

illustrstes the method. For many years the University of

Illinois has perforued research under contract to the

H.W.A.H.A.C.A. Typicsl projects were the optimum placing

of registers and grilles in residonoes, and the perforsance

and cost analysis of the operation of typicaltrosldential

conditloning units.
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The York Corporation has facilities to check the ca-

pacity ratings of all lts products. Many methods of test-
‘

ing which were developed by York for its own purposes were

later adopted by the A.S.R.E. or A.R.I. as industry stand-

ards. Preparatcry to acceptance for installation, all
l

large oentrlfugal compressors must pass a preclse capacity

ratlng test in a special oalorlmeter. Small package-type

units are spot-checked in standard calorimetere to lnsure

unlformity ln manufacturlng.
e

For the sake of slmpllclty and economy, the hot·gas by-

pass method ls used to load compressore ln breakdown tests.

The procedure ls to connect the compressor tc a oonyentlonal

oondenser. Enough hot gas from the compressor dlscharge

ls mixed with liquid from the condenser to slmulate normal

temperature and pressure·at the compressor suctlcn. By

this method the ccndenser need remove only the compressor

heat cf oompresslon, and no external artiflclal load is

required. The load cn the compressor ls at rated conditions.

Model rooms were constructed tc test the air flow

patterns and operating characteristlcs of auch devices as

high pressure lnduotlon ults. The necessary built-up unit

for supplylng such models ls always available, and can hold

the supply conditions within close limits.

Ittensive, recently developed facilities are available
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for testing package·type units, A test cell was speclally

built for window units in which the outside of the unit ia

exposed to conditions cloeely simulatlng sumner design

tenperature and hunidlty, end the indoor part of the unit

supplies conditicned air to a room in which the heat and

moisture, eupplied as load, for the tested unit are clcsely

meaeured.. In addition, there ie s psdded, aound—proof

room aounted cn coll springe tc dampen out external

vlbrations. This room with complex equipment, is used tc

analyse and study the nolses generated by maohinery compon-

ents, such as reoiprocating compresscrs and propeller and

centrlfugal fans.

The Armstrong Cork Company, well known manufacturer of

duot and pipe insulation, has a modern laboratory in Lancaster,

Pennsylvania. Condltioning equipment capable of maintaining

close control of specified temperatures and hunidities

through a wide range supplies air to ducts which are covered

with lnsulatlon to be tested, er supplies water to plpes

covered with 1nsu1atlon„ The ambient temperature and

humldlty cf the test ohamber containing the ducts and pipes

can be controlled st precise, predetermined temperstures and

humidltlee. The point of fallure cf an lneulatlon, which ls

the ccnditie at which dew wlll form on its outside surface,

can be accurately determ1ned„ Based on these tests, applica-
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tion recommendations for the products ln field use are highly

accurate. A highly complex bilt-up type air conditloning

unit used ln the above teets to supply both conditloned air

and ocndltloned water ls automatically ccntrolled from a

central lndlcating and recording panel.

·
The Westinghouse facllltles in Staunton, Virginia

include a research laboratory equipped with calorlmetere

to give exact capacity ratings of refrigeration compressors,

and apparatus for operating machines untll failure occure.

There are also soundprocf and vibratlon-lsolated rooms for

analysis and study cf the nolees generated by compreccors

end fans. Research and development englneers oonstantly

study the problems associated with performance of the prod-

ucte, such as efficiency of extended surface tube and fin

coils. Such research is a combination of thecretlcal analy-

sie and laboratory testing. In addition, methods of manufac-

ture and testing are constantly appraised for lmprovement

and lower coet.

The facilities for testing the performance cf coile

will be described in detail. A large central built-up air

conditlcnlng uit suppllee air to a number of test celle ln V

the building. The central unit supplies air at a specified

condition regardless of whether the test cell adds heat or
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coole the air, which la constantly reclrculated. The

apparatue and conditions for a specific teet cn an experi-

mental coil were as followe.(hg) The test cell was located

within the lntericr conflnes cf a larger building so that

the celllng and walls were all lnterlor walls. The outside

temperature of the teet cell walle was maintained in a range

from 70° to 80°. The welle were conatruoted of a single

layer cf clnder blocks eight lnchea thlck. Interior dimens-

lons were 17 ft. 6 ln. high x 25 ft. wide x 35 ft. 10 ln.

long. The celllng and floor were of pcured concrete with

a glazed findeh. The room wae furnished with two air

meaeuring eections. 0ne had a eminal capacity of 18,000

cfm, end the other had a capacity cf 4,500 cfm. The smaller

was used for the test which ls described.

The central built-up unit eupplylng condltioned air

to the various teet calls ccneisted of an air waeher with

clroulatlng pump, a eteam reheat coll, an air supply fan,

and aesoolated duct werk. The duct work and anemcetats,

used to dletrlbute the entering air, were mounted on the

inner side of the teet cell celllng. If deelred, air

flowlng through the teet cell could be exhausted to the

atmoephere while fresh outside air was drawn into the

.l¤let of the central bullt-up unit. The chllled water

used in the air waaher wae supplied from, and returned to,

a central chllling tank. The hot water that wae ueed in
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the air washer was supplied from, and returned to, a

central water heatlng tank. The water wae cooled by a

central water chilling unit of 75 tone capacity. The het

water was heated with steam from the central power plant

that was injeoted directly into the hot water tank.

Steam for the reheat coll was supplied from the central

power plant. The wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures of

the_alr were malntalned by a pneumatlc control system,

which lndlcated, reccrded, and oontrolled the conditions

_w1thln the teet cell at any predetermined setting. The

wet·bulb sensing element was located ln the oondltloned

air supply duct so that the alr leaving the alr washer passed

over lt. The dry-bulb temperature eensing element was

nounted in the oonditicned test cell.

The steam and water valves were of the single seated,

proportlonlng type. The air washer casing was constructed

of 18 gage galvanised steel. Exterlor dlnenelons were 96

ln. long x 56 in. high x 99 ln. wide. Two banks cf washer

nozsles were provided. Six banks of ellmlnators were

provided on the downstream side of the washer. The elimina-

ters were ccnstructed cn 22 gage galvanized steel and apaced

on one and one-half inch centers. An entranoe baffle made

of gslvanlsed steel 3/16 ln. thiokness containing 1-5/8 in.

dlameter heles placed cn 2 in. ataggered centers wae utlllzed

to prevent the stratlflcatlon of the air passlng through the
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washer.

g£lg_ggll_§ggAggggg. The equipment and instrumentatlon

used in conjunctlon wlth the evaporator coll to be tested

conalsted of the following:

(1) 8em1—hermetlc Refrigerant 12 compresser, nominal

rating cf three tens.

(2) Refrlgerant condenser of the two-pass, shell and

tube, water cooled type, 6-1/2 ln. dlameter and 31 in. long.

The water ciroult was through 5/8 in. nominal outside diamo-

ter ccpper tublng having 19 integral fine per inch; each fin

was 1/16 ln. high, giving an external eurface 3-1/2 times the

area cf the internal surface.

(3) Manually cperated refrigerant flow control needle

valve ln each of the three coll circuits.

(A) sporlan type diatrlbutcr.

(5) Sporlan filter-dryer in the liquid line between the

refrigerant condenaer and the refrigerant distrlbutor.

(6) High-and low·pressure control switch to protect

the compressor notcr fron overheatlng, and to protect the

ccndenser against excessive pressure.

(7) condenser water flow control valve to maintain a

constant condenelng temperature.

(8) Water-filled, incllned tube mancmeters to indicate

the pressure drop across the air measuring nozzle section

and to indloate the air pressure drop across the evaporator

coll, having a range of 0 to A ln. water gage in 0.01 in.
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lncrementa.

(9) An automatic callbrating and indloating recording

potentiometer to obtain temperature readinga with copper-

constantan thermccouplea.

(10) Mercury-ln-glasa thermometers calibrated by the

Bureau of Standazda with a range of 30° to 120° in O.1°

incrementa. Uaed to lndloate the temperature of the air

enterlng and leaving the evaporator coll, the water entering

and leaving the condenser, and the temperature of the air

aanple from the special air meaaurlng section. Thermcmetera

meaaured both dry-bulb and wet·bu1b temperatures.

(11) Platform, apringleas type beam acalea used tc

weigh condenser water.

(12) Vertical U-tube type mercury manometer connected

to the auction header of the evaporator coll tc indlcate

the pressure at which bolling took place. Galibrated from

0 to 60 pslg in 0.1 pound incrementa.

(13) Heroury·in-glaaa type barometer used to standard-

ine the evaporatlng pressure and temperature since the

difference in pressure between the coll and outaide were

meaaured.

(1#) Bourdon tube type pressure gages at high and low

aides of compreaaor.
l

(15) Copper-conatantan thermocouplea were uaed to

measure temperature at the compreasor auction and dlscharge,

the refrlgerant leaving the dondenaer, the refrigerant
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enterlng the expansion valve, the coll auction header, and

the euctlon header tube. The thermoccuplee were placed

on the exterlor surface of the copper tubes after the

surface had been cleaned with sandpaper. Each thermccouple

was wrapped with rubber waterprocf tape and with two layers

of felt Ohrcmtlte insulatlng tape.

(16) Temperature meaeuring section conetructed accord-

ing to A.S.R.E. standards. Air leaves the nixlng section

cf vertical and horizontal vanes at a velocity of approx1mate·

ly 1000fpm and is accelerated to a velccity of approximately

3500 fpn at the throat cf the Venturi section, from whlch

the sampllng fan draws air at apprcximately 1300 fpm across

the wet-bulb an dry—bu1b thermometere in an outside,

parallel duct.

(17) Alr flow rate ueasurlng section constructed

according to A.S.R.E. standards with two diffusere, a nczzle

section, and two air pressure tape. The nozzle section

contains four nozzles, each with a croes sectlonal area of

0.165 square feet. The air flow ie obtalned by determinlng

the air preseure drop across the nczzle section. Two

pressure tape are mounted in the bottca center section of

E
the alr neaeurlng duct in euch a way that the openinge are

flush with the internal wall surface. The aperture in each

tap ls 1/64 ln. dlameter.
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The air condltionlng industry, in an age of acoelerated

engineering development in such fields as rocket propulsion,

has been noted for its relative lack of change. There have

been few radlcal developments in the past thlrty years,

and the changes were long foreseen and long awaited. Many

improvements were primarily the applications to refrigera-

tion of advanoes in other fields, as centrlfugal and high

speed reciprocatlng compressors. Two reasons for conserva-

tlem were the severe competition and rivalry in the industry

and the lack of interest ln air condltlonlng by the public.

Revertheless, the products on the market today are

highly dependable ln service and very reasonable in cost.

This is the result of applied research and development by

the manufacturing firma. This research, though usually

kept strlctly confidentlal, ls sometimes done under contract

with independent laboratories or the engineering experiment

statlons of unlversltles. This ls the most economlcal

procedure when a company does not deslre to make a permanent

addition of equipment and highly quallfied research per- »

sonnel to lts existing facilities. An example is the re-

search contracted by the Westlnghouse Electric Gorporation

with the Virginia Polytechnic Institute for study of

sensible cooling characteristics of extended surface celle,

and analysis cf an experimental model of a new a1r·to·alr
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heat pump. The economy of thls procedure and the 1nev1t·

able wealth of fresh ideas at auch reasonable cost make

this plan seem of even greater slgnlfioanoe for the future.

The purpose of including a brief survey of industrial

research was to learn the problems mechanical engineering

students entering that field would face, and should be

preparing for in their professional training; and tc become

oognizant cf the current problems, methods, facilities,

and sims of industrial firma so that future research _

perforned at V.P.I„ will be slgnlficant and merit recognitlcn.

The nev laboratory built by the Worthington Corporation

at East Orange, Rev Jersey was not described in detail since

its facilities duplleate those at York and Westlnghouse.

It was found that the most valuable research ls not

neceasarily the most expensive research. For example, there

is little reason for V.P.I. to try to undertake the expens-

ive project of developing better dealgn in centrlfugal

ccmpressors. On the other hand, it would ba extremely

worthwhlle to develop lmaglnatlvs and more practical methods

of laboratory testing, making use of current developments

in lnstrumentatlonz or to study Iuch problems ae the

phyaiologioal and psyohologlcal effects of airborne 1mpur1·

tles on human belngs; or by research to modify present

electronic flltration devices, with the purpose of reduclng

the high cost and operating hazards.
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B. FQQLLIQIES IQ OTHER ENGINEERQQQ CQQLQQES

Though there de exist modern, large, and well-equipped

experimental laboratories, it would not be desirable to

copy any of then exactly. On the contrary, the laboratory

deslgn recommended for V.P.I. will be similar to 1abora—

tories in other schools only insotar as the needs and phil-

cscphles of instruction and research at V.P.I. are similar

to those of other schools.

A search through national publications going back

twenty-three years produced articles describing in detail

the air conditlcning units at the University of Illinois

and Syracuse University. The Illinois unit is nationally

known.

A number of schools were contacted by correspodence

and their replies are discussed. The writer personally

visited the new lsboratorles at Purdue University.
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UNIVQQSITY OF IggINOI§ AIR CONDITIONING UNIT

General. The University of Illinois is well known

for the many scientific contributions made possible by

research with its year·around built·up air conditioning

unit, and with the research residences sponsored by the

National Warm Air Heating and Air Condltioning Association.

The results of over twenty years of continous research have

been published from time to time in professional Journals
k

and in booklets available at moderate cost.

The overall length cf the unit is 42 ft. 6-1/2
1n.(58)

At a nominal capacity of 3000 cfm the unit has a cooling

capacity of 12 tons and a total heating capacity sllghtly

more than 300,000 Btu per hr. Since no attempt was made

to condition the air of a particular space, the unit dis-

charges into the general laboratory space, which measures

120 ft. x 135 ft. _

The return air duct Joins the outside air duct, which

conveys air from a weatherproof inlet on the roof of the

laboratory. Part of the return air can be used for reheatlng

purposes when manual dampers allow lt to bypass the condition-

ing equipment. All dampers are manually operated. The

mixture of return and outside air passes successively through

dlsposable type dry filters, a steam preheater coll with

bypass dampers, water humldifying nozzles, hot and chllled

water coll, direct expansion cooling coll, washer, steam
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reheat coll, and centrlfugal fan. Airtlght windows are

located at frequent intervals along the equipment to

allow visual Inspection of the procesees, and marine-type

lights lllumlnate the encloeuree behind the windows.

Space le provided between each component of the bu1lt·up

condltioning unit for eufflclent lnstrumentation to study

the performance of any one part cf the unit. Component

parts of the unit will be described in detail: then some

of the problems for which the apparatus ls suitable will

be listed.

g;;gg;g. The air filters are cf the dleposable dry

type having ten pcckets fltted with sheete of celluloee

material. The surface area totale 70.4 eq. ft.

A;gg;;;gg_§;gg_§gg;}gg. In order to regulate the

humidlty of the air entering the apparatus at any season,

six atcmlzlng mlet nozzles are located between the air

preheater and the chilled water cooling coll. The nozzles

are in a single bank and their dlscharge is dlrected against

the air stream. —A single bank cf ellmlnatore and a fine

nesh ccpper wire screen between the mlet nezzle chamber and

the cooling coll remove entrained droplete of water from

the air. The nozzles are 1/32 ln. x 1/2 in.

wgteg gg;}. The water coll, which can be used with

either hot or cold water, ccnsiets of four eectlone arranged

so that the water may be clroulated through one, two,
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three, or four sections in series. This allows the use of

two, four, six, or elght vertical rows of tubes when study-

ing heat transfer in such coils with forced circulation of

hot or cold water. Counterflow of the water and air cccurs.

Water is fed into each coll section at the bottom and is

taken out at the top on the opposite side. An expansion

tank insures that the four coll sections are always com-

pletely filled with water. Each vertical row of the coll

has th1rty—one 1/2 ln. ¤.D. horizontal copper tubes.

The direct expansion

Refrigerant 12 cooling coil has seventy-two }/4 ln. 0.D.

horizontal copper tubes arranged in six vertical rows with

twelve tubes in each row. The tubes are staggered in the

vertical rows. The liquid refrlgerant is supplied through
‘

a thermcstatic expansion valve to the first vertical row

of tubes by means of two vertical headers which have meter-

ing oriflces to insure equal distribution of refrigerant

to the tubes. Each air—cool1ng coll is placed over a drlp

pan having s draln connection to an insulated condensate

receiver. The vapor condensed from the air passing over the

coll surfaces may be caught in a weigh tank and then

drained to the sewer. The specified capacities of the

. direct expansion coil and the chilled water coll are the

equlvalent of 12 tone of refrlgeration each. This rating

is based on 50 gpm of chilled water at 45° entering the
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tubes, with air at 85° dry-bulb temperature and 40 per cent

relative humidity across the coils. This capacity is based

on the plant handling the equivalent of 3000 cfm.

Air Washer. The washer has 20 spray nozzles arranged

in two banks of 10 each with the spray water discharging in

the direction of the air flow. Deflecting louvers are sit-

uated in the air stream at the inlet end of the washer. The

air outlet end of the washer has 24 vertical eliminator plates

which are kept flooded by 9 additional spray nozzles. The

water supply pump del1vers650 gpm to the washer nozzles at

a pressure of 25 psig. The piping is arranged for the use

_ of either recirculated, heated, or chilled water. The

maximum air velocity in the spray chamber does not exceed

450 fpm when the plant is operating at full capacity.

Preheater Coil. Based on the circulation of 13,500

pounds of dry air per hour, and a steam pressure in the coils

of 5 psig, the preheater coll has a capacity of 162,000 Btu

per hour with entering air temperature of 0°. The coll is

of the extended surface type with sixteen 1/2 in. 0.D.

horizontal copper tubes placed in a single row. There are

85 thin aluminum fins per linear foot of tube length. Tube

ends are fastened to vertical headers at each side of the

ooil section. The face area measures 24 in. x 36 in. so

that the air velocity over the face area will not exceed

500 fpm when the unit is handling 3000 cfm.

Reheater Coil. Based on the circulation of 13,500
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pounda of dry air per hour, and a steam pressure of 5 psig,

the reheater coll has a capacity of 140,000 Btu per hour

with entering air temperature at 50°. There are thlrty-one

1/2 in. 0. D. horizontal copper tubes arranged in two ver-

tical, staggered rows. 0oil construction and size are the
same as the preheater coll.

ggg. The fan is a backward-curved blade, single-

lnlet, slnle-width unit which delivera 3000 cfm standard
Ä

air at 1150 rpm. The fan motor haa aufficient capacity to

drive the fan when delivering 3000 standard cfm against a

static preseure of 1.5 in. water gage greater than the

total reeistance of the laboratory installation. This la

to anticipate the future installation of ducte to a remote

auditorium. By manual control of the d1rect—current motor,

the fan may be operated at elght different speeds.

gggggggggg. The Refrigerant 12 compressor has two

5-3/4 in. by 4 in. single-aotlng alr-cooled cyllnders which

are rated at 13.1 tone of refrlgeration when operated at

a speed of 450 rpm with 3B° auction temperature and a con-

denaing pressure of 110 peig. The compresaor motor is

arranged for automatic starting and stopping and facilities

are included for five different operating speede by manual

adjuatment of the starter rheostat.

ggggggggg. The condenser is of the ahel1·and-tube

type with seven water passes and a total of f1fty—four
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1-1/4 in. tubes. The dlameter of the ahell ia 16 in. and

the overall length
1s‘9

ft. 9 in. .The condenser has a pot

welded to the underslde cf the shell which servea as a

liquid receiver, thereby reduclng the amount of refr1g—

erant required in the system. The water supply to the con-

daaer ls under the control cf a regulating valve in the

water supply llne which is actuated by the refrigerant

pressure within the oondenser shell. The condenser is

also fltted with a water·presaure failure switch which

stops the ccnpressor motor whenever the water supply is

ehut off.

!gtg;;Qg;llgg. The ohlller has three consecutive hor-

izontal water passea arranged one above the other. Each

water paae oonsista of two 2-1/8 ln. 0.D. copper tubes 18

ft. 6 in. long. The tubes of each pass are connected in

parallel by means of headers at each end. Within each

2~1/8 ln. copper tube are five 5/8 in. 0.D. copper tubes

through which the water flowa. Each water paas is fitted

with a thermoetatic expansion valve which supplies liquid

refrigerant to one end of each of the 2-1/8 in. 0.D. copper

tubes. The expanded refrlgerant flows in a single direction

around the small water tubes and ls removed at three

connections to a common auction header. Suitable header

arrangement: at each end cf the 2-1/8 in. 0.D. copper tubes

allow the proper flow of refrigerant and water. The
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refrlgerant pressure in the water cooler is controlled by

an adjustable back-pressure velve in the auctlon line

leading tc the conpressor. The back-pressure valve func-

tions to maintain a predetermined pressure of the refr1g—

erant in the evaporatcr sections of the water cooler and

is a protectlve device; in addition there is a remote•bulh

thermostat in the line leading away from the water chlller

outlet which guards agalnat freesing of the chiller.

!;tg;_gggtgg, The water heater ls a shell-and-tube

steam type heat exchsnger having two water passes. The

capacity of the heater ls 600,000 Btu por hour using

5 psig steam.

The csntrifugal pump is a single

stage, single inlet unit direct connected to a three horse-

power motor. The pump has capacity of 50 gpm against a l
discharge pressure cf 25 psig. Like the fan and compressor

actors, it is operated cn 230 volt direct current.

ggg Fggctggg Presggge-Loss Measgremengs. Measurements

of air frlctlon pressure losses are obtalnable as they occur

across the air filters, preheater coll, water coll, direct

expansion cooling coll, washer, and reheater coll. For auch

measurements totalpressure Pitot tubes, constructed accord-

ing to official specificatlons, are plaoed in representatlve

positlons on each side of the part across which the frictlon

losses are to be aacertalned. A dlfferentlal-pressure gage
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properly attached to each palr cf tubee gives the true

frlotlon-preaeure loaeee without any effecta due tc change

of the veloclty pressure whlch may reault from the change

of the croas•sectlonal area cf the duot. e
· une « „„h= „ ;..„;¤e;.. dopper conetantan therme-

oouplea are located at several places ln the duct ayetec

for the eaaureuent of both dry- and wet-bulb air temp-

erature:.
The

ouplea are placed in palra, dry and wet,

and are distributed acroaa the duct seotiona at the

following locatlcnas (I) nine paira before the air ftl-

ter lnlet, (2) elght paire between the preheater coll and

the water coll, (3) eight pelre between the water coll

and the direct expansion cccllng coll, (4) elght palra

_ between the ezreet expansion coll and the washerlnlet;(5)

elght pair: between the waaher outlet and the reheater

coll, (6) five palra between the reheater coll end the fan

lnlct. (7) et the return elr lnlet, an (8) at the outside

air lnlet. All thercccuplea lead to individual swltches

and a ocmmcn ccld Junotlon located at a swltchboerd. A

_ preoielon potenticmeter le uaed to neaeure either the

electroectlve force existent in an individual couple orf

' the average electronctlve force of any single group cf either

dry- or wet·bulb ccuplee when connected ln parallel in the

potentlemeter ciroult. Stndlee were made in the placecent

of the individual couple: to cbtaln the most repreaentatlve
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temperaturea of the air stream as it flows through the

duct. Dry- and wet-bulb thermometere may be placed, with

a limited stem insertion, into the air stream at all thermo-

couple bank locations except at the fan inlet.
‘

l
Ag; glgw ggggurement. The ducts are heavy gage gal-

vanised sheet steel, circular in shape except at the·

conditloning equipment, and designed for a maximum velccity

of 1000 fpm when the air is measured at standard conditions.

Air flow measuring stations are located in the return air

duct, outdoor air duct, at the fan inlet, and at the fan

·out1et. Except at the fan inlet, the air flow measurlng

stations have reduoed cross-sectlonal areas simulating

venturl tubes, which do not increase fan work greatly. In

the return air duct there is an additional air flow measur-

ing station having straightenlng vanes and a Pltot traverse.

At the fan inlet is a simple Pitot traverse.

A11 ¤h¤r¤¤¤*·¤¤¤
placed in either the air stream cr in the water heater outlet

have elements filled with a volatile liquid. A change of

volume of the contained liquid in each case produces a

moveaent of some part of the thermostat er regulatcr.

Gompressed air is available in service lines at ao psig,

which supplies the 15‘psig pressure necessary to give motive

power at the actuetors. The steam reheat coll is under the

control of either of two extended·d1sk type thermostats,
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one of which is located just beyond the fan outlet and one

of which is placed in the return air duct. A three-way cock

placed in the compressed air piping serving the two therm-

ostats allows preper air temperature control from either

thermestat location. An extended-disk type thermestat is

placed ahead of the air preheater coil te insure protection

to the apparatus whenever the entering air falls below a

temperature of 35°. On the discharge side of the preheater

is located a remote bulb thermestat which nermally functions

to regulate the temperature of the air leaving the preheater

cell. The two preheater thermestats are connected inte the

system through a pilot valve which allows either thermestat

to operate independently of the other. All of these controls

are of the modulating type. All steam valves in supply lines

to the water heater and the air heaters are of the direct

acting type. The temperature regulator at the water out-

let ef the water heater has a remote bulb element. A

thermestat with a finned thermal element is located between

the washer outlet and the reheat coil. This unit functions

in connection with a direct·acting three·way mixing valve

to regulate the temperatures ef either warmed or chilled

water supplied to the washer. This control also eperates

the pressure switch connected to the soleneid valve in the

refrigerant piping to the direct expansion coil. In

this way, year·around dewpoint control of the air
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leaving the apparatus ie effected.

ggggrggggr, Gogdegeeg, ggg Waggr Qgglleg Oonggggs.

In connection with the condeneer and the compressor auction

line are three pressure·actuated electrical switches: a

h1gh·pres•ure cutcut, which opens when the condeneer preseure

eccmes exoessive; a low·pressure cutout, which opens when

the pressure in the auction line drops below a preeet value;

and a water·pressure failure switch which opens when the

water supply to the ccndenser is stopped. The three elec-

trical switches are wired in series and the compressor motor

cannot be automatically started until all three switches are

closed. Any action which causes any one of the three

switehes tc open will cause the ccmpresscr motor tc stop.

The water chiller is protected against freezing by a thermosta·

tically—operated switch in an electrioal circuit to a solenoid

valve in the liquid refrigersnt line between the condenser

and the water chiller• When the water temperature falls to

that for which the thermostat ie adjustd the electrical

oircult is broken, the solenoid valve olcses, and the com-

preseor pumpe down the auction line until the low·preseure

cutout causee the compressor motor to stop. The thermostatic

bnlb of the low•temperature control ie plaocd in the refrig·

erant return line from the water chiller outlet.

The solenoid valve In the liquid refrlgerant line is

also under contrcl of a hand-cperated switch at the fan-
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motor control panel, and a pressure switch actuated by a

thermcetat placed in the main air duct Just ahead of the

reheater coll. In order to secure oontinuous operation of

the compressor these latter two ewitohes and the thermo-

etatioal1y·operated ewitch at the water chlller outlet must

be closed. The opening of any one of the switches will

cause the solenoid valve in the liquid line toclose,and

the low-pressure cutout in the auction line will stop

the compreesor.

The apparatus is suitable for

use in the study of many problems, including:(58) (1) air

cleaning by use of either washer or mechanical filters;

(2) air humidification: (3) air cooling and dehumidificatlon

by three different pieces of apparatus; (4) hot blast heat-

ing using either steam or hot water as a heating medium;

(5) heat transfer of finned cclls using either steam or hot

water as a hosting medium; (6) heat tranefer of finned tube

cooling coila, using either chilled water or direct expan-

sion of the refrlgerant, with dry and wet aurfaces; (7) prob- _

lems lnvolving the reheating cf cooled and dehumidified air

by use cf either a steam reheating coll or by bypaesing

recirculated air; (8) year—around air conditionlng cf epacee ·

in which typioal load conditions may be maintained either in

summer cr winter; (9) centrifugal fan performance under

different conditions cf load; (10) accurate measurements
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of both dry- and wet-bulb temperatures; (11)air distri-

bution by means of nozzles, grilles, and diffusersg and

(12) the measurement of air flow and friction losses in

ducts and other components such as filters and coils.

Comments and Criticism. The University of Illinois has

long been the recognized leader among colleges and universi-

ties in air conditioning instruction and research. For this

reason its facilities were discussed in detail. The built-

up condltioning unit spans over 42 feet and has a nominal

cooling capacity of 12 tons. The large size permits less

percentage of error in data and calculations from experimen-

tal tests.

In recent years a number of developments and trends in

the industry have occurred which make the Illinois laboratory

obsolete. The electronic filter has come into common

commercial and industrial use. Some of the benefits which

it provides are super-filtered air for commercial comfort,

and for the protection cf delicate industrial controls; and

savings both in initial and operating costs of cooling

equipment because of less requirement for outside ventilat-

ing air.

The charcoal filter has also come into use as a partner

of the electronic filter. This combination can remove

every impurity known to occur in air, and has begun to
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replace the air waaher, which is bulky, ncisy, and expen-

sive to cperate and maintain, particularly in such critical

applications as hospitals.

The Illinois unit has a set of bypass dampers which

allow return air to bypass the conditioning apparatus• In

testing specific components of the bullt•up unit, it ls

important that all clrculated air pass through the tested

component. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to

prevent some leakage through dampers, and though the leakage

may not be enough to measure, it is enough to affect the test

data and caloulatlons.

The safety devices cf the Illinois unit are standard

equlment, and the air temperature measurlng devices are

good.
4

y

The cooling coils are rated at 85° dry-bulb entering

air temperature. Though this ls not the design temperature

which would be used in a comfort installation, it is the

rating temperature prescribed in A.R.I. Standard 411-56.



~
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AIR CONDITIONING UNIT

Gegergl. The Department of Mechanical Engineering at

Syracuse University completed an exceptionally well-designed

built-up air ccnditioning unit in 1943.(26) The unit has

an outside air intake with a tempering coll in the duct. The

outside air duct makes a junction with the return air duct.

The conditioning components ln order are the preheater coll,

disposable type filters, washer, direct expansion cooling

¢¤11, reheater coll, and centrifugal fan. Space was pro-

vided between the various elements to permlt messurement

cf velocity and temperature of the air. A flange type Joint,

eecured by bolts, was employed tc facilitate the removal of

any part of the system, such as cooling or heating coils,

fcr·repairs or replacement. The fan may be operated to

discharge air through a spun aluminum calibrated nozzle for

determlning total air quantlty handled, or by means of a

seleotive damper the air may be conveyed to the classroom

above the laboratory where methods of air distribution can

be demonstrated and tested. An access door is provided near

the fan inlet. To determine the air throw and distribution

from various types of outlets, a eucalyptus leaf smoke pot

may be placed in the duct which provides a visible, non-

toxic pattern.

To simulate summer mnditions at any time of the year,

tempering and preheater coils and a compressed air operated

water atomizing nozzle are located on the lnlet side of the
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coollng coll and waaher.

All steam plplng is lnsulated with 85 per cent magnesia

oovering and all flttings and valves exclusive of unlcns

are covered·with asbestos cement. The length of steam

piplng and the efflciency of the insulatlcn are auch that

2·}° of the superheat developed es a result of the pressure

reduction at the reducing valve is available in the steam at

the points of entry into the steam operated devices. This

condition eliminatee the necessity cf lnstalllng calorimetere

· for determlnlng eteam quality. Thermometer wells and mercury

manometer tube connections are provided at the inlet of each
4

item of equipment supplied with steam, in order that the

degree cf superheat at operating pressure may be determined.

Haring only 1·2° superheat is not enough when using a lab-

oratcry grade thermometer in an oil filled brass thermometer

well. Replaclng the welle with etufflng boxee permite ex- „

poslng the thermometer bulbe directly to the steam; paoklng

similar to that used on gage glasses ls employed.

g;g_!ggggg. Since no standard commercial waeher was

available for the amall size required, a nominal capacity

of 700 cfm, it was necessary tc fabrlcate the washer at the

site. The washer has two banks with 12 spray nczzles per

bank; operating at 10 pslg, the washer has a capacity of 7

gpm, which ls equal to 10 gpm per 1000 cfm. Water is c1r·

culated by a single stage, clcee coupled pump. No flcoding
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nozzlea are used. The ellmlnator plates are spaoed on

1-1/8 ln. centers. Each plate le formed from a elngle sheet

of metal and haa four bende or changes of alr drlectlcn.

The washer admlttedly doee not have the efflolency of

oomerolal waehers but ls valuable ln demonatratlng evapor·

atlve coollng and humldlflcatlon.
Q »

gggl;gg_Qg1l. The cooling 0011 la of the extended fin

type, three rows deep ln the dlrectlon of alr flow, wlth row

control by means of an expansion valve for each row. Wlth a

variable speed motor drlvlng the compressor and a cooling coll

that nay be operated wlth one-thlrd, two•thlrds, or all of

lte surface actlve, lt le posslble to demonetrate many of

the sltuatlone encountered ln the field. For example, lt

la posalble to show the effect on the leavlng wet-and dry-

bulb temperature: when the coll ls operated at constant

refrlgerant temperature and alr quantlty, but the amount

of coll surface ls varled. Thle demonstrates coll bypaee

factor. Manual ehutoff valves are lnetalled on the llquld

and euctlon eldea of each row of the coll. An alr bypass

ls provided over the top of the coll. Thla, comblned wlth

the reheater, afforde an opportunlty to demonetrate both

meane of reheat for partlal load temperature and humldlty

control.

To llluatrate the common nethods

of ccntrolllng blaet heaters, face and bypase dampers,
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alr washer dewpolnt, and modulatlng expansion valves, a

pneuatlcally actuated system of automatic control waa in-

stalled. By means of manual selectlve valves lt ls possible

to change readlly from the heatlng cycle tc the cooling

cycle. An electro·pneumat1o switch installed in the fan

motor clreuit permlts air to be supplied to the control

instruments only when the fan motor clrouit ls energised.

A multi-louver damper, operated by a static pressure reg—

ulator, is installed in the bu1lt·up unit just ahead of

the preheater coll. Static pressure control is used in

demonstrating air flow with several types and makes of

outlets.

The Syracuse unit was well

designed and ls capable cf effective student demonstratlon A

of several air oonditloning oyclea and effects. Its oon· _

spicuoua·fault le its limited amount of equipment; for

example, lt lacks an eleotrostatlc air filter, an activated

carbon filter, a chilled and hot water coll, a means for

chllling the waaher olroulatlng water, and a means for

accurate measurenent of air temperature and quantity.

The small else of the unit in itself ls not a handlcap

to preclslon experlmentatlon, as ls generally assumed.

This important fact was herne cut recently by Westlnghouse

engineere in Btaunton, Virginia.
(50)

The Westlnghouse '

engineers found that a coll with face area of only one-
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half square foot and having the ccndenaing unit, alr•flow

measurement ohamber, and fan on the same miniature ecale

gave the eame teet acouracy, peroentage wlee, as the'

earller apparatus several timea larger.

A noteworthy item ia the fact that eteam supplied for

heatlng la slightly auperheated to eliminate the necesaity

for calorimetere. This can be aocompliehed by lnsuring

that the steam entering the reduolng valve has low molature

content so that after throttling lt will he superheated.

Placlng bare mereury-ln-glass thermometere directly ln

eteam lines with gage glass stufflng boxea aa a steam seal

would not seem a safe laboratory procedure, however. Steam

at 5 pelg pressure ls approxlmately 227°; any temperature

higher than about 140° will burn the human skin. Uaing

thermocouplea lnetead would provide both aocuracy and

safety.

The washer wae not constructed with sufflcient atten-

tion tc detaile to obtaln as high an efflciency as commer-

cial models attain. Again, the aize was not the handicap.

There are several oommendable features about the Syra-

cuse unit. Compressor speed may be varled by changing the

apeed cf the direct-current motor drive. By placing an

expansion valve at each of the rowe in the direct expansion

coll, bypase factor can be demonatrated either by varying

vthe number of active rows with a oonstant alr quantlty, or
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by varying the air quantity with a constant number of

active rows, or by changing the air quantlty and number ot

active rows at the sane time. In addition, it is possible

tc change the refrigerant temperature by changing the
U

oonpressor speed. All these deacnstratiens are highly

.praet1cal.
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PURDUE UIIVERBITY CLIgéTE CQAQERS

Purdue University has anbitious plane tc become a

national center for basic and applied research in ollmate

control at its Ray W. Herrick Laboratories, named for a

major financial contributor. The Purdue Center for '

Research in Refrigeration and Climate Control estimatee

that $1,153,#0O ls needed for the first three years of

operation, which includes much capital investment. The

major objeotives are environmental research and thermo-

édynanic natheuatlcal investigatlona which may reduce heat

transfer and mass transfer problems to workable formulas.

The Center plans basic research in heat transfer, mass

transfer, theraodynanics, and fluid mechanlcs, all dlrected

tcward aolution of problems in refrigeration and air con-

ditionlng. In addition, the Center will attempt to bring

together through research the basic subject matter areas

of meohanical engineering and environmental phyaiology for

the purpose of enlarging the scope of cliaate control and

to increase produotivity in agriculture and industry. The

four envlronnental conditions to be studied are temperature,

humldity, light lntensity, and air novenent.

A briok barn was oonverted to form the first uit of '

the Center, to which two modern wings were added. In one

section cf the first unit it is planned that a typlcal, _
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full·slae modern houee wlll be erected lnslde a condltloned

chember so that the reactlon of a normal famlly to varylng

weather condltlone can be studled. Another wlng hae an

actlve laboretery for general reeearchg lts facllltlee

lnclude a hlgh altltude chamber.

In the second new wlng are two

23 ft. x 18 ft. controlled clleate chambers, wlth ante-

chaebers havlng flush-mounted platform sceles for welgh-

lng research llvestock. The eoales are accurate wlthln ·

one·helf pound. The chambers are mirror lmages wlth

control panel room between. Each room le fltted with both

fluoreecnt and lncandescent llghtlng at the celllng, sealed

from the room lteelf. Marine type electrlcal outlete and

hot end cold water eervlce outlete are avallable. Large

dreln troughe are lnetalled ln the floore. Automatlcally

controlled devlcee empty both the eupply and draln llnee

_ and trape when room temperaturee approach freezlng. An

lntercom ccnnects each room to the control panel room.

· Behnson oonpreeeed alr end freeh water humldlflers add

humldlty directly to each room when lndlcated. The walls

are glazed tlle, the floor ooncrete.

After olroulatlng through 30 ln. wlde passegee outelde

the welle, 10,000 cfm of condltloned alr le supplied to

each chamber through the perforated celllnge. Alr le ex-

hausted through four 34 ln. x 28 ln. grlllee wlth volume

dampers..
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Qgndlglonlgg ggggpgent. The refrlgeratlon eystem cen·

elete of three 50 hp boeeter cempreeeore and three 50 hp hlgh

stage compressore working lndependently on a three-clrcult A

calclum chlorlde brlne syetem. Frlck, Carrler, an Worth-

lngton ocmpressore are represented. Refrlgerant 12 llquld

leaves each receiver through a Sporlan dryer and "See-All"

flow and melsture lndlcater, paeeee through the llquld to

euctlen heat exchanger, then through the liquid eubcooler

to the selenold and expansion valvee at the brlne chlller.

One eet cf eolenold and expanslon valves le ueed fer hlgh

temperature work and the other set fer low temperature work.

Each hlgh etage ccmpreescr dlecharge llne le equlpped wlth

an ell trap.

One brlne pump roclrculatee brlne between the chlller

and the cold brlne etorage tank. A eeoon brlne pump

reclrculatee brlne from the cold brlne tank to celle located

ln the test chamber slabe and tc brlne celle located ln the

Kathabar alr waeher. A thlrd brlne pump reelrculatee brlne

from the hot brlne tank through the brlne heater te the

celle on the leavtng·slde of the alr waehers. Three-way

mlxlng valvee are located at each eoll. Elther het er cold

brlne le sent to the three·way control.valvee en the floor

celle by addltlonal three·way valvee actuated from the
2

central panel.

Outelde freeh alr le drawn ln through a mechanlcal
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discharges it into the lntake plenum of the Kathabar air

washer, where lt is mixed with filtered return air rrom

1 one of the teet rooms. The mixed air proceeds through the

Kathene and brlne coll dehumidifier and cooler, brlne

A reheater coll, steam grid humidlfier, and centrifugal fan with

inlet vanes. The Kathabar air waeher and the outside air

dryer have a steam regenerator which boils off moiature

from the Kathene solution ae it gathers moisture from the air.

· The test room floor coils are 1 in. pipe embedded 3 in. below

the surface.

Gontrolg. Adjacont to the test rooms is thecentralpneumatic

control panel. A schematic arrangement of the

major components of the conditioning equipment is graph1c·

ally presented on the panel. Fans and mctors can be started

at the panel, and lights show which are running. Temperaturen

can be found by presslng a button for any location pictured

on the panel, which lncludee important points in the air

and brlne cycles, es well ae six locations in the ooncrete

floor of each test room. ~The panel was presented es a gift

~ by M1nneapol1s·Honeywell. There le one temperature indlcator

for all thermocouple readings, and two lndIcator—ruoorder·

oontrollers for each teet chamber: dry•bulb and wet-bulb

temperaturea for the air in each chamber, and temperature

control of the slab. The cllmate range for each chamber
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varles_from O° to 110° and #0 to 95 por cent relative

humidity. If deslred, lt ls possible to have the floor at

110° and the room air at 0°, or to have the floor at 0° and

the room air at 110°, or any lntermediate combination.

ggggggtg. Approxlmate cost of the project was $#35,000;

lt will be ready for use about Cctober, 1960. The test

chambers are desgned prlmarlly to study environmental effects

cn animals, which may lead to a new and profltable market _

for equipment manfacturers. The Center ls located among
‘the agrlcultural buildings of the campus. The equipment is

not designed for demonstration or inetructicn purposes: in

fact, no work of the Center includes the undergraduate

student. The main purpose of the cllmate chambers le simply
”

that of providing a facility for graduate research.
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A

MISCELLANEOQS COLLEGES

A number of other schools were contacted and replies

were received from Cornell University, The University of

Florida, The Pennsylvania State University, North Carolina

State College, The University of Tennessee, and The

University of Alabama.

Only the letter(45) from Richard B. Knight, Professor-

in-Charge of the Heating and Air Conditioning Curriculum

at North Carolina State College, contained significant

information, which is quoted:
‘

"The air conditioning unit in our labcratory consiets

of the following items arranged in series; 1) an
' electrostatlc air filter, 2) a Freon-12 direct ex-

pansion coil, 3) a chilled water cooling coil, 4) face

and bypass dampers, 5) an air washer, 6) a steam heated

reheat coll, and 7) a centrifugal fan with volume

control. Air can be fed to the unit from any or all

of three sources; outside air, laboratory air, or air

from a silica gel dehumidifying unit. At the present

time students perform experiments showing 1) the effect

of air velocity on the performance of a direct-

expansion coll, 2) the effect cf varied water flow

rates on the performance of a chilled water coll,

3) the effect of face and bypass dampers on coll

leaving air conditions, and 4) the effect of varying
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water temperature: on the performance of an air waeher.

In our laboratory there ie also a ¤tea.m—_1et refr1gera•

tion eyetem which is etudied by etudente and, incident-

ally, furniehee chilled water to the cooling coll and .

air waehexu"
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C. T}§ES OF A;R OO§§I§IONIN¤ §;31§§S

To be a complete air conditioning system, the apparatus

must be able to control not only the temperature, humidity,

purlty, and motion of the air, but also the interchange of

radiant energy. The most effective system developed for com-

mercial use which canhaccomplish this is a combination of a

panel type systen to control radisnt heat interchange and a

central fan clrculating system to pressurize the condltloned

space and prevent lnfiltration. °The central system also

- contlnuously supplies clean alr, gives a ”live” feeling to

the space by moving the air, prevente stratification, and

removes stale air. Cooling systems have been installed which

remove as much as sixty per cent of the total heat by alumi-

num panels in which water well above the dewpolnt temperature

is ciroulated. The use of panels ls partlcularly desirable

because of the ocrresponding reductlon in the duct sizes

which carry condltloned air.

Variations of the simple central fan system have been

developed for mult1·zone buildings and include the dual duct

system and the lnduntion unit system. The dual duct system

has central ocnditionlng apparatus with two ducts leading

to all conditloned spaces. One duct contains conditloned

air according to the season and the other duct contains

unconditlened air. For example, in winter one duct would

contain warm air and the other duct unconditioned, or cold,
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air. A1r·m1x1ng room units under control of the room therm-

ostat draw warm and cold air from the ducta in accordance

with the roon requirements, affording individual room control

without aonlng.(59)

The induction unit provides hot or cold water to the

unit coll in each conditioned space according tc the season.

In addition, condltloned air ls continuously supplied to

nozales in each unit which induce circulatlon of air through

the ccnditioning coll and into the conditioned space. Air

entering at the nozzles ls called primary air and is always

frech, never reciroulated. When occupied, commercial

buildings have an internal cooling load throughout the year

due to lights and people, which would allow the primary air

to be cool throughout the year while the water supplied to

the unit coll varies according to the season and the zone,

and has as its function the counteracting of heat gain or

heat loss due tc wall and window transmisaicn.
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CONl§0l QF Cgyggll FAN §lSlEMS

In this section will be given a brief description and

appraisal of the most successful, modern methods for con-
”

trolling the individual pieces of equipment which are

reommended for installation ln the proposed built-up unit.

Based on this review, a later sectlon of the thesls will

lndicate which method cf control ls recommended for each

component.

ggggeglgg gell Cggtggl. The purpose of the tempering

coll ls to insure that air entering the remalnder of the

unit will at all times be above the freezing point. The

steam-distrdbuting coll ls the beat for this service.

Freezing of the coll ls prevented, even at low load condi-

tions, since counterflow of the steam ad ccndensate takes

place inside the coll, an live steam ls distributed

equally tc all parts of the coll. Gondensate oollects in

headers outside the air duct. Nevertheless, the experience

of control engineers has been that lt is possible for such

coils to freeze. The reccmmendation of the Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company(63) ls that the steam supply

valve be modulated tc the full open position when te

entering air temperature drops to 35°. A duct thermostat

upstream from the coll actuates the steam supply valve cf

the coll. As the coll operatec at full capacity when the

entering air temperature is 35° or lower, the coll capacity
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must be limited to a rise of about 30° to avoid losing

control of the air by overheating.

ggegeggeg gell. In some rather expensive large systems,

each room will have heating panels or conveotors controlled

by a room thermostat. Fresh air at moderate temperature tc

each room is supplied from a central duct system. In the

above case, the central preheater coll is controlled by a

discharge duct thermostat. A method which gives lese com-

fort but more economy ls to let the preheater coll supply

all the heat fer the building. The coll may be controlled

either by a space thermostat mounted at a repreeentatlve

location or a duct thermostat in the return air stream. The

space themsoetat gives less representatlve sampling but is

preferred because cf its easy accessibillty by the

cccupants.

In the control of dewpoint temperature on the winter

cycle, the heating coll is controlled by a dewpolnt therm-

ostat with remote bulb at the washer outlet. Regardless of

the temperature of air enterlng the coll, the coll must have

sufficient heatlng capacity so that after paselng through

the asher, the air will be at the desired dewpoint. In

industrial applications, where the internal sensible and

latent heat loads are generally constant, the dewpclnt

thermostat may be set at a predetermlned value. For commer-

clal and residential applications, where the sensible and

latent heat leade are constantly changing, lt is common
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practice to reset the control point of the dewpolnt therm-

ostat with a compensatlng space humldlty controller.
t

The preheater coll does not require protection against

freeslng since the air ls maintained always above the

freeslng point by the temperlng coll.

gegeater Cgil Ogntrol. On the winter cycle in a central

fan system, a reheater coll is necessary to control space

sensible temperature. The steam supply to the coll is

generally controlled by a space theruostat. Accurate control

of space temperature will be obtained regardless of whether

there ls a compeneatlng humldlty controller tc reset the

control point of the dewpolnt thermoetat. On the summer

cycle, when dehumidiflcation le usually accompllshed by

chilllng the air, a reheater coll controlled by the space

thermostat ls required to provide enough heatlng to ccunter~

act the excessive cooling to effect necessary dehu1d1f1ca·

tion. The capacity of the coll ls predicated on the lowest

sensible heat ratio anticlpated, the lowest apparatus dew-

point available, and the quantlty cf air being clrculated.

Qgrgct ggpgneggn Coll. In general,for direct expansion

V colls a space thermostat may be used to perform the following

functions: open and close a eolenoid refrlgerant valve on

the coll lnletz control the starting and stopplng cf one or

more compressors, or otherwise control the compressor

capacity of the system: position face and bypass dampers,
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in combination with the opening and oloaing of the aolenoid

valve or the starting and stopping of the compreseor; control

the sequence opening and closing of solenold refrlgerant

valvee arranged in parallel at the coil inlet: control a

hack pressure regulating valve with proportional action; or

control a liquid refrigerent valve on the inlet to the coll

with proportional action. 0n·off cycling of the refriger-

ant valve or oompressor will give a wide variatlon, or

”hunting” oharacteristic, to dlaoharge temperature and

humidity. To prevent this lt is desirahle to employ pro-

portional damper controls or proportional control of refrig—

erant flow in conjunotion with refrigeratlon equipment

capacity controls. In small systeme where the space therm-

ostat controls positive ahut-off of refrigerant flow to the

cooling coll, a non-restartlng relay ie placed in the power

eupply oirouit of the compreseor to foreetall unneceaeary

short-cycling of the compressor while the coll ls off cycle.

In addition to providing cooling, a direct expansion

coll may he used for dehumidifioation. On moderately cool

but very wet eummer days the direct expansion coll may be

used for dehunldiflcation if a reheater ls provided to

maintain the epace temperature. For thie service, the

direct expansion coil may he oontrolled hy the humidity

controller, er the thermostat, each acting through the

diverting relay.
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Qgglleg wgter coll. The space thermostat may be used

to control a throttling valve on elther the lnlet cr outlet

of a chilled water cooling coll: control s three-way valve

mixing ohilled and reoirculated water; position face and

bypassdampers at the coll; or position a damper which

bypassea recirculated air around the cooling coll. It is

imperatlve that nc outside air be allowed to enter the

conditioned space without passing through the conditlonlng

coll. Otherwice, it would be impossible tc control space

humldity at a comfortable level. In laboratory apparatus

the duct bypaeslng air around the condltlcning coll ls not

considered good design practice since the impcssibillty of

effecting tight shut-off precludes preclse air flow measure-

ment across the coll.

Althcugh a chilled water system generally ls best for

large, rambllng installaticns, the direct expansion type

system has certain advantages„ First, there ic no change in

temperature cf the coll refrtgeraut along the path cf air

flow since the cooling ls effected by a substance changing

phase. Second, there is not such a marked change in coll

surface temperature at low load conditions. Third, there

is MQPO flexlbllity in design becauee the direct expansion

coll can cperate at lower temperatures: consulting a

psychrometric chart.shows that having the required low

appsratus dewpoint temperature will in many cases elimlnate
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the need for reheatlng, or at least reduce the reheater

load, _

Wgtgr Ghillgr. As with cooling coile, the current

practice is to use
”dry”

rather than "f1ooded" water

ohillere. There are two advantages, First, the return of

entrained lubrloating oil to the compressor is aeeured;

second, the system does not require auch a large quantity

of refrigerant for operation, Gontrol of flow rate

·generally is provided by a thermostatic expansion valve,
l

The solenoid valve is controlled either by the temperature

cf water returning to the ohiller or water leaving the

ohiller• A safety feature is an immersion thernostat which

provides positive shut·off in oase of malfunotioning to

prevent freese•up. Neverthelsea, it has been found best

not to rely exclusively on the frees•·up protection, but

to provide full flow of water through the chiller at all

times, Such a procedure is possible when the chilled water

is being supplied to cooling coils through a three-way

velve used to divert chilled water around the coil at

part1el—load conitions. However, this is not possible _

when the ohiller is used to condition water for a washer,

since the washer requires full pressure for proper atomiza-

tion at the spray nezzles. In this instance, it is necessary

to watch the operation of the chiller controls olosely

during the period of low dehumidifying load at the waaher.
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Air Uaghe;. Since the air leaving an efficient washer

ls praotlcslly saturated, the dewpoint temperature of the

air leaving the washer ls approximately equal to the temp-

erature of the spray water in the washer tank near the end

of the washer. A thermostat with sensing bulb located in

the air leaving the washer can be used to malntain accuratet

dewpclnt control, which will provide accurate control of

_relat1ve humidlty as long as the sensible heat ratio ln the

space does not change. On the winter cycle, the dewpolnt

thermcstat controls either a hosting coll in the air stream

or a heater in the clrculatlng water clrcult. On the summer

cycle, the dewpolnt thormcstat controls a dlrect expansion

coll, the diverting valve for a chllled water soll, or the

mixing valve in the washer water circult. ·To compensate

for changes ln the sensible heat ratio in commercial and
A

resldential applications, a space humidity controller may

be used as a master controller to readjust the dewpoint

thermcstat setting. The circulating water pump operates

at all times.

ggmgdlfger. The purpose of the humidlfler is to ·

provide humidiflcatlon of the air on the winter cycle.

B1ngle—bank sprays are ueually controlled by a two·posit1on

room or return—a1r humldity controller, or a wet·bulb A V

thermostat. Any cf these may be used to actuate a water

line sclonoid valve or else the water pump. Modulating

pneumatlc humidlty oontrollers are able to operate
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in a two-position manner by means of a pneumatlo-electric

relay. Humldlflcatlon-9n the summer cycle ls a rare and
"‘

special requlrement, but can easily be acccmpllshed by the

controllers and apparatus usually installed tor the winter

cycle.

Qgtdoor ggr Qamgers. In central fan systems lt is

customary to have an outdoor damper open whenever the tan

ls running to admlt enough air to meet minimum ventllatlon

requirements. For economlcal operation lt ls possible on

the wlnter‘cycle to use outdoor air in a separate duct sys-

tem for cooling the intsrior zones ct a large bulllng which

show a net heat galn throughout the entire year. On the

‘summer cycle, economics can be efrected in mechanical cool-

lng when the outside temperature is mild by having a com-

bination ot outdoor-air and return-air thermostats operate

to select the cooler source of air. Besides providlng

the necessary controls, lt ls only necessary tc have the

outside air duot large enough to admlt all outside alr to

the system, and to be fltted with suitable tight-closlng

dampers. If possible, the return-air and outside-alr damp-

ers should be interlocked to insure against maladjustment

ot the controllers.

Egg. In central fan systems it ls generally consider-

ed the best practice to operate the fan continuously.

Continuous fan operation prevents stratificatlon of air in
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the ccndltioned spaces and provides for continous cleaning

of the air. The control system should be so arranged that

all controls assume a safe, or "nor¤al," position in case

4 of power failure at the fan motor. This is aocomplished by

an lnterlocking relay which shuts down power to the control

system when the fan etope.
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METHODS OF AUTOMATIQ CONTROL

Applications of automatic control systems range from

simple resldentlal temperature regulation to precision

control of complex industrial manufacturlng processes. The

air conditioning engineer has three klnds of control systems

from which to choose, each of which has definite advantages.

They are electric, electronic, and pneumatlc. In many cases

ons would perform the services as well as the others, and the

choice is arbitrary. With any of the systems it ls possible

to have two·pos1t1on control, floatlng control, or pro-

portional control. Each will be described briefly and its

dominant advantages listed. _

Elecgric, With an electric control system, the reaction

of the sensing element, or controller, to a change in condi-

tions is transmitted electrically to the actuator. For

this purpose, electricity has the following advantages:(33)

(1) It ls available wherever power lines run.

(2) Electric wiring ls usually easy to install.

(3) Electric power readily amplifies the relatively

feeble impulse received from the sensing element of the

controller, making it possible to control systems which ordi-

narily could not be controlled.

(4) The impulse received from the sensing element can

be applied directly to produce one or several combinations

er sequences in electric output.
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Thus, one actuator can be made to perform several deslred

functions.

(5) It readily permits controlling from a remote point.

Electronic. Electronic control systems are applied

where an extremely rapid rate of response must be made to

a small incremental change in the controlled variable.

Electronic control systems are different from other electric

control systems.(33) The senslng function is performed by a

length of temperature—sensit1ve wire wound on a bcbbin. The

electrical resistance of the wire for a given temperature,

and the rate of change with respect to temperature changes

are known. By exposing the wire to the temperature to be

measured and determinlng the electrical resistance of the

wire, a quick and accurate measure of temperature is obtained.

Resistance ls measured by unbalance of a bridge circuit. The

electronic relay detects the unbalance, and amplifies the

minute signals produced by the sensing element tc energize

•
circuit which can control a conventional electric operator.

Thus, electronic control systems ccnsist cf an electronic

sensing device, an electronic relay, and conventional

electric actuators.
4

Pneumatic. Tneumatic systems are commonly used in

commercial and industrial buildings, though, like electric
4

and electronic, they are applicable to all systems regard~

less of size. Some of the advantages are:(37) 4
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(1) Pneumatic equipment is inherently adapted to

modulatlng operation, but positive or two-position opera-

tion may readily be provided. ·

(2) A great variety of control sequences an com-
‘ binatlons GBR be provided with relatively simple equip-

ment.

(3) Pneumatic equipment is trouble-free and safe in

operation, and any operating dlffioulties are simple tc ·

trace and correct. ‘
(4) Costa of equipment, installation, operation, and

service are relatlvely low. This le especially true on

large jobs, and in existing buildings.

At the present time, most commercial and industrial

control systems are pneumatic.(63) Most residential systeme

are electric. Though not consplcuouely more expenslve than

the other tue systems, electronic control systeme are

applied only where an extremely rapid rate of response ls

needed, as in industrial processing and in precislon lab-

oratories. In comfort condltionlng, the electric and pneu·

matio systems are still able to sense a change in the

controlled variable and correct it before a person in the

space can feel a change in conditions. Pneumatlc systems

have the longeet estimated life and the best reputation for

trouble-free operation and economy in maintenance.
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D. AIRBORNE IMPURITIES

In the Code of Minimum Requirements for Comfort Air

Cond1t1oning,(16) air conditioning is defined as "the

process by which simultaneously the temperature, moisture

content, movement, and quality of the air in enclosed spaces

intended for human occupancy may be maintained within re-

quired limits. If an installation cannot perform all these

functions, it shall be designated by a name that describes

only the function·cr functions performed."

With an increase every year in the number of factories,

machines, and other sources of atmospheric pcllution, the v

necessity of better and cheaper air purification equipment

becomes apparent. Motor control rooms of factories have

conditicning systems with electronic filters which remove

_ all impurities to protect expensive, dellcate equipment.

Investlgaticns have shown that good purification apparatus

in the return air cuts down greatly on the initial and

operating costs in comfort instsllations.(6O) A review of

current literature will show the noncentrstion and interest

of research facilities currently developing and improving

air purlficaticn methods.

_ This section will first describe those things which

are regarded as impurities, their crlgins, and their effects

on humax comfort and health. Second, the impurities will

be classlfied according to size and other properties which
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paint tcward the most efficient methode of removal frcm the

air. Third, the modern common methods and epparetus

emplcyed for air purificetion will be described end eveluated.
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;gggg;g;ES ggg THEIR ORIGINS

The normal oonstituente of the earth's atmosphere

are oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, ergon,

small or negllgible amounts of bther inert gasee, hydrogen,

variable traoes of ozcne, and small quantitiee of m1croeoop·

ic and submloroeccpic eolid matter, eometimee called permanent

atmoepherlc lmpur1t1ee.(38)

ggggd Pggggculato Air Qggtagingggs. Sclla partlculate

air contamlnants may bo_ola•sif1ed as dusta, fumes, andI
smokes.(38) Duets ocour as the disintegrated form ot eolid

matter. Dusts may be of the mineral typo, auch ae rock,

ore, metal, sand, and rubber; vogetable, such ae grain,

flour, wood, cotton, and pollen: or animal, such as wool,

hair, sllk, feathers, and leather. Dust particles are

emaller than 100 miorona diamoter. (One million mlcrone

I equals one meter; 24,500 microns equal one inch.) During

ito life a single automobile tire, by frlction with the

surface cn which it travels, will produce about 750 billicn

rubber dust partlcles.(‘8)

Fumes are solid particlos oommonly formed by the con-

densation of vapors from normally solid materials such ae

molton metals. Metallic fumes generally ocour as oxldes ln

air beoauae of the highly reactive nature of finely divided

matter. Toy are predomlnantly below the one mlcron size.

Smokes aro the extremely amall aolld particlee produced
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by incomplete combustion of erganio eubetances auch ae

dtebaecc, wood, coal, and oil. The products ef incomplete

combustion suoh ae carbon partlcles, fly-ash, cindere, tarry

matter, and unburned gases ae a group are commonly referred

te as smoke, though technioally the term smoke refers only
‘

to solid partloulate matter. The finest particulate con,

stituents are in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 mieron in else.
Ml•1·•'¤¤<-1 f¤6•

are liquid particulate air contaminants. Kiste are very

small airborne droplete of materials that are ordinarily

liquid at normal temperaturee and pressures. They are

oommonly evelved from industrial processing equipment.

Alle, very small droplets expelled er atomized inte the

· air by sneealng constitute mists containing microorganisms
4

that become air eontaminants.

Fege are airborne droplets fermed by condensation from

the vapor state. An example will illustrate the eize ef the · A

droplets: The water vaper condenees on nuolei cenaisting

of dust particles suspended in the air. In a rectangle of

fog 100 feet long, six feet high, and six feet wide there

are about 120 billien droplets which cemprise lees than

half a glass of water.(36J

are non-particulate air centaminanta; they are the euper-

heated phase ef eubatances that are either liquid or solid

in their comonly known state, such as pyridine, chloridee,
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and benzene. Vapors may be changed to the solid or liquid

phase by lncreasing the pressure, decreaaing the temperature,

or both.

Various methods cf eliminating air·entra1n•d gasecua

and vaporoua contaminants have been •mp1oyed.(61) One

approach haa been the introduction ot chemical agents either

directly into the conditioned space or else into the re-

clrculated air stream to react with the impuritiea in a

manner tending tc destroy or otherwise alter their objection-

able character. One obstacle to this method ia that the

chemical agenta used are often toxic. Another obatacle ie

that if weaker chemloal agenta are used whlch are not toxic

land do not deoompoee or react with the impurities, they are

generally merely a screen for aasking the disagreeable oder

with a—etronger one of presumably more agreeable character-

istlca. Some deodcrizing substances contain ingredients

such as formaldehyde which deaden or aneathetlae the

oltactory nerves, thus preventing the detection cf either

the masking or the offending odors.
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EFFEQT§ ON QEAQTQ AQD CQMFQRQ ·

Sglid Particglatg Air Ccgtaminants. Hist dusts are

not harmful until heavy concentrations are reached. The

general study of dust with relation to health is called

pneumoconiosis (meanlng dust-lung). Of the more common

industrial dusts -· silioa, coel, stone, and iron -- eilica

is the moet injurious to health. Particles emall enough to

enter the lung eells (about 10 microns and less) in small

concentration are either oxidized by the blood stream or

removed by the lymphatic system to lymph nodes where they

are deposlted. When the rate of dust entrance becomes

excesslve, the lung eventually becomes pathologically in-

capacltated and death results.
‘

Fumee are generally the product of industrial processes

and very from elightly toxic, as acetone or toluene, to

lethal, ae nitric end hydroflucric aclds.

Smoke ia an old problem. Becauee it use a nuisance and

believed harmful to health, the use of coel was banned by

royal proclanation in England in 1306. One man, reported to

have been caught burnlng coel, wae oondemned to death and
(

executed.(‘8) The effect of xhe solid particles in smoke

is not well determined. It is known that people living in

metropolitan areas auch as New York City have dark, almost

blaok,lungs, while people living in rurel areas character-

istlcally have natural pink
lungs.(25) Absorption cf solar
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ultravielet light by smoke and seet is recegnized aa a

health problem in many industrial c1t1es.(38) Smoke

eausea.a less ef 50 per cent ef ultraviolet light intensity „

in Baltimore, and a less acmetlmea as high as 50 per cent

ef total light intenslty in New York City.

md f¤s•

cause gaaeeus centaminanta to aeeumulste; combined with

melsture the ecntaminanta may cause irritatien to the eyes,

nese, and respiratory passages, resulting many times in
l

lllness and death.(}8)

Vapers and gaaes are

harmful according te the nature ef the substance and the

· ccncentratien. As censtituenta of smoke, vapers and gases

are not removed even when electrostatic arresters eliminate

the nuisance ef effluent solid particulate matter; a cen-

· splcueus example ef the damage is the barren landscape,

deveid ef vegetatien, surrounding paper milla. The damage

te human health can be inferred. Pellutlen in industrial

dlstricts is caused by industrial processes, trash burning,

fuel burning, and automotive vehicle operation. When

these vapers and duets cembine with water vaper caualng

feg, the result ls called smeg. Nermally the atmesphere
l

does net become sufficlently pelluted te cause any diatresa,

but in foggy weather, during perleds ef low air velecity, o

er during perieds of temperature inversien in the atmesphere,
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irrltatlon, irritation of the respiratory passages, and

even death to these afflicted with reeplratory or heart

a1lmente.(6O) In a study conducted by the Stanford Research

Institute, it was found that no single contaalnant in the

concentratlon found in Los Angeles smog caused distress.

Irritatlon was caueed by specific combinations of vapors

and partlculate matter.(6O) No simple remedy ie apparent

„at the present time.

Internal pollutants presenting problems ln comfort air

condltioning are the expired air from human beings and body

odore. 'Extensive research on the nature of expired air from

human belngs was done by Drs. J. S. Billings and S. W.

Mitchell in 1893-1895 for the Smithsonlan Inet1tute.(6O)

Since then many less lncluelve etudies have been made which

validify the results of the original investigation in every

detail. The conclusions of the investigation may be summarl-

zed as follcwem

(1) Only in coughing or sneezing ls partioulate matter

dlscharged from the lunge. Ho volatile poisonous matter ls

explred other than carbon dloxlde.

(2) air expired from the lungs hae ne odcr. Bad

breath is generally due to an unclean mouth and teeth

condition.

(3) The concentratlone of carbon dloxide and dim1nu—

· AA
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tion of oxygen which le found in poorly ventilated schools,

theaters, and barracks ls not sufficlently great to account

for the discomfort that such conditions produce in many
·

persons. The main causee are excesslve temperature, ex-

oessive hunidlty, and unpleasant”odors;
V

In 1936 the A.S.H„V.E., ln cooperation with the Harvard

School of Public Health, undertook a study of ventilation

requirenents for control of body odors.(71) Several con-

, olusions of the study are: °

’(1) Vide individual varlatlon exists in the anount

of oder enmitted by various groups of people, according to

age, sex, bathlng hablts, and cleanliness of clothing. Even

healthy clean adults, just after a bath gave off appreclable

odor, which requiredefrom 15 to 18 cfm of uncondltloned

outdoor air per person ln order to dilute the indoor air

odor to a level that was not objectionable to persons enter-

ing the room from relatively clean alr•

(2) The olfactory organs are quickly and easily

fatigued, though they can easily percelve the eudden appear-

ance of new odors. The occupante of a crowded and poorly
l

ventllated room are not aware of the body odore which may

even be lntolerable to a newcomer. Breathing oder-free air

quickly restores the sensitlvity.

(3) The sensation of oder follows the Weber-Fechner

law of psyohological reactions:
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A

Sensation = K x log ef stlmulus

In terms of outdoor ventilating air supply for dilutionz
4

Odor intenslty z k x log(1/outdoor air supply)

Aoeerding to this formula, it takes a oonslderable quantity _

of outdoor air to ohange the oder intenslty appreoiably.

The effect on human health and oonfort, then, of body

oder ie actually nilg but until this fact is universally

known there will be a great deal of psyohological suffer1ng_

which, after all, is ae uncomfortahle and sometimes as

harmful to health as exposure to peisonous substanees,
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§;Z§§ QF PégTICgLATE MATQER

The small partioles which contamlnate the air are gen-

erally invisible to the naked eye. Over a smoky industrial

city, a single cubio foot of air may contain from 200,000

to #,000,000 auch partlcles. The smallest particle the

unaided eye can dietlnguish is about 10 mlorons in diametershß)

A micron-slzed partlcle magnifled to the size of a fine , .

penoil dot ls in the same proportion as a penny magnlfied

to the size of a football stadium.

Solld particulate matter may be claeelfied according

to four zones in order of inoreasing size: Brownian,

Cunningham, Stokes, and Newton;(6°• 35)

V gggggigg Zone. The Brownlan zone includes particles

of 0.1 mlcron diameter and lese ln size. Theee partlclee

do not settle; their movement ls based solely on impact

by gaa mcleculee in air which are in conatant motion at

extremely high velocltles. Brownlan partloles are too

small to have any effect cn human comfort; they have only

minor effect on visibllltyg and they will not eustaln
l

bacterial llfe for any appreclable length of time. They

are not removed by any known filtering device, so it is

fortunate that they are unimportant.

Qggg;ggggg_;ggg. The Cunningham zone includes parti-

clee from 0.1 to 1.0 mioron diateter. Any elight turbu-

lence of the atmoephere will keep them in auepension.
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Like partioles in the Brownian zone, they are considered

to be a part of the permanent atmosphere and are removed

primarily by rain or mist. Partioles of this size ccmprise

emokes and industrial duets. They adversely affect visi-

bility and sustain bacterial life for a short period of

time. The eleotroetatic preoipitator and washer are effect-

ive in removal of these particles.

§tg;g;_§ggg. The Stokes zone includes particles from

1.0 to 200 microns diameter, and is considered the most

important zone. lt comprises dusta, fly seh, pollene,

tarry matter, etc. Bscteria is oarried and sustained on

these particles. In still air these particlee settle at

a rate which can be oalculated from Stoke•' laws,(35)

Aa an example, a particle of 20 micronsdiameter and unit

density leaving a 200 foot chimney, in a 15 mile wind,

will be carried 21 miles before touching ground. A good

dry type filter will remove partiolee of 1 micron diameter

while s good viscous impingement filter will remove parti-

cles not smaller than 5 miorons.

gewtgg geg;. Particlee in the Newton zone are more

than 200 microns in diameter. They settle with increasing

velocity by gravitational pull. After a terminal velocity

is reached, the rate of fall varies as the square root of

the particle diameter and is substantially independent of

visoosity, A
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E. g§gHODS OF A;R QQEIFICAQQQN

After the size and nature of the contamlnating sub-

stanees have been determined, it ls possible to install

efficient equipment which will remove all of those pollut-

”ants revlewed which cause human diecomfcrt cr industrial

annoyance. A general classification would include viscoua

inpingement filters, dry filters, electronic filters,

washers and acrubbers, and adsorptlon filters.
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!ISCOU§ LMQQNGEMEQT FILTER;
‘

Two general types of visoous impingement filters are

available: the unit type and the automatic type. The unit

type ie a replaceable filter made in standardized convenient ·

face dimensione, and one to four inches deep. The most

common material is a fine gage glass fiber for the disposable

type and expanded aluminum for those which are washed and

re-olled when dirty -· the ¤o—ca1led permanent type.

Filtering action takes place by impingement of impurities

againat an adhesive liquid. The amount of impurities re-

moved by a viscous type filter ia a function of the number

of implngements. Each impingement removes approximately

sixty per cent of the impurlties passing
1t.(29)

To be

satisfactory, the filtering adhesive liquid muet haye good

wetting power to retain the impuritlesg stable viscosity;

sufficient fluidity to spread a thin, even coatingg stability

against evaporationg absence of odor; germicidal action to .

prevent growth of bacteriaz and fire ree1stanoe.(29) An

example ie ”Viscos1ne,” a water-soluble proprietary oil

sold by the Ameriacn Air Filter Company. _ I

The density of the packing determines the air resist-

ance through the filter, controls the efficiency for a given

fiber, and limits the dust-holding capacity. Many comeroial

filters are designed to get the best combination of these

factors by packing the fiber progressively, increasing the
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dennlty toward the air—1eav1ng. eide. _

Automatic filters are more expenelve and require far

more space than the unit type. The filter medium, oonnlnt-

ing of metal screenn or platee, in a cha1n-and•sprocket-

driven double curtaln which continuoualy cleans and renews

the oil coatlng in an oil bath at the lower end of travel.

Platen formlng the flltering nedlum or curtaln overlap each

other, and due to their special shape, nany small air pasc-

ages are formed between then. These air pansages turn the

air abruptly one or more times in order to glve an 1mp1nge·

ment effect. The reslntanoe of automatic filters ln approx1•

mately constant; typlcally lt in 3/8 in. water gage at a
”

face velocity of 500 fpm. For unit filtern reslstance rangen

from 0.1 to 0.2 in. water gage at a face velocity of 300

fpm. Sometimes a nanometer indlcator in installed across

the filter bank.(}8’ 35)

DR! F;ggERB

Dry filtern, like visoous impingement type unit filtern,

may be of the cleanable or disposable typen. They may be

of similar construction and material to the viscoun type,

or they may be of paper er cloth nheetn. Those slnllar in

construction to viscous unit filtern are infericr and nal-

dcm used now because of the greater efficiency of the

viscous impingement pr1no1ple.· Paper used in the dry type

filter renenbles clcth in its fine poroun structure. It in
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usually mounted in metal frames with deep folded construc-

tion to permit low velocity through the material•_ Cloth '

for such purposes must collect moat of the dirt upon a hairy

surface to prevent the dirt from plugglng the holes. That

ls, i¤pur1t1es_¢?e caught by the "tentacles” protrudlng from

the aaln surface., Some dry flltere depend simply on strain•

ing out the impurtttes. Efficiency ls a function of flber
‘

dlemeter, paehlng density, and the thlckness of the flltere _

ing medium. The smaller the man flber dlameter, the smaller

the dirt particles which will be etralned out. A recent

important advance is the availability of glaes fibers in a

wide choice of controlled dlameters, permitting improvements

in the performance of dry filters to equal and ln some cases

exceed electrestatlo preclpitators. An outstandlng example

ls the ”absolute f11ter," which is used for the filtration of

radioactlve dust and removes, by number, 99•98 per cent cf

;1i particles down to 0.3 mioron.(29)

One of the features cf the dry-type filter is that it

can be vlbrated by hand intermittently to remove most of the

accumulated soll. Also, it can be located close to heatlng

celle.

The recommended method for testing viscous and dry

filters ls that presoribed ln the "A.S.H.V.E. Standard Code

for Testing and Rating Air Cleaning Devices Used in General

Ventllation Work."(‘5) This involves‘measur1ng the peroent-
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age removal, by weight, of a standard duet„ The dlaadvant—

age cf any weight method is that the effectiveneas wlth

fine particles ie naeked, since (aseulng equal denslty)

one 10·micren particle weighs 1,000 times ae much ae a

1qmicron particle. Particlee ef 1•l1¤r0¤ size, incldentally,

deposit the worst atalns. Therefore,_a vieccus filter with

an arrestance, er weight remcval, cf 80 per cent may have

a dlsccloratlon efficiency, er total removal, of only 15 to

20 per cent.(29)

Filters cpenate with equal effectivenese whether at

the fan auction er dlacharge. For compact installation: it

is standard practice to install them at the auction, which

gives nero even distribution cf the air acrose the filter

face.*
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The electronic filter, also called the eleotrostatlc

preclpitator end the electrcstatlc air cleaner, is commcnly

regarded as the most efficient device for removlng solld

particulate matter from air. It can remove all particlee

over about 0.1 micron in diameter. This lnsures the

removal of air baoterla, which is carried by such particles.

It will not remove vapors and geses, the usual sources of

odors since they will not accept the electric charge.

The present form of the electronic filter, which evolved

from industrial 75,000-vclt electrostatlc precipltaters, was

patented by Dr. G. U. Penney ln 1938. At the reduced volt-

ages used in air condltlonlng applications, the electronic

filter does not generate ozone in lntclerable amounts. In

the Penney filter, the air stream was drawn through an

ionlslng field. The lonlzer ccnsieted cf tungsten wires

and grounded tubular eleotrodes, installed vertically. The

electrodes were spaced approximately 2-1/2 in. apart, with

the tungsten°wlres between. Suepended on insulated supports

and maintained at a positive potential of 12,¤O0 volts,

the ionlzer wlres set up a powerful electrostatlc field.

This charge, flcwlng from the wires to grounded electrodes,

hit the dust partioles and caused them to lose a (negative)

electron and become positlvely charged. Immediately beyond

the lonizer was a series cf vertical plates spaced about
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3/8 in. apart. Alternate platee were charged pceitive and

negative with about 6,000 volte. The charged particlea

were attracted to the negative platee and loat their charge.

. In the preeent commercial precipitator a ”power pack" ‘

ie furniehed ae part of the unit, attached directly or

remotely, which takee 115 volt alternating current, tranc-

forme it tc the required high voltagee, and rectlfiee it tc

direct current. The energy requirement for operatlcn le

about 15 watte per 1000 cfm. The reaiatance tc air flow

ie negligible. Care ia neceeeary in arranging the duct
~‘

approachee on the entering and leaving aidee to aeeure that

the alr le unifcrmly distributed over the creee-eecticnal

. area. Perforated metal bafflee help prevent thie atrat1•

f1cat1on.(5)

There are two waye to prevent re·entry of the neutral

duet particlee reetlng on the collector platee into the air A

etream. One le by placing a mat of f1ne•gage glaea flber,

coated with a vlecoue liquid, downatream from the collector

platee. When the build-up cf lmpuritiea on the platea

beccmee exceeaive, the accumulation ie carried by the air

etream onto the automatically renewing media; here the dlrt

and ueed media are tightly wcund into a compact roll forä

diepoeal abeut twice a year.(12) (Example: American Air

Filter ”Rollotron.”) The eecond method ie to coat the

collector platea with an adheeive liquid which trapa the

impuritiea. It may be automatic in operation (Example:
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American Air Filter "Eleotro-Mat1c.”)('1) or it may require

manual cleaning. In the non-automatic type, the plates may

either be removed and cleaned, or oleaned in place. The

ccllector plates are eleaned with hot water and re-oiled

with a viecous liquid at a frequency varying from two tc

elght weeks.(‘3) (Example: American Air Filter "Electro·

Cell") All eleotrostatic precipitators should be preceded

by a mechanical filter tc remove the blk of lmpuritles,

and follewed by a mechanical filter, as a safety precaution

ehould the electroetatic unit be neglected and excessive

bu1ld·up occur. _

It should be pointed out that any purification apparatus

will only clean the air that actually flows through it. In _

critical applications such as hoepitale, a corollary to

efficient air purification ia the use of oiled floor mope

and water soluble olle in launderlng drapes and blanketa,

which help keep down particulate matter on which bacteria

are carried and suetained.

Electrostatic preolpitators are tested by the U. S.

Bureau of Standards blacknese teet»(32) Air samplee from

upatream and downstream of the electrostatic filter are

drawn through filter papers. The ratioa of the areas of

filter papers and the ratio of the amount of air drawn

through the filter papere are adjueted to yield spote of

equal blackness. A photometer ie used for ccmparlng the
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spots. The effiolency is computed from the ratio of areas,

the volumes of air samples, and the photometer reading.

The efficienoy of each filter ie rated at 500 fpm (standard)

or at 400 fpm face area velocity.
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A;R UA§§ER§

Air waahers will remove a wider variety ef air pollut-

ante than any other single type cf air cleaning device;

their sole llmitation is that they will not remove greaey

partioles; that ie, particlea net seluble in water. Fer

complete eleanaing of the air, a detergent may be added te

the water, or a viacoue unit filter and an electrestatic

filter may be used in conjunction with the waeher to remove

tarry particulate matter. The major occurrence ef tarry

particulate natter is in tobacce smoke. Other troubleeome

components of tobacce smoke are the vapora of pyridine and

nicotine. Pyridine le a oolorlese liquid with a pungent

oder which ia extremely irritating to the eyes and muceue A

membranes of the nose and throat. Nicetine is a eolerlesa,

bitter liquid which is exceedingly poiaoneus. Both can be

effectlvely removed by an air washer if the water is kept frech

by frequent changing.(6o)
‘

An air washer oensiets essentially ef a chamber er caaing
n

encloeing a epray nozzle syatem. A tank at the bottom of the
O

ohamber collecta the spray water as it falls, and an e11m1na·

tor eectlen at the leaving end ef the ohamber removes drepa

ef entrained melature from leaving air. A washer is always

placed at the auction side ef the fan; on the dlseharge it

would be almost impossible te prevent water leaks. Air is

drawn through the inlet ef the washer, where it cemea into

intimate contact with the apray water. A heat transfer takea
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place between the air and water, resultlng in either hum1d1·

flcatlon and cooling, humidification and heating, or de-

humidifioation and cooling, depending on the relative

temperatures of air and spray

water.Essentialrequirements for proper air washer operation

are: uniform distribution of entering air across the chamber

inletg moderate air velcoity in the waeher chanber, ranglng

from 250 tc 600 fpm; good atomlzaticn of the spray water in

the path of the air: sufficient length of travel through

the water spray and scrubber surfaces; and the elimination

of entrained moisture from the outlet a1r.(38)

Where nozzles spray against the flow cf air, vertical

elininator baffles should be provided at the washer entrance.

An inlet diffuaion plate ehould be placed at the waeher

entrance to prevent stratification of air flow. At the out-

let end of the washer suitable eliminator plates are re-
qu1red.(}8)

These eliminators are made up of a series of

corrugated plates, spaced about one inch apart and standing

vertically. Each eliminator plate la made of a single

galvanized sheet. The entrained moisture is removed by
I

V projecting lips or gutters in the ccrrugat1ons.(23)

Except where the dust removal pr0b1c¤ is severe, the

scrubber plates are integral with the eliminator plates.

A scrubber is a set of plates similar in construction to

the eliminatcr plates, ut not requiring the projecting lipe.
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The plates are kept wet by a set cf floodinß noszles with

course spray at a low pressure. The cleaning action of the

washer is acccmpllshed by the vapors and odors going into

solution with the water spray. The solid particulate matter

is wetted by the water and trapped on the scrubber surface. '

In conditionlng the air, the efflcienoy of an air

washer is defined as the ratio of the actual drop in dry-

bulb temperature tc the maximum theoretlcal drop in dry-

bulb temperature that could take place if the air emerged

saturated. In a perfect washer, the final dry-bulb and

dewpoint temperatures of the air would be equal to each

other, and equal to the initial wet-bulb temperature of the

In the past, air washershavebeen

a standard part of the conditloning systems of most

large commercial buildings, factorles, and laboratories.

But washers have limitations. First, they are bulky, nolsy,

and expenslve tc build and maintatn. The effeotlveness of

washers in ellmlnating gaseous and vaporous lmpurlties from

air is confined tc the relatively few gaaes and vapors which

are water soluble. Though this limitatlcn affects in no way

a washer's effectiveness in applications such as textile

mllls, most airborne odorants are organic substances uhlch

are lnsoluble in water and hence cannot be removed by water

scrubblng. These insolubles include saturated and usaturated
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hydrocarons, sulfur and nltrogen compounds, esters, and

most ot the odoroue aoids, aldehydes, and ketonee. It

is eometimes possible to treat the water to cbtaln solu-

bility for sone gaeee; for example, an eight per oent

oaustio water solution in a spray type waaher effectively

extracts airborne sulfur diox1de.(61) However, this makes

neoeesary contrelled maintenance ot the strength ot the ·

water solution and the oonstant change ot water to prevent

aceuulatlon and ocnoentretlon ot dissolved impurities.

Even with the closest oontrel, it le seldom possible te

prevent some re-evaporation and esoape ot dissolved lmpurities.
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ADBQRPTIOI FIQTERS

Any gas or vapor will, to some degree, adhere to any

solid surface at ordinary or low temperature:. This phenom-

encn is called adsorpticn. Adeorptlcn may cccur either as

physical er chemical adsorptien. In physical adsorpticn,

the attraction of the sorbent fer the serbate doee net

inyolve chenical reactien, ad the heat liberated by the

adsorpticn of the gas er vapcr is epproxinately that which

would be llberated by the simple condensation of the same

kind and quantlty ef gas er vapor.

In physical adsorption gases and vapors, the adsor—

bates, are ccllected in a condensed state upon the eurfaces

of a solid, the adsorbent. Only certain specific solide

whose structure: include highly convoluted surface: and a
A

vaet network of sub•nlcroscop1c pores and channels are

practical adsorbents. It has been estimated that the

aggregate area of the surfaoes in one pound cf granular
A

activated earben approximates 1kO acres.(61)
‘

This adscrptive characteristio is pessessed not alone

by oarbons, charcoals, and chare, but also by such materials
’

— as zeolite, silica gel, alumina, and nice. All of these

differ widely in the number and kinds of substances they

will adeorb, es well as in the amount of sorbed substances

they will retein. In general, the siliceeus, metallic oxlde

and active earth types of adsorbente are electrically polar;
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that is, their molecular structure contains an unsymmetri-

cal electron distribution. Since polar substances have

strong attractlon for one another and since water is highly

polar, the polar adsorbents mentloned above retain water in

preference to most other flulds and are, therefore, lncap-

able of adsorbing nonaqueous gases efficlently from a humld

atmosphere. At the present time, physical adsorption ls not

well understood as a physical phenomenon. Chemical adsorp-

tion, or chemisorptlon, ie the ohemical reactlon between a

sorbent and a sorbate. The bond is usually very strong and T

the reactlon 1sAdlff1cult to reverse.A
In physical adsorptlon the degree of attraction ls

lnfluenced by the molecular characterlstics of the sorbate

which, ln turn, are related to its critlcal temperature and A

bolllng point. ATheee factors, therefore, provide a means

for predicting the degree of adsorptlon to be expected. True

· gases having critical temperetures well below minus 5o°c and

bolling points below minus 150°C are virtually non-adsorb-

able at crdlnary temperatures. The extreme mobility of their

relatlvely light molecules creates an escapig tendency

greatly exceedlng the attractlve force of the carbon. Such

true gases include hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon monoxide

and methane. The non-adsorbabllity of these gases ls fortu-

nate in comfort condltionlng because lt asaures that the

chemlcal composltlon of the air will not be dlsturbed. Low
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boiling vapore having critical temperatures between approxi-

mately O°C and 150°C and boiling points between minus 1oo°c

O°C have a lesser escaping tendency and are, therefore,

moderately adsorbable. These vapors include amonia,

ethylene, formaldehyde, hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen

sulfide.

Carbon has a very high adsorptive capacity for high

boiling vapors (above O°C) because the molecular escaping

tendencies are low. This makes air recovery extremely

effective in comfort conditioning work because the types

of contaminants common to air pcllution, particularly in

inhabited areas or enclosures, are almost entirely vapors

in this category.I They include most organic oompounds,

as hydrocarbons, alcohols, ester, aldehydes, ketcnes,

organic aoids, nitrogen and sulfur compounds, and many

lnorganlc vapors.

Charcoal made from cooonut shell has preven tc have a

finer structure and a greater adsorbing surface than ohar·

coal of any other type.(6°)
l

Another approximate criterion for predioting the

adsorbability of geseous or vaporous substances is molecular

structure. The adsorptivlty of gaseous substances increases

progressively with their molecular size. Thus, with vapors

comprising a regular organic series, such ae the hydrocarbon

or the alcohol series, each member cf the series is sorbed
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more readily than the next lower or lighter member. As

a practical rule for air purification, any gas or vapor

whose molecule contains fewer than three atoms independent

of hydrogen is not practically adsorbable. _
b

Two terms are particularly important in connection

with adsorption f1lters.(61) "Actlv1ty" is the capacity

_of a sorbent for a particular gas or vapor, and is taken

as the ratio of the weight of sorbed substance to the weight

of the carbon when the carbon ceases tc increase in weight

when expcsed to a stream of dry air saturated with the

vapor or gas in question. "Retent1v1ty" is the retentive

capacity of a sorbent, and represents the practical satura·

tion limit of the sorbent under conditions common to venti-

lation. It is measured by passing clean dry air at constant

pressure and temperature continuously through a bed of

granular carbon prevlously saturated with a specific gas

or vapor and continuing the air flow until the carbon

ceases to decrease in weight. This method determines the

weight of the respective gas or vapor that the carbon will

retain when exposed to clean air at specified conditions.
l

The¥retentiv1ty” is the ratio of the weight of the retalned

eubstance to the weight of the carbon.

Water vapor ls one substance for which activated

carbon has special sorptive characteristics. While its

activity for water vapor ls high, its retentivlty ls
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practioally nil.(61) In ventilation, therefore, the amount

of water sorbed, or remalning sorbed, varies with the

relative humidity of the air stream.· Further, sorbed

vapors and gases cause the sorbed water to leave the carbon

and progresslvely reduce the sorptive capacity for water

vapor. It is for this reason that activated carbon air

purification applied to ventilation is equally effective

under humid conditions.

When the carbon has reached its practical saturation

in service, it must be removed for reactivation. As the

retentive capacity of the carbon ls an inverse function of

the temperature to which it is exposed, reactivation con- T I

sists essentially of heating the carbon in a controlled
7

atmosphere until all the adsorbed gases and vapors are

removed by desorption, displacement, or oxidation. The

reactivating atmosphere may be an lnert gas, superheated

steam, or combustion gas of carefully controlled ccmposltion.

The ultimate temperature necessary will depend upon the boll-
’

ing points and critical temperatures of the sorbed sub-

stances and upon the nature of the reactivation atmosphere.

In general, a temperature of 1ooo° or higher is required to

completely release all of the gases and vapors accumulated

in comfort conditioning.

In commercial practice it ls necesaary only to reduce

the concentration of obnoxicus gases to the established level,—
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not to sccomplish complete removal. Generally, adsorpticn

filters should be preceded by a good dry filter and an

electrostatic precipitator. Viscous filters should be

avoided since the released oil vapors will shorten the serv-

ice life of the sdsorber. With the proper selection of dry

filter, preclpitator, and adsorber, the cutdcor air qusntity

may be reduced to that amount required for pressurizatlon

to cverccme crack losses of the •tructure•
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SPECIALIZED AIR TREATMENT

Conslderable research has been done in attemptlng to

dupllcate the stlmulatlng quality of outdocr country alr

by lonlzatlon of the air handled by the alr·condltlonlng

system. In 1958, John C. Beckett, Chief Engineer of weslx

Electric Heater Company, reported on the role of lons ln

air condltlonlng.(22) Ions are generated from radloactlve

material ln the soll and from cosmlc rays, and do influence

the human resplratory system as had long been supposed. In

alr cleaning equipment the lnefflclent collection of posi-

tive lons may depress the negatlve lon denslty enough to

cause nose and throat lrrltatlon. Consequently, the most

common situation ln an air condltloned space ls an ln-

adequate supply of negative lons. A portable type negative

ion generator has been developed which le mounted at the

air supply outlet to the condltloned space, which avolds

absorptlon of the lons by the cleaning apparatus.

In 1959, Rudolph A. Nagy, manager of Westlnghouse

ultravlolet development, reported(55) that ultravlolet

lamps generate negative alr lons, which are belleved to

have an exhllaratlng effect on the human organlsm. Posi-

tlve lons are belleved to have a depresslng effect.

Ultravlolet sterlllzlng lamps have a demonstrated

bacterlcldal actlon(29) both when mounted ln a supply duct
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and when mounted in the conditioned spaces. Since an

electrostatic precipitator is effective in removing all

particulate matter on which bacteria may be carried, and

hence in removing the bacteria as well, the principal applica-

tion for ultraviolet lamps is in killing germs arising

directly from occupants in the conditioned spaces.

Glycol vapor, particularly triethylene glycol, in

minute concentrations in the air, exerts a powerful ster-

ilizing action, provided the glycol dewpoint and air rela-

tive humldity are kept within certain 11mits.(29)

Ultrason1c“vibrat1ons are used in some cases to ag-

glomerate very fine particles of matter into larger sized .

particles which may then be removed from the air stream by

one of the previously mentioned methods.(35) Vibrations

„ may be caused by electrical or pneumatic means and are

usually in the range of three to five kilocycles per second.

The ability to agglomerate depends to some extent on the

nature of the material, size of particle, and power used.
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F. STEAM AND WATER AIR CONDITIONING COILS

General Theory. The type of coil used in modern

central fan systems is the light weight, extended surface,

header·and-tube type. For heating service, coils are used

for tempering, preheating, heating, reheating, or booster

heating. The usual heating media are steam and hot water,

%though an economical method of summer reheating is by means

of the hot discharge gas from a compressor.

Coils used for air cooling may cool and dehumidify

or may remove sensible heat only. An example of cooling

without dehumidification is a precooling coll using well

water to reduce the load on the mechanical refrigeratlng

equipment, or used in oonjunction with a chemical dehumid—

ifier, Formerly, the use of sprays with dehumidifying coils

was popular since the arrangement was compact and obtained

a good degree of air cleaning and odor absorption. The

nuisance of frequent maintenance to remove scale deposits

1 from the coll has brought about the development of efficient

dry type filtering media as described earlier to replace

the spray.

Heat transmission in extended surface type coils is

impeded by three resistances: the outside a1r·film, the

metal wall, and the inside £luid·film. Both the resistance

of the metal wall to conduction and_the inside fluid·film
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resistance are small compared to the outside air-film.(38)

Design practice is to decrease the external surface resist-

ance to approach that of the tube wall, and that of the in-

side fluid-film. This is accomplished by increasing the

outside surface area by fins. The former practice of spray-

ing the coil with water did not increase the overall heat

transfer greatly. In fin or extended surface colls the

external surface of the tubes is known as the primary

surface, and the fin surface is known as the secondary

surface. The primary surface consists of seamless round

tubes of a metal suitable for the service; the most common

sizes are 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, and 1 in. outside diameter. When

more than one row is used, the pipes are staggered to give

more air turbulence and consequently a higher heat transfer

rate. The secondary surface commonly consists of spiral,

flat, or corrugated fins. The design is evolving rapidly with

the present need for more efficient heat transfer elements.

Until several years ago a popular method for bonding the

fin to the tube was by dipping the coll to coat the entire

surface with solder. However, heat transmission through

the solder is not as efficient as through the fin and tube

metals, nor was the solder flexible enough to stand ex-

cessive strains. Modern practice is to bond the fin and

tube using one of the several current patented methods of

a mechanical press fit.

Common materials used in fin construction are
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phosphorized copper tubes and alumlnum fine. Copper fine

are required where the coils are wet by sprays or by

exceseive condensation of moleture. If immersed in a

conductor, dissimilar metale cause galvanic action and

electrolysie follows. Otherwise, aluminum is used because
‘
of its price advantage. The number of fine per inch of

tube length varies from three to fourteen. Frost accumu·

lation, duet, and airborne lint limit the spacing in diffl-

cult applioatlons. Fourteen fine per inch is the most common

spacing in comfort air conditloning. A typical height for

fine ie 13/32 inch, and tube spacing varies from 1·1/8 to

2-1/2 inches on centers.(7)

Free area through coils is usually sufficient, even in

colls with fin spacing as dense as 1h per inch, so that

condensed moisture will not be carried off the coll if the

velocity of air, based on the entire face area, is under

500 fpm. Otherwlse, ellminator baffles at the ccil exit

should be installed to prevent entrained moisture from

enterlng the duct system beyond the coll. With tall de-

humidifying coils, usually conslsting of stacked separate

coile, a collecting trough with drain to waste is placed at

the bottom of each coll section.

Performance. The performance of heating and dry cooling

coils depends in general upon:(38)

(1) The overall coefflcient of heat transfer from the
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fluid within the coil tc the air it heats or coole.

(2) The mean temperature difference between the fluid

within the coll and the air flowing over the coll.

(3) The physical dimensions cf the coll.

Thns, for any one definite operating condition, the heating,

or cooling capacity of a given coll is expressed by the

following basic formula:

qt = U x ßßm x A x H

where: A
qt = total heat transferred by the coil in

Btu/(hr)(sq.ft. coll face area) V

U z overall ccefficient cf heat transfer in
Btu/(hr)(sq.ft. external coll surface)
(°F temperature difference between the fluid
within the coll and the air flowing over the coll)

atm = mean temperature difference, °F, between the
fluid within the coil and the air passing over
lt; commonly taken as logarithmic mean temp. _
difference

A = external surface area of the given coll,
sq.ft•/(sq.ft. of ccil face are@(row of coll
depth)

N = number of rows of coil depth

Of the above factors, "U" is the most difficult to determine.

For finned coils it is calculated as follows:(38)

U = .......l„......
R + 1

‘

fiwhere:

n = fin efficiency

R =’ratio of total external surface to internal
- surface
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fi = fluid-fllm coefflclent of heat transfer on
lnslde surface of coll, Btu/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F)

fo
= alr-fllm coefflclent of heat transfer on

‘

„ outside surface of coll, Btu/(hr)(sq.ft.X°F)

The value ef "R" varles from 10 to 30. It le put ln the

formula te place the internal surface coefflclent cf heat

transfer on a basis ef external surface.

In dehumldlfylng colls, the overall ccefflclent cf heat

transfer cannot be determlned by the same method used fer

celle whlch transfer sensible heat only. The dlfflcult

problem ls te determlne the temperature of the wet cell

surface. In the past, emplrlcal approxlmetlons were used,

based on experience wlth laboratory testlng. In 1956,

Dr. Tamaml Kusuda of Worthlngton Corporatlon developed a

preclse graphlcal method for aocurately determlnlng the

- wet surface temperature.(46)

gggllgg_gg;lg. Coollng and dehuldlfylng colls are

usually rated within the following llmlts:

Enterlng Alr Dry·Bulb: 60° to 100°
Enterlng Air Wet•Bulb: 50° to 80°
Alr Face Velocltles: 300 tc 800 fpm, 500 being common
Volatlle Refrlgerant Temperatures: 25¤ to 55° at coll
suctlon outlet
Water temperatures: 40° te 65°
Water Quantltlesz 2 to 6 gpm per ton, or equlvalent to
a water temperature rlse ef 4°·te 12°
Water Veloclty: 2 to 6 fps

‘
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_ Hegtigg Cglls. The usual heatlng installation practice

for steam an hot water coils is as follows: (39)

Air Face Velocity: 500 to 800 fpm, 500 being common
Delivered Air Temperature: varies from about 72° for
ventilation only to about 150° for complete heating
Steam Pressure: 2 to 10 psig, 5 psig being common
Hot Water Temperature: 150° to 225°
Water Velocity: 2 to 6 fps
Water Quantity: based on about 20 degree temperature

ä§:pRes1stanc•: about 5/8 in. of water gage for
public buildings and 1 in. w. g. for factories

In a year-around system, the air quantity through

hosting coils generally ls made the same as that required

for the summer load, which almost always is greater. The

amount cf resistance through the air circuit influences the

fan horsepower and required fan speed.(1) In a water coll,

the friction through the water clrcuit may be dictated by

the head available from a given size of pump and pump

motor. .

goil Sglecglon. In the selection of a coll it is

necessary tc consider a number cf factors:(38) duty

required, whether heating, cooling, or dehumidifying; temp-

erature of entering air; available heating and cooling

media; space and dimensional limitatlons; air quantity

limitations; allowable resistances in air clrcuit and

through tubes; type of automatic control; and reputation

of the manufacturer. In transfer of sensible heat only, the

usual method is to select a coll that will effect the re-
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quired temperature change of the nominal air flow quantity

when a given amount of medium ls available in the tubes at

a given temperature. In dehumidifying coils the selection

is made on the basis of entering and leaving wet-bulb temp-

eratures.

In ordering coils for a specific installat1on_the size

is determined from the performance data and rating charts

of a reputable manufacturer.

Ghglled and Hgt Water Colle. An increasingß popular

type of coll both for bentral systems and for packaged

units is the flnned coll wich uses chilled water in the

summer and hot water in the winter; the same pump operates

year—around. Colle from four to twelve rows are common,

with a oounterflow arrangement. In counterflow, the cold

water enters the coll at the cpposite end from which the

air enters. The amount of cooling surface required depends

upon the temperature difference between the air and water

at various points in the cell. Consequently, the mean y

temperature difference in ccunterflcw is always greater

than in parallel flow for a given set cf conditions, and

a smaller amount of surface can be used to transfer a given

quantity of heat. Parallel flow is seldom used. True

counterflow is not obtained with flnned coils, as it ls in

ccncentric tube condensers. The air flows across the tubes

rather than along the tubes, and the water entera at the
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- lower part of the downstream end of the ooil, traverses the

tube circuit, and leaves at the upper part of the front of

the ooil. Nevertheless, the value obtained for the mean

temperature difference ie close to the value for true

counterflow with the number of rowe usually encountered.

In actual coils there are generally from three to five

degrees difference in temperature between the air tempera-

ture leaving the ooil and the water temperature entering the

coll. Although the required initial temperature of the water

must be below the final dewpoint temperature to which the
J

air is to be cocled, the amount of ooil surface required

for a given heat load is determined, in part, by the

difference between the final wet-bulb temperature of the

air and the initial temperature of the water. The smaller
this difference, the larger will be the amount cf ooil

surface needed to remove a given amount of heat from the

air. This final difference can be made a s small as deeired

by using euffioient ooil surface. However, for a moderate

amount of ooil eurface, this difference is usually held

to about five degrees.

The final temperature to which the water should be · ·

allowed to rise in a ooil depends on how much of the coil

surface is tc be used for dehuidificaticn. Ueually, the

initial portion of the coil is dry, removing sensible heat

only, and the remainder of the coil is wet, removing both
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sensible and latent heat. If the maximum amount of

dehumidification is deeired, the temperature of the water

throughout the coil must be lower than the dewpoint tempera-

ture of the entering air, and the amount of coil surface
’

must be great enough to give minimum bypaes factor.

‘
The temperature rise of the water is generally limited

to from seven to twelve degrees, fifteen degrees being

considered the maximum. Proper design will balance the

requirements of coll surface, water entering and leaving

temperatures, and quantity of water circulated by the pump.

The overall face area of a coll is generally based on

an air velocity of 500 fpm. Higher velocities not only

necessitate greater fan power because of higher air

friction drop, but also require eliminatcrs at the exit tc

prevent the air from carrying entrained moieture into the

conditioned spaces. Dehumidifying coils always require

drip

pans.Compared with an air washer, a ohilled water coil will

control the dewpoint of the leaving air on normal summer

cycles Just as effioiently, and require much less space.

Typically, a coil 20 in.=d•ep will provide the·same capacity

as a washer 9 ft. long. The coil, however, will not purify

the air nor provide control of dewpoint on the winter cycle.

On the winter cycle, the washer humidifies and heats. ~Both

the coll and waaher require an external water chiller, water

heater, and cirouleting pump.
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G. DQQECT QÄQANSIQN COOLING CQIL§

I
Cells for volatlle refrigerants present more complex

problems cf fluid distribution than de water or steam celle.

Properly designed and applied, however, they function well

and find almost universal application in central air duct

ccnditioning systems and in self-contained units of all

sizes.There

are two types: flooded systems and thermal

expansion valve systems.g38) In a flooded coll, the cir-

culatlon is similar to that in a water tube boiler. The

liquid is maintained at the preper level by the action of a

float regulator. Since the flooded coll requires a large

charge cf refrigerant and inherently tende te collect the

lubricating oll from the cempressor which is entrained by

the refrigerant, it has generally been replaced by the

”dry co1l,” er the direct expansion coll with thernal

expansion valve. V
With the thermal valve system, there are two factors

te cons1der.(38) There must be, generally, more than one

refrlgerant feed for each thermal expansion valve to prevent

excessive pressure drop,‘whlch would ralse the coll evaporat·

ing temperature correspondingly. Increasing the number of

parallel cireuits decreasee the refrlgerant velocity and

fricticn of flow. If there is a large pressure drop through
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the evaporator coil, most of the coll will operate at a

conslderably higher pressure than the predetermined operat-

ing pressure at the compressor auctlon. The second factor

is in arranging the coll so that the required auction super-
T

heat can be attained with a minimum aacrifice in the perform-

ance of the coll aa a whole. That part of the coll contain-

ing vapor only will have much less cooling capacity than

an equlvalent length of coll containing liquid refrigerant.

Exggggggg Valves. Since the development of the first

mechanical refrigeration syatem, the foremost control

problem has been the method of expanding a high pressure

liquid refrigerant into a low pressure wet gas mixture in

direct proportion to the evaporating rate of the coll.

Years ago, a constant pressure (automatic) expansion valve

wa: designed to operate from the pressure in the evaporator

and keep lt constant, since the refrigerant pressure in the

evaporator determined the evaporator temperature. It has

twe principal objectiona for general appl1cation.(21)

First, when the refrigeration demand drop: off, causing a _

low evaporator pressure, the valve pin will move to the full

open position, attemptlng to bring the evaporator pressure

up to the pressure setting cf the valve. This results in

the liquid refrigerant flooding back to the compressor and

cauaing serious damage to the compressor. Second, if the

load increase: and raises the evaporator pressure above
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the pressure above the pressure setting of the valve, the

valve pin will move in a closing direction until the evapor—

ator pressure is reduced to the pressure setting of the

valve, thus starving the evapcrator when the load demand is

highest. This valve, then,1s suitable only for constant

load applications; it has been largely replaeed by the

thermostatic expansion valve.

The thernostatic expansion valve is a precision device
‘

designed to regulate the rate of liquid refrigerant flow

into an evaporator in exact proportion to the rate of

evaporation of the liquid refrigerant in the evapcrator.(21)

The amount of refrigerant gas leaving the evaporator can be

regulated since the valve respcnds both to the temperature

cf the refrigerant gas leaving the evaporator and to the

pressure in the evaporetor. This controlled flow prevents

the return of liquid refrigerant to the compressor. In

ooils with long circults, and in every case where a refr1g·

erant distributor is used, an external equalizer connection

is required. Otherwise, an unbalance at the valve diaphragm

caused by the large pressure drop would require a higher

superheat at the ooil outlet than that designed for. The

external equalizer usually eonnects the lower part cf they

valve dlaphrsgm with the coll outlet at approximately the

same location as the remote bulb, which is fllled with the

same refrigerant as that used in the system and is connected
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to the upper part of the valve diaphragm.

gglgnoid Liggid Valves. Though the thermostatio
ß

expansion valve is manufaotured as a tight seatlng device,

it cannot be depended upon-for positive shutoff because the _

seating surfaces are exposed to erosion and its design tends

to trap dlrt and scale. In addition, on the off cycle the

remote bulb will be heated by the surroundings enough to

cause the valve to
open.(21)

For these reasons, a solenoid

liquid valve ahead of the thermostatlc valve is always

recommended. To protect the operation of both these valves,

an 80-mesh ecreen strainer should be located imedlately

upstream, in addition to any other strainers in the system$21)

g;;tg;ggtg;g. With thermostatic expansion valves it is

advantageous to keep the pressure drop through the refrlger-

ant feeds as low as
poss1ble.(}8)

The feeds are leid out to

expose each to the same mean temperature difference so that
‘

each will handle the same refrlgerating load. A distributor

ls placed between the valve and coll inlets to proportion

the liquid-vapor mixture equally among the feeds.

There are several patented distributors in use. One

type(65) conslsts of a oylindrioal housing having an inter-

changeable nozzle at the lnlet which increases the velccity

of the liquid-vapor mixture by meane of a pressure drop,.

thereby homogeneously mixing the liquid and vapor and elim-

inating the effect cf gravlty. The nozzle orifioe centers
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the flow of refrigerant so that it lmplngee squarely on

the center of a conical button. The outlet passage hole:

are spaced around the base cf the conioal button. Depend-

ing on the load condition, the pressure drop through the,

distributor and eonnecting tube: varies from about 10 tc

25 pal. Tubing length: to all circuits from the d1:tr1bu·

tor should be the same to maintain equal pressure drop in

all circuite.
Another manufacturer(21) substitutes a smooth,

contoured, ”Venturi-Flo" approach to the conical button for

the orlfice.

Another type distrlbutor ha: a weir type header for

use on small oells, and a oentrifugal type header for cclls

having tube length: longer than 2 ft. 6 in.(5) The weir

type separate: the vapor from the liquid so that the liquid

can build up a head and be metered through the graduated

orifices on the side: of the tube:. The gases pass upward,

while reversing their direction, into the end: of the large

tube orifices and rejoin the liquid in each coll elrouit.

In the centrifugal header type a nozzle in the inlet

accelerates the mixture of Vapor and liquid flowing from

the expanaion valve through tangential slots to the whirl-

ing chamber. Centrifugal separation cause: the liquid to

pas: through peripheral hole: te each of the refrigerant

circuite. The Vapor at the center of the vortex move:
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into the header by a large hole and mixes with the liquid

.as it rlcws to the various oircuits,

Alg Velgc;§y, The air velocity across the coll race
‘

area recommended for most dehumldifying celle in use is

500 rpm, This is a general figure because the actual

velocity will very according to the rree area, Low air

velocltles result in inerrioient use cf the extended sur-

race, When the air velocity approaches about 650 rpm,

the danger of water being blown from the fine becomes

1mm1nent,(&9)
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H. AIR FLOW AND AIR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

A.S.R.E. STANDARDS(2O)

The official procedure for the air conditioning and,

refrigeration industry in designing air and temperature

measuring apparatus is described and illustrated in A.S.R.E.

Standard 16-56, "Methods of Rating and Testing Air Condition-

ers." The apparatus is sometimes referred to as a "code

tester."

When nozzles are constructed in accordance with speci-

fications, they may be used without calibration. If the

throat diameter is five inches or larger, the coefficient

may be assumed to be 0.99. For nozzles smaller than five

inches in diameter, er where a more precise value of the

coefficient is deslred, the nozzle should be calibrated.(35)

Formulas for calculation cf air flow through nozzles are

given in Section 6.3 of Standard 16-56. — ‘

AIR FLOW MEASUREMENT IN THE CARRIER LABORATORY

The June, 1947 issue of Refrigerating Engineering

magazine contained the article, "Air Flow Measurement in

the Laboratory,“ by D. D. Wile ef Carrier Corporation,

Sypggugg, New yepk,(69) The aspects of the article which

have current significance in air flow and air temperature

measurement in the laboratory will be paraphrased.
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Pitot tubes, anemometers, and other velocity

measurlng instruments are no longer acceptable for work

of a high order of accuracy. After careful consideration

of the merits of nozzlee and orifices, nozzles were select-

ed as being éhe more reliable under various conditions of

operation. The principal objection to the uee of the

orifice is its sensitivlty to conditions in the approach

stream, which cause excessive variation of the flow co-

efficlent. A nozzle coefficient, ln the range of use

encountered in air oonditioning practice, should not fall

below 0.9§# and it never becomes greater than 0.995. a

range of only 1 per cent. The recommended dimensions

of code testers are the same as those adopted by the -

A.S.R.E.

The principal application for the code tester is

coils. The tester is installed in a room which acts as

the return air circuit for a large capacity air condi-

tloner for automatically controlling test conditions.

Regardless of the heatlng or cooling effect of the coll

being tested, the conditioned air supplied to the room

and at the face of the coll is maintained at a oonstant,

predetermineddcondition.

The fan drawing air through the code tester must be *

selected for ample static head to overcome the reaietance

of the code tester interior in addition to the resistanoe '
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of coils or other equipment that may be tested. If

heating equipment is involved, the fan selection must

allow for the higher temperature. Carrier practice has

been to use uncommonly large heads across the nczzlee and

the air mixers with the result that accuracy, convenience,

sand compactness have been gained at the expense of fan

V power. The maximum static head has ranged from a 4 in.

water gage head for a 300 cfm tester to a 7 in. head for

a 4,000 cfm and a 16,000 cfm tester. In the latter case

the reduction of air denslty, if not considered, would
cause an error in flow calculation of nearly 1 per cent.

Regulation of fan capacity can be accomplished by variable

speed or by adjustable inlet vanes. Ordinary dampere have

a tendency to produce unstable flow conditions.

The use of perforated(plates as diffusing baffles,

both upstream and downstream from the noszles, make it

possible to confine the nozzles in a ocmparatively short

duct length. Excellent results were reported with plates

having 1/4 in. holes staggered on 3/8 in. centers, giving

V a free area of 40 per cent of the face area.

Air discharged from coils or other air conditioning

equipment may have nonuniform temperature distribution

along with nonunlform velocity distribution, and one of

the most difficult laboratcry problems is to determine

the true mean temperature. The procedure arrived at is
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to employ air mixers to make the velocity pattern uniform,

and to average the temperatures from many points across

the duct. Sampling tubes permit the drawing of air from

numerous points across the duct area ana conveying it to

a convenient location where the average temperature may

be determlned by a single pair of wet-and dry-bulb ther-

mometers.

The air mixers consist of a series of vanes arranged

first to divide the air flow into a number oFsmall streams

and then divert these streams across each other. The vanes

extend only about halfway across the duct with the remain-

ing area blocked off to allow space into which the deflect-
V

ed air streams can flow. Two mixer assemblies are always

used, one to mix vertfcally and one to mix horizontally.

The vanes are positioned at 45 degrees, and their size

depends on the size of the duct. A 4,000 cfm tester used

4 in. x 1-1/4 in. vanes spaced 1-1/2 in. apart.

The venturi throat should be as small as possible

without developing excessive head loss, or about 1.5

times the total nozzle area in excess of the area occupied

by the sampling tubes.

The nozzle design is of the Bureau of Standards

elliptical type. Uerivations and correction factors by

which the exact amount of flow may be determined from the

gxpepimental data taken, are given in the body of the article.
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AIR ELOW MEA§UREMENT IN THE WESTINGHOUSE LABORATORY

Recent research in Westinghouse coll design was reported

by A. L. Lee, Jr. in a Master's
thesis.(69)

The coll test-

ing apparatus is located in a room which is maintained at

constant, predetermined wet- and dry-bulb conditions by a

large capacity air conditioning unit outside the room itself.

The air supplied to the coll being tested is, therefore,

constant. 'Calibrated mercury-1n·glass thermometers are

used to measure all air temperatures, and copper-constantan

thermocouples are used to measure temperatures in the refrig-

eration circuit. A 24 in. round rubber flexible duct connects

the tested coll to the temperature measuring section of the

code tester downstream. A static pressure tap on the duct

downstream from the coil measures the air friction drop

across the coil being tested. Both vertical and horizontal

mixlng vanes are located in the entrance to the temperature

measurlng section. The dimensions and construction of the

air flow and temperature measuring sections are in accord-

ance with the specifications developed by D. D. Wile of

Carrier Corporation. 1

After leaving the mixing vanes, the air is forced into

a venturi section which contains a number of small sampling

tubes at the throat of the unit. The air leaves the mixing

section at a velocity of approximately 1,000 fpm.and is
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accelerated to a velocity of approximately 5,500 fpm at the

throat of the venturi section. The high air velocity min-

imizes the velocity variation of the air stream and allows

the use of small sampling tubes. A small centrifugal fan

is used to draw the air through the sampling tubes and over

the wet- and dry-bulb thermometers located in the discharge

air temperature sampling section, in which the velocity is

about 1,300 fpm. The entire apparatus is insulated with

two one-half inch layers of glass fiber covered on both sides

with aluminum foil. 1

In the air measuring sectlon a perforated baffle was

placed on each side of the nozzle section. The baffles con-

tain 1/4 ln. holes on 3/8 in. staggered centers. The nozzle

section contains four nozzles, each with a cross sectional

area of 0.165 sq. ft. The 1/64 in. static pressure taps on

each side of the nozzles were mounted in the bottom center

section of the air measuring duct in such a way that the

openings are flush with the internal wall surface.

The fan is driven by a direct current motor, with a

rheostat for variable speed control. For more precision of

control over air flow rate, there is a hand-adjustable duct

damper at the fan inlet which bypasses the code tester. For

the same rheostat setting at the fan motor, opening the damp-

er will diminish the air quantity through the code tester

slightly.
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AIR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT WITH THERMOCOUPLES
‘

Where the air velocity is uniform across a given section

of duct, a grid of wet-bulb and dry-bulb thermocouples gives

the temperature accurately enough for most experimental work.

The thermocouples should be mounted on a simple wire grid

to get complete coverage of the area, and should be connected

in parallel to give an average of all the temperatures sensed.

In this way, only one reading of the potentiometer is neces-

sary•

With the exception of mercury~in-glass thermometers,

thermocouples are the most universally used means of measur-

ing temperatures. This acceptance is the result of numerous

features, such as freedom from breakage, ease of application,

reliability, remote reading, rapid response, ease of calibra-

tion, low cost, and small size.(7O)
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I. CONTROL OF AIR MOVEMENT

£.;A.§§.

The centrifugal type fan is best adapted to moving air

against considerable frictional resistance.(29) Centrifugal

fans produce pressure from two independent sources:(38)

(1) from the centrifugal force created by rotating the en-

closed air column, and (2) from the kinetic energy imparted

to the air by virtue of its velocity leaving the lmpeller.

This velocity in turn is a combination of the rotative veloc-

ity of the impeller and of the air speed relative to the

impeller. A fan with forward-curved blades depends less on

centrifugal force for its pressure, and more on veloclty

pressure conversion in the scroll, with the result that it

may run at relatively low speed. Conversely, a backward-

curved blade builds up more of its pressure by centrifugal

force, a more efficient form of energy transfer, and less

by velocity conversion; it must therefore run at a higher

speed.

whether a forward- or backward-curved blade should be

used depends upon space conditions, quletness required,

efficiency at the specified load conditions, and desired

performance characteristics. The maximum mechanical effic-

iencies obtainable for the various types of fans are not

widely different, although there are marked differences in
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the rate at which the horsepower and pressure vary with

changes of volume rate. The forward—curved blade is more

compact. For a given air delivery and static pressure it

operates at a lower tip speed and ls quleter. Because of

thls, the forward-curved blade fan is more widely used in

ordinary air conditloning work than any other type.(67)

The forward-curved blade fan produces maximum effic-

iency near the point of maximum static pressure, and the

power curve rlses rapidly with an increase in the rate of

delivery. The latter characteristic demands careful cal-

culation of the static pressure loss of a system to avoid

overloadlng the motor. Characterlstics of the backward-

curved blade fan are: a greater range of stable operation

due to a pressure curve which rises contlnuously as volume

ls decreased; a non-overloading ("limit-load") horsepower

characteristic; a higher operating speed for a given fan

flow rate and wheel diameter; in many cases, a higher

efficiency; and, in some cases, a higher noise level.(29)

Centrifugal fans usually have a minimum noise level

near the point of maximum efficiency. A noisy fan is gener-

ally found to be running at excessive peripheral speed be-

cause of excessive resistance, or because it is undersized

for the application. Tip speed and outlet velocity are used

as an index to proper selection, but it should be noted that

the tip speed varies with the type of blading used and that
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a tip speed considered excessive for a forward-curved blade

may be well within the operating range of a backward-ourved

blade.

Perfgrmance Curves. Fan performance curves show the

relationship between the quantity of air that a fan will 4
deliver and the pressure, either static or total, against

which it can discharge the various quantities. The curves

also indicate the horsepower required for the correspond-

ing quantity flow. Constant speed performance ourves are

presented for a specific fan operating at a stated speed and

handling air of a stated density. Performance curves are

obtained from a series of laboratory tests on a fan with

dampering at the end of the test duct. The pressure-volume

ourves for both backward- and forward-curved blades have a

peak point at which the pressure ia a maximum. To the right

cf this peak pressure point, both types of fans have a stead-

ily falling, steep pressure-volume performance curve. This

steeply falllng performance curve is desirable in fans. If

a fan with a steep performance ourve is selected, a slight

change in pressure from the one at which the fan is operating

will not greatly affect the air delivery.

The forward-öurved blade has a peak static pressure

which corresponds to the region of maximum efficiency, where-

as with the backward-curved blade, this maximum pressure ocours

somewhat to the left of the region of maximum efficiency.
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The horsepower for both types of fans is a minimum at

no delivery. The horsepower for the forward blade increases

ccntlnuously with lncreasing volume flow, with maximum horse-

, power occurring at free delivery conditions. The horsepower

for the backward blade increases with increaslng air flow

only up to a point to the right of maximum efficiency and

then gradually decreases; this is often referred to as a non-

overloading hcrsepower characteristic because the maximum

power which can be absorbed is usually not more than ten per

cent above the power required at a normal selection po1nt.(67)

Inlet Vaneg. Fixed or movable inlet vanes that serve

to control the direction cf entering air are standard equip-

ment on many types of centrifugal fans. Inlet vanes improve

performance and avoid excessive noise where the fan entrance

conditions are unfavorable because of congested or poorly

designed duct connections. Inlet vanes create air spin which

affects fan performance as well as dampering the air flow.

This air spln is known as vortex control.(35) The vanes are

so constructed as to give the air a spin in the direction of

wheel rotation. The characteristic curves are changed and

less horsepower is required for a given air flow than by

straight dampering. The vanes are usually grouped together

in a radial manner about a central ring and are pivoted and

linked together so that each vane turns on its own axis to

form a variable opening shutter. _
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Variable Speed Control. Besides air inlet vanes and

„ dampers, there are several methods for varying the volume of

air handled by a
fan.(38)

Where the change is made infra-

quently, the pulley or sheave on the driving motor or fan

may be adjusted or changed to vary the speed. Variable speed

pulleys or transmissions, such as fan belt change boxes, or

electric or hydraulic couplings, may be used to vary the fan

speed. Variable speed motors, either alternating or direct

current, may be used. V

Alternating current is preferred fer general applica-

ticn, since a·c motors are less expensive and require less

maintenance. A wound-rotor induction motor is generally used;

the torque and the starting current can be regulated by vary-

ing the external resistance, which is in series with the

roter windings. Speed reduction to about 50 per cent of full

speed is possible, but the efficiency is reduced at all speeds

below normal by the amount of reslstance in the circuit. At

full speed the efficiency is slightly lower than for the

usual squirrel cage mct¤r.(29)

In direct-current motors, the series—wound motor gives

a flat power characteristic, whereas for a centrifugal fan a

rising power characteristic is necessary. Shunt·wound motors

are the most suitable for fan drive, being normally constant

speed and having a starting torque of about 150 per cent of

full-load tcrque. They are made variable speed by insertlng
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external resistance in series with the shunt field or the arm-
ature circuit. Compound-wound motors have high—starting-

torque characteristics that are not necessary for fan drive.

In conclusion, from a power consumption consideratlon,

a reductlon in fan speed is the most efficient way to obtain

var1able·speed control. Next in order are inlet vanes, while

dampers are the least econom1cal.(29)DAMPERQ _
The simple louver damper and the opposed·leaf damper are

the commonest forms of the multiple-blade damper. The

opposed is superior to the louver in minimizing turbulence,

since the air leaves in about the same direction for any

position. It has better performance characteristics, since

the flow is well restricted atäsmall opening angles, whereas

a small opening of the louver damper lets through a large

percentage of air and the last #5 degrees of travel has

relatively little effect on air quantity. The linkage is

somewhat more complicated for oppositely rotatlng blades, but

is well justifled where good control of air volume or of

supply—air temperature is deslred.

The design of mu1tlple·leaf dampers should embody the

following features:(29)
I

(1) Mechanical strength and rigidity.

.(2) Static and dynamic balance of the assembly as a
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whole in all angular positions.

„ (3) Approximate proportion between linkage movement and

air flow, obtained by arranging the relative angular motions

of the damper operating arm and the damper motor arm to give

larger increments cf leaf motion near the closed position

than at the open position.

No advantage is gained by streamlining the blades.(35)

.¥2H§l1§

To insure desired air flow without excesslve frictional

and dynamic losses, design standards are essential to govern

the fabrioation of shapes, flttings, vanes, and connections

to equipment. Nearly all of these standards are based on

the following fundamentale of air flow.(29)
V

(1) Air flowing from a chamber or conveyor of smaller
A

section area into one of larger area tends to continue in a

straight line. Air will not diverge, unless changed by vanes,

at an included angle greater than about 20 degrees. Where

obtainable, the best practice dictates a divergence not

greater than one inch ln seven.

(2) Air flowing from a chamber or conveyor of larger

section area into one of smaller area tends to converge

uniformly and follows the laws of entrance to crifices in

fluid flow.

Experiments reported by the Trane Gompany(67) have
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shown that the minimum friction loss is obtained when the

divergent engle is about three degrees. Though such small

I angles can rarely be used; an effort should be made to keep

the angle less than ten degrees. ~

Leakage and Vibration. Actual tests on typical supply

systems have shown leakages from 5 to 30 per cent. The

largest usual source is at transverse seems located against

the wall or ceiling in such manner that tight joints are

almost impossible. For supply systems with static pressures

in excess of one inch water gage, calking, felting, or

soldering is reccmmended,(29) I,

Systems requiring quietness in operation should be

provided with asbestos cloth or other flreproof types of

flexible connection to ducts or casings at the fan inlet and

discharge. To prevent transmisslon of vibration to the

building structure, a fan and motor base or foundation employ-

ing vibration-isolating material should be 1nstalled.(29)
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J. SEGONDARY CIRCUQT COMPO§§NTS

OONDENSING QNIT

The "condensing unit" of an air conditioning system

consists in general cf the compressor, compressor drive,

oondenser, and auch auxiliary equipment aa a refrigerant

receiver and controls. These ccmponents are generally

considered as a single unit for the purpose of rating

capacity.

Qgmgregsor. Present day practice is to use high•speed

reclprocating machines with one of the fluorinated hydrc-

carbons, auch aa Refrlgerants 12 or 22. Cylinders may num-

ber from 1 to 16 and may be arranged in line, in single or

multiple V or W, or radially. All are s1ngle~actlng. Both

auction and discharge valves are preaaure·actuated rather

than mechanically operated, and are located in the cylinder

head. Ring plate or reed valves are used. Open compreasors

require a shaft seal to prevent leakage. Sleeve bearings

and piston rings follow automotive design practice. An oil

return check valve permits oil carrled by the auction gas to

be returned to the crankcase.(29)

Mcst modern motor-driven reciprocating compressors have

been adapted to hermetic design to save in first cost, noise,

and maintenanee. This ellminates the shaft seal, shortens

the shaft, simplifies bearing arragnement, and permits vapor

cooling of the motor. Capacities extend above 100 horsepower.
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Two types of compressor assemblies are available: the

sem1•hermet1c, or bolted, serviceable type; and the welded

hermetic type.

The ccmpressor is protected against return of alugs of

liquid by spring loaded cylinder heads, which lift under

pressures greater than occur in normal operation. The cylin-

der walls and head are cooled by the aurrounding air. In

hermetic compresacrs, the motor windings aa well aa the

lower part of the cylinder are cooled by the cold refrigerant

vapor. For this reason, motors can safely be rated for higher

output in hermetic equipment than in open drives.

The displacement of the compressor cylinders and the

[speed of rotation are based upon the volume of refrigerant to

be removed from the evaporator. The cooling capacity of an

evaporator depends upon the weight of refrigerant circulated,

and the compreasor must handle that weight at the specific

volume which corresponds to the aaturation pressure at the

auction of the compressor. When plotted against increasing

saturated auction temperatures, the refrigerating capacity

of a compressor will consistently increase, showing that a

compreasor will have a much higher tonnage rating for air

ccnditioning applications than for the lower temperatures

of refrigeration service. At higher ccndensing temperaturea,

the capacity curves for a given compressor are parallel but

ccrrespondingly lower in tonnage rating. The lower capacity
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is due to the drop in volumetric efficiency caused by the

re—expansion of the compressed vapor on the auction strcke.

System Caggcity Control. There are a number of methods

of accomplishing economical reduction cf capacity when the

load inevitably varies from design conditions:(29)

(1) Multispeed compressor motors. When a single recip-

rocating compressor is to be installed, a multispeed driving

motor may be used. Common practice is to use a two-speed-

motor, which at low speed reduces the capacity either one

third or one half. The lowest speed must not be below the

range of proper operation cf the compresscr lubricating system.

The speed may be controlled through electrical relays by a

pressurestat in the auction line or by·a room thermostat.

(2) Variable speed compressor motors. Variable-speed

alternating-current induction motors offer no advantage for

drivlng reciprccating compressors. _

(3) Multiple units. Multiple compressors bring the

following advantages: single-speed motors may be selected

at best efficienoy and operated continuously at this effic-

iency; stand-by equipment is available; and the compressors

may be started in sequence to limit the current inrush.

(4) Clearance pockets. Used primarily on older equip-

ment, the cylinder clearance is increased sufficiently to

limit the amount of discharged vapor, and the work of com-

pression is recovered by re-expansion.
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(5) Cyllnder cutouts. One or more cylinders may be

made ineffective by by-passing the vapor from the discharge

tc the intake of the compressor. A solenoid valve is

usually installed in the bypass connection to allow auto-

matic control by either thermcstat or pressurestat. The

power does not decrease in proportion to the capacity be-

cause of the hydraulic loss incurred by flow through valves,

cylindera, and connections. _

(6) Suctlon-valve·l1ft unlcaders. This is inherently

the most efficient means of unloading thus far developed,

since passage of the refrigerant vapor in and out of the

cylinder through the auction valve, without compression,

involves less loss than any other method. It also permits

the unloading of individual cylinders with no serious space

penalty and at moderate cost.

Capacity of the evaporator may be varied if it is not

pract1cable·to vary the capacity of the compressor. The —

compressor may be loaded artificially by transferring heat

to the auction vapor. This heat may come from an external

source or from the hot discharge vapor leaving the compressor.

The system capacity is reduced because the weight of refrig-

erant enterlng the compressor and circulated through the

system is reduced. The two devices which have attained

commercial importance both use hot gas.(29) One type, balance

loaders, transfer the heat indlrectly through metal walls,
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boil1ng·off the refrigersnt and forming more vapor on the

suction side for the compressor to handle. They are

usually controlled by a constant-pressure expansion valve,

opening on falling pressure to maintain a minimum evaporator

pressure. The other type employs various arrangements of

hot-gas bypass, which transfer the discharge gas directly

into the low side. They are usually oontrolled by a constant—

pressure vapor valve, which acts to admit vapor to the low

side as the evaporator pressure tends to drop, thereby keep·

ing the pressure in the low side substantially constant.

Evaporator unloading devices do not save power since

no load is removed from the compressor. Their most useful

purposes are to prevent the evaporator surface from frosting

up and to avoid operation of the compressor at an excessively

low back pressure.

Ccndensers. Shell·and-tube oondensers comprise the

large majority of water·cooled condensers now manufactured.

The cooling water almost always flows inside the tubes, with

refrigerant condensing on the outside. Tubes are circuited

to give the desired design water velooity and pressure drop.

Finned surface and high gas velocities are advantageous to

increase transfer with the fluorinated refrigerants, which

have low film coefficients; copper tubes are used. Except

for small units, shell—and—tube condensers are built with

removable heads to facilitate cleaning and scale removal cn
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the water side. Current practice is tc omit tubes near the

_ bottom of the shell to provide liquid storage volume and avoid

the need for a separate receiver. Adequate distribution space

is required at the hot-gas inlet connection to permit the gas

to be distributed laterally to all parts of the surface with-

out excessive pressure drop. A purge connection is necessary
1

since noncondensables in the system collect at the condenser.

Shell-and-coll condensers employ spiral tube bundles,

and must be chemically cleaned. They are used in small

systems because of low cost. Cleaning is accomplished by

circulating a chemical solution through the water side.

Shell-and tube condensers are constructed with fixed

tube sheets. Easy tube replacement is provided by using

tube ends which are slightly larger than the outside diam-

eter of the fins. Tube holes in the tube sheets are serrated.

Shells are heavy wall, seamless steel pipe with no longitu-

dinal Joint. The tube is composed of one piece of metal;

the fins are an integral part of the tube wall body. The

spacing and height of the fins can give a total tube outside

surface three hundred per cent greater than obtainable with

bare tubes, which helps to compensate for the great differ-
Y

ence in film coefficients between the water on the inside and

the condensing refrigerant on the outside of the tube. The

heat transfer value of the tube in increased in nearly direct

proportion to the increase in outside surface area.(2)
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REFRIGERANTS

No refrlgerant in use at the present time has all the

qualificatlons necessary for universal application. For

each specific application the engineer must decide which

would be the best refrigerant. Some of the factors involved

1 in judging suitability are:(56)

(1) thermodynamic, physical, and chemical properties

(2) reaction with moisture

(3) leak detection

(4) action on components of the system

(5) safety considerations and governing codes °

(6) cost

(7) type of compressor

(8) dielectrlc strength of the vapor and liquid

The refrigerants which most nearly meet the require-

ments dictated by comfort air conditloning installations

are in the family of fluorinated hydrocarbons. Two of these,

Refrigerants 12 and 22, have particularly favorable proper-

ties for use in reciprocating compressors operating in the

air conditioning range. In the review of literature conducted

by the writer, and in his experience in the field of air con-

ditioning, these refrigerants were the only ones found in

current application for air conditioning reciprocating com-

pressors.

In comparing the properties of R-12 and R—22, it will be
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noted that there are more similaritles than difference
.(“9)

Most comparisons are made with the refrigerant evapor·

ator temperature at 5°F and the condensing temperature at

86°F. Both refrigerants are clear, almost colorless liquids

at temperatures below the boiling points. They are considered

non-toxic, non-irritant, non-explosive, and for all practical

purposes, non-inflammable. Under extraordinary conditions

when R-12 is exposed to an open flame, decomposition occurs

and traces of the lethal phosgene gas are formed.(51)

R-12 has several advantages over R-22. It has been in

use longer and is cheaper. The lower operating pressure

differential reduces strain on the compressor parts and in-

creases compressor life. A greater quantity of flow is

required for the same refrigerating load, which permlts a

larger expansion valve orlfice, and for small units makes

accurate control cfgflow_less difficult. Water is less

soluble in R-12 than in R-22. This characterlstic makes

freeze—up of the expansion valve more ominousg however, it
V

ls believed that este} in solution would be extremely cor-

rosive, a fault more serious than the possibillty cf freezing

· the expansion valve. Water is soluble ln R-22; at the present

time it has not been determined what the direct consequences

are. U

R-12 is mlscible in the liquid state with oil in all

propcrtlons. R-22 in oil separates into two phases, accord-
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ing to temperature and pressure and base stock of the oi1.(56)

Separation of the oil, and return of the oil from the evap·

orator, is accomplished by evaporating the refrigerant from

the mixture. When a trap in the return piping cccurs, the

velocity of vapcr must be rapid enough tc entrain and return

the oil back tc the compressor. Having some oil passing

through the pistons and discharge valves is desirable for

lubrication, and to seal the valve surfaces, yet oil serves

no useful purpose in the rest of the system.

Dieleotric strength of vapor is important only in

hermetic units, in which the refrigerant comes into direct

contact with the field coils of the motor driving the

compressor. If the dielectric strength cf refrigerant vapor

at auction conditions is low, possibility cf short circuits
l

between electrical conductors is increased; although in most

designs nc bare conductors are exposed to the refrigerant,
i

all being fully insulsted. R—12 has good dielectric strength

as a liquid; R-22 is extremely poor. As a_further precauticn,

care should be taken in selecting a lubricating oil having

high dielectric strength to obviate trouble from that source.

water chillers are used for those many applications

_ where direct expansion coils would not be suitable, and for

process cooling cf such liquids as calcium cr sodium chloride,
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alcchols, glycols, solvents, machine tool cooling emulsions,

and petroleum refinery liqulds. In commercial and industrial

buildings, and an increaslng number of residences, the in-

direct system ls frequently used when a number of air cocl—

ing units are installed in many different locations cf the

building. In this way, the possibility of losing liquid

refrigerant from an extensive piping system is el1m1nated.(67)

When water ls to be cocled by a mechanical refr1gerat—

ing system, a heat exchanger is used to transfer the heat from

the water to the_vaporiz1ng refrigerant. The water to be

chllled is clrculated through the heat exchanger by means

of a pump, and is then delivered to the alr conditioning units

where the temperature cf the water rises as it absorbs heat

from the air being cocled and dehumidifled. After leaving

the air condltloning unit, the water flows to the pump and

is again forced through the heat exchanger.

The shell·and-tube type is the only one in common use

today.(67) It may be either of the·"dry" or "flooded“ type.

The dry type admits refrigerant to the inside of the tubes

with a thermostatic expansion valve in sufficient quantity

that the vapor leaving will always be slightly superheated.

This type le comparatlvely new, having been first introduced

in 1937;(66) The flooded type generally has water lne1de_the

tubes, and the shell is kept full of liquid refrigerant. As

a general rule small capacity chillers are dry and large
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capacity chillers are flooded. Neverthelees, dry chillers

may be obtained in sizes to 250 tous, and flooded chillers

may be obtained as small as 25 tous.

The flooded type requires special devices which return
I

lubricating oil from the chiller tc the ccmpressor; in

addition, heat exchangers are required in case slugs of liq-

uid are returned with the oil. These devices, though ex-

pensive, are only a small fractlcn of the total cost of

a large unit, which is able to save much in size and space

because of the greater capacity inherent in being flooded.

The dry type is used in small systems because no special

difflculty is occasloued in returning the oil to the crank-

case, and a large charge of refrigerant is not required to
I

operate the system.
4

In the flooded type the tubes usually have an extended

surface lntegral°with the fin construction. The water or

other liquid to be chilled makes from four to elght passes,

T
being re·d1rected by the end headers. The level is coutrolled

by a float feed valve. Sometimes the refrigerant is conflned

to a well in the bottom from which a small pump dellvers it

to flooding nozsles at the top of the shell from which it

sprays ever the tubes. In the dry type chiller the refr1g·

erant is fed into the inside of tubes from thermostatlc ex-

pansion valves at the lnlet header. The number of valves

and oirouits increases as the size of chiller lncreases,
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and each circuit generally makes several passes. Star-shaped

metal inserts are sometimes placed in the tubes to increase

the coefficient of transmission on the refrigerant side.

Over·and-under baffles make the water fcllow a tortucus

circuit, giving more cooling capacity for a given rate of

flow.
{

There is always danger of freezing the water in a

chiller, particularly on light loads. A thermcstat bulb

should be placed in the leaving water to stop the compressor

if the temperature of the water falls to about 36°. An

additional preoautlon is the use of a back·pressure control

valve in the auction line; regardless of the load, the

evaporating pressure and temperature in the chiller can be

maintained above freez1ng.(67)

WATER HEATER

The water heater is an indirect way of adding heat to

the air to be ccnditloned, and is usually a steam-to-water

heat exchanger. It is popular because a year·around system

needs only one set of piping, one pump, and one set of

conditioning units when chllled water is used in the summer

and hot water is used in the winter. It ls also a common ß

adjunct to systems employing a washer for year·around service.

- The construction ls very simple. ¢¤¤¤¤ly thßvc 18 a

header on only one end ot the steel cyllndrical shell, in
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which the water connections are made. The water tubes are

closed loops to avoid the necessity of a header on the other

end of the shell. The water may make from two to four

p&BB€8• Generally the tubes have an extended surface on

the outside to improve the coefficient of heat transfer of

the condensing steam. Header and water boxee should be of

a type to permit perlodic cleaning of tubes.(29) The steam

inlet connection is made on top near the leaving water connec-

tion. The condensate drain connection ls at the opposite end

from the steam lnlet, and should have a float and thermostatic

trap in the line.(66)

Using hot water requires an expansion tank because of
T

the slgnificant change in volume as water is heated. An

open expansion tank must be located at a level high enough I
to prevent boiling of the water at the maximum temperature

at which the system will operate. A closed expansion tank,

known an a compression tank, may be located anywhere in the
system.(29)

It is important to remember that the compression

tank is the "point of no pressure change" in the pump ciroultg
l

that is, it ls the only point in the system at which the

pressure will not change appreeiably whether the pump is

operating or not. Expansion of the heated water is taken up

by compression of air in the tank. The usual practice is to

size the tank for about 200 per cent of the maximum expansion

that will occur between the lowest and highest temperatures
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to which the system will be subjected. If the temperature

range is from 40° to 180°, the tank should contain about 6

per cent of the water-holding capacity of the system.(29)

A pressure relief valve should be located at the heater;

no valves should separate the relief valve from the tank

itself.

Occasionally steam is injected directly lnto the water

tank of the washer, or water from conditioningncolls is

circulated to a tank where the water is heated by direct in-

jeotion of live steam.(49) In each case the steam injected

represents a loss to the boiler and must be replaoed by an

equivalent amount of distilled make-up water. When used tc

heat wnsher water, boiler compound will carry over with the s

steam and lend its characteristic odor to the conditioned air.

CIRCULATING Pggg

For usual pumping requirements in heating and air

conditioning work, the motor·dr1ven centrifugal pump is

particularly well-suited because of its favorable character-

istics, such as instantaneous adjustment to varying loads

and steady discharge, which reciprocating pumpe cannot

g1ve.(29) Unlike the piston pump, which will deliver the

same quantity of water regardless of the external head, the

quantity of water that a centrifugal pump delivers varies

with the external head. For this reason, it is necessary to
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know the head against which a centrifugal pump must work

before the quantity of water that it will deliver can be

predicted. Free passages exist at all times through the

impeller between the discharge and the inlet side of the

pump. The pressure differencea in the pump must be produced

by mass forces of the fluid and, consequently, are a function

of the speed of rotatlon and of the rate of flow through the

pump. For a constant speed of rotatlon, characteristic curves

must be determlned experlmentally. ”Then it is possible to

calculate the characteristic curves for any other speeds by

means of the pump laws.

When plotted against increasing capacity in gallons per

minute, the head is greatest at no-delivery conditions, from

which it decreases; the efficiency rises to a peak at nom-

inal capacity and falls off; and the power required rises

from a finlte value at no·del1very conditions and does not

peak.(52) If the viscosity of the fluid ie neglected, the

pressure increase produced by the pump will vary with the

square of the fluid velocities, and the flow conditions will

be similar if all average fluid velocities and all periph-

eral velocities of the rotating parts are changed according

to one constant ratio. This condition is satisfied lf the

capacity is changed proportionately with the speed of

rotatlon. The power input is proportional to the capacity

times the head produced, and varies as the cube of the speed.‘
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The pump laws may be stated as follows:(67)
T

(1) The quantity of water delivered varies directly

with the pump speed.

(2) The head developed by the pump varies as the square

of the speed. .

(3) The horsepower required by a pump varles as the

cube of the speed.

For general service, a steep charscteristic ourve cf

head drop with lncreasing flow rate is preferable. It is

obtained by using impellers with backward curved blades.

With a steep characteristic, small variations in head will

not appreciably affect the dlscharge of the pump.

To predict flow rate and head developed in a given

piping system with a pump operating at constant speed, the

system resistance and pump head may be plotted against rate

of flow. The intersection of the twe lines ls the operat-

ing condition. If the system resistance is increased by)

partially closing a valve, the system resistance will in-

crease for all rates of flow, and the resulting point of

equilibrium, or intersection of the two curves, will indi-

eate a lower flow rate at a sllghtly higher head.(67)
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IV. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSEQ UNIT

The proposed unit was designed to demonstrate those

cycles of operation which occur in resldential, commercial,

and industrial practice, and which represent accepted, good

engineering practice. A central fan type year-around built-

up unit was designed. The unit ls versatlle and has almost

unlimited potentialities for demonstration and research.

For example, a high pressure lnduction unit could be set up

in the test room and supplied with hot or chilled water and

high pressure conditloned primary air from the components of

the proposed unit.
‘

The basic cycles which the research reported in the V

Review of Literature showed to be of prime importance will

be described and lllustrated in the following section.

The individual components were selected with sufficient

capaclty to assure balanced operation in all cycles.

Special devices of design were planned to permlt observation „

and study of performance throughout the entire capacity range

as well as at design conditions of load. It was possible to

design the system so that all the proposed cycles of opera-

tion may be set up and controlled from the central graphic

panel. A control drawing is included in this thesls by which 1

the overall control system may be installed and operated,.

and in which the schematlc inter-relation of all parts ls
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clearly shown.

The unit will be arranged and placed so that it can be

observed by a fairly large group. Plastic windows and in-

ternal marine-type lights will allow visual observation of

the various conditioning processes.

An outline of the features of the proposed built-up unit

follows. A duct carrying air away from the test room will

pass through the wall at the location of an existing inspec-

tion door and make Junction with a duct bringing outside air

from s roof intake. The outside air duct will contain a

tempering coil. The mixture of outside and return air will

pass in succession through a disposable type filter, elec-

tronic filter, actlvated carbon filter, steam preheater

coil, direct expansion cooling coil, chilled and hot water

coil, face and bypass dampers, washer-dehumidifier, steam

reheater coil, air flow and air temperature measuring

chamber, and centrifugal fan with lnlet vanes. Ductwork

will carry the conditioned air through the opening at the

inspection door back into the test room. Gompletely auto-

matic pneumatic controls will maintain the predetermined

temperature and humidity of the test room within close limits.

Instrumentation will be provided to measure operating temp-

erature change, air friction, and air flow across each com-

ponent in the air duct. ‘
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A. BASIC DESIGN CRITERIA

The following paragraphs describe the design criteria

on which were based the selection of components and design

of the proposed unit.

Design Temperature and Humiditg. Outside design

weather conditions for the winter cycles were taken as 0°

temperature and five grains of moisture per pound of dry air.

Since no official figures were available for Blacksburg, the

official figures for Roanoke, Virginia(3O) were modified to

take account of the slightly higher altitude and colder weath-

er in Blacksburg. Summer design conditions for the summer

cycles were taken as 95° dry-bulb and 78° wet-bulb, the same

as Roanoke. The reason for this is that the roof location of

outside air intake will compensate for the cooler Blacksburg

climate.

Both summer and winter inside design conditions were

taken as 75°dry-bulb and 50 per cent relative humidity.

Though it was realized that the inside design conditions

might preferably be 76° and 50 per cent for the summer cycles

and 75° and 40 per cent for the winter cycles according to ,

present standards of Effective Temperature,(29) the pro-

posed built-up unit is for experimental use, and if the

equipment is designed to hold 75° and 50 per cent on both

summer and winter cycles, continuous tampering with the
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controllers will be eliminated. This condition is 70°

Effective Temperature,(9) the optimum year-around average

for men and women in the middle part of the United
States.(29)

Control System. The majority of control systems now

being installed in medium and large size commercial and

industrial buildings are pneumatic. Besides the advantages

of pneumatic controls outlined earlier which assure a long

life of trouble-free operation for the proposed unit,

pneumatic controls were judged to be of greatest potential

value from the educational standpoint.

Egg. The type of fan recommended is a backward-curved

blade centrifugal type, with a direct-current motor drive

to facilitate changing speeds in small increments through

the total range. In conjunction with inlet vanes, this

permits precise adjustment of air flow rate, a valuable

ssset in coll research. The fan is of the pull-through rather

than blow-through type, a requirement dictated by the washer —

and air flow measuring chamber; also it is the arrangement

most prevalent in well-designed systems.

Air Purification. The recommendation of complete air

purification equipment in addition to the washer was based on

the significance of air recovery in present and future indus-

trial research. Included will be a disposable type viscous

filter, permanent dry filter, electronic filter, activated
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carbon filter, and air washer and scrubber.

Air Flow and Air Temnerature Measurement. The apparatus

for measuring air temperature and quantity through the unit

is designed on principles prescribed by industry Standards.

The accuracy of all data taken from the bu1lt—up unit will

be dependent on the accuracy of this measuring chamber.

Cooling Coils. The chilled water and direct expansion

cooling coils were designed for a nominal capacity of five

tons, or 60,000 Btu/hr when the entering air is at 75° dry-

bulb and 50 per cent relative humidity. This was found to

require more rows of coil surface than required when the air

entering the coil is a mixture of outside as well as return

air, which is the present practice. However, one primary

purpose of the laboratory is to study air recovery methods,

or means of purifying return air from conditioned spaces for

re-use. In this case the air entering the coil will be at

substantially the same conditions as those maintained in the

conditioned spaces.

Heating Coils. Three coils are required in the system:

tempering coll, preheater coll, and reheater coll. The

tempering coll will be exposed to freezing temperatures and

should be of the non-freeze type. All coils were slzed for

the extreme conditions of their respective operating cycles

to give greater versatility. _
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Auxillary Eguipment. A f1ve·ton capacity hermetically

sealed motor-compressor unit, using alternating current was

selected. This was judged to be of the utmost reliabillty,

a primary concern with experimental equipment. The water-

cooled oondensing unitjwill supply refrigerant both to the

direct expansion chiller and to the direct expansion cooling

coll. The refrigerant condenser will obtaln circulating

water from an existing pump circuit adjacent to the installed

unit. A circulating water pump was selected for the washer

which in other cycles will also serve the hot and chilled

water coll. A steam heater was placed in the water circuit

in parallel with the ch1ller„

Damgers. Hand-adjustable opposed·blade dampers will be

placed at the junction of the outside and return air ducts,

and opposed·blade type dampers were recommended for face and .

bypass control at the direct expansion cooling coll and hot

and chilled water coll.

k
„
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B. AIR PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT

Based on the research reported in a previous section,

a modern cetral fan type air conditioning unit should

include a diaposable type filter, an electronic filter,

and an sctivated carbon filter. A11 of the other schools

contacted had disposable type filters in their laboratory

air conditioning uits, and North Carolina State College

reported an electronic filter in addition. The application

of electronic and activated carbon filters is relatively

new in the air conditioning field. In the past, the

scientific aspects of atospheric lmpritiee were not

well uderstood, nor was the demand for a solution to the

problem of atmospheric pollution imperative. Recently air

urification problems have come into promincnce. There are

clear prognostications that research and development of

instruments and techlquea, as well ae extesion of basic

knowledge, would be highly rewarding. Installlng the

proposed facilities would place the Virginia Polytechnic

Institute in an advantageous position. Research would be

economical, yet of great value.

Egggggggggg. The dispoaable type filter should be

placed upatream of the condltionlng coils at the head of

the apparatus. Placed upatream of the electronic filter,

the dispossble type filter will allow longer periods of
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operation between cleaning cycle:. A permanent type,

mechanical filter is incorporated on the outlet side of

electronic filters to catch loose particles flaking off

the collector plates in instance: of excessive build-up

between cleaning cycle:. The air leaving the electronic

unit is of maximum purity, assuring maximum life for the

activated carbon filter downstream. Should the activated

carbon filter have the task of removing particulate matter

from the air stream, its capacity for adsorblng gasea

and vapors would be diminished proportionally. Also, it

is comparatively expensive to renew or reactivate the

carbon. _

The following sections describe the specifications
I

which should be met by filters installed in the proposed

V.P.I. unit.

DISPOSABLE TYPE FILTER

The selectio of s disposable type filter should provide

not only an air cleaner serving ss s standard operating

component of the built·up air conditioning unit, but in

addition the frame holding the filter should ba of a

standard size so that many different brands and media may .

be installed and tested.

Selection. The filter recommended is an American Air

Company ’%mer-glas" replaceable air.filter.(10) Tha lßt
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of filters are mounted in permanent frames. Each frame is

25 in. high x 20 in. wide x 2-13/16 in. thick. This ls a

standard size used throughout the industry for replaceable

type air filters. Since each filter munted in the 25 x 20

frame has s rated capacity of 1000 cfm, two in parallel will

be required to clean the nominal 2000 cfm of the air

conditioning system. Each frame will hold two 1 in. cells,

one 2 ln. cell, or single celle of 1 in. thickness. Each

time the filter cell collects its dust lead, it is diecarded

and replaced with a new one. When cells are used in

mltlple in series, only the front cell is disoarded; the

rear cell is moved forward and the clean replacement filter

pt in the rear. Retainlng latchea for securing the filter

are furnished with each frame.

The initial resistance of a 2 in. cell ls 0.10 in.

water gage. The unit frames can be riveted to the supports

with the number 7 tinner's rlveta furnished. The inside

perimeter of the frame is covered with a felt seal. The

media of the filter ia placed in a fiberboard casing between

perforated metal grilles. The filtering media is formed of

continuous, elightly curled, interlaced glass fllamets held

in place with a thermplastic bond. The average diameter

of the filaments is from 25 to 30 microns. A 2 in. thick

pad contains approximately 37,000 linear feet of fiber per

square foot. Each fiber ie coated with a proprietary water-
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soluble viscous oil called 'Viscosine." The oil forms an

adesive fihn to hold collected dust, and obtains its

efficiency by the impingement principle. The oil is non-

flammable and remain: a fluid-jell which will not drip at

temperatures below l50°. It is non-volatile, odorless and,

since it will not support bacteria, sanitary. The deusity

of the media is graduated frm front to back to increase

the effective life, and should be installed with the course

side facing Uplttclm.

In order to fit in a fairly narrow duct, the filter

frames are mounted on clip-type supports furnished by the

manufacturer at an angle of 67-1/2 degrees slanting own

the duct from the position at which they would span the

cross—section. A sufficiently large access door must be

provided so that the filters may be serviced from the

front. Also, an inclined tube manomenter should be installed

either directly at the duct, or remotely at the central

panel to lndicate static pressure drop as the air stream

flowa across the filter bank. Research will be necessary

to set up a direct correlation between increased loading

of the filter celle and the optimm time to change. In

the past, it was recommended that filters be changed when

the air flow rate was lowered enough to cause noticeable

loss of capacity of the conditioning coll.
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ELECTRONIC FILTER

Selection. The recomended electronic filter is the

MInneapolia~Honeywe1l F34-D~l02 Standard Package Electronic

Air Cleaner, which at 2000 cfm has an efficiency of 93

per cent as determined by the National Bureau of StandardsA
blackness test, using atmospheric dust. The manufacturer

should provide a factory trained representattve to check

out the installation and provide initial start-up service.

The unit consists of the following:(62)
(1) Power pack to convert 110-130 volt, 60 cycle power

supply to 6,500 volts direct current for collecting

plates and 13,000 volts direct current for the ionizing

section, housed in a metal case with cover secured

by time delay safety switch, magnetic circuit breaker,

milliammeter, indicating light, and current—adjustment

control.

(2) Galvanized steel cabinet with built-in pan and

access panel.

(3) Air cleaner cell complete with aluinum·mesh dy-

type after filter.

(4) Hand-cranked traveling washer.

(5) Support cradle for suspension on framework.

(6) Duct-access—door safety switch.

(7) Hand·operated sprayer for applying dirt emulsifier.

(8) One gallon of dirt~emulsifier.
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The overall height of the unit, having the suspension

cradle rather than lege, ie 29-3/8". Overall width with

power pack is 35·15/l6". Depth is 30-1/l6". Duct

connection sizes entering and leaving the uit are:

width, 2l-ll/l6"; height, 20".

A dry-type mechanical filter about 1/2" thick is

included in the downstream section of the electronic

filter casing to trap any particlea leaving the collector

plates in case of excessive build-up. A separate mechanical

filter should be installed upatremm of the precipitator to

remove the bulk of impurities and prolong the service life

of the precipitator between cleanins.

Construction Details.(53) Included with each electronic

filter are a through-duct cnector and water hose with

fittlngs to supply water to the traveling washer, which is

a water sprsy·manlfold which travels across the face of the

cleaner on rails, driven by a hand-cranked chain. The unit

is houscd in a galvanized steel cabinet with built—i¤ drain

pan. Rmoving the power pack reveals an access panel. A

duct access door, not furnished with the precipitator, with

an opening not smaller than 18 in. x 18 in., should be

installed on the upstream side of the unit, as close to the

precipitator as possible. The access door provides a means

for manually spraying the dlrt-emulaifler solution on the
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collector plates. Furnished with the unit is a safety

switch to be attached at the access door, which ensures

that all power is cut off if the door is inadvertently

opened before taking the unit out of service.

Immediately downstream of the washer asaembly is the

sir cleaning cell. The ionizer section consists of

vertical ionizing wires 0.012 in. in diameter alternating

with capsule-type groud electrodes having a thin cross-

section to eliminate turbulente in the flow of air through

the cell. Immediately downstream frm the ionizing section

are the collector-plates spaced 5/12 in. apart. Alternate

plates are charged with positive potential, and every

other plate is grouded. Since practically all particulate

matter leaves the ionizing section with a positive charge,

the grounded negative plates will collect most of the

impurities.

The duct on each side of the precipitator should slope

down toward the drain pan, with a minimum slope of 1/2 in.

in 2 feet of slope. Minimum distance from the precipitator

to the heating coil upstream should be 2 ft. This slope

returns any water that may get into the duct during washing.

At some point upstream of the precipitator a screen with

small mesh or a mechanical filter should be installed to

prevent arcing due to insetts and large particles getting

into the air cleaner. There should be a perforated baffle
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plate ahead of the washer for two reasons: First, to inaure

even distribution of air flow across the face of the

precipitator; and second, to positively insure that no one

may come in contact with the ionizers by crewling along

the duct. There should be no way of getting to the air

cleaner without opening the electrically interlocked door.

When suspesion«mounted, the unit is supported from the

ceiling by four l/2 in. steel rods, one in each corner of

the cradle. The cradle should be checked for true level

so that the precipitator will drain properly during washing.

The duct should be attached inside the eollars on the

cabinet and the joints calked to prevent water leakage

during washing. Since the precipitator is on the suction

side of the system fan, any seems between the precipitator

and the fan must be made air-tight to prevent dirty air

being drawn into the ventilating system.
‘

The wash water connection is 7/8 in. 0.D. copper tubing.

The supply pipe should be large enough to carry 6-1/4 gallons

per minute. The recommended temperature is l40°. Full city

{water pressure of 40 to 80 pslg should be available for

satisfactory operation of the washer. It is recommended

that a stralner with a 324-hole-pr—sq. in. screen be

provided in the water supply pipe. The wash cycle time is

1/2 min. per ft. of air cleaner width. The built-in drain

pan has a 2 in. pipe nipple connection. The drain system
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must be capable of handling 6-1/4 gallons per minute.

Drain aeals should conform to the best plmbing codes to

prevent dirt, water, or air from entering the air·handling

system. By means of hose clamps provided with the uits,

the hose is connected inside the duct to the traveling washer

at one end and to the through-duct connector at the other

end.

_ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER

Selection. The recmmended activated carbon filter

is the Minneapo1is—Honeywe1l CFlAl Renew-Air Charcoal

mm, complete with e·•m..<°2> um mm neu um
an efficiency of 95-97-1/2 per cent at 1,000 cfm with a

0.2 in. water gage pressure drop, and an actiated coconut

shell carbon content of 45 pounds. Two eells will be

required since the nominal capacity of the built-up air

handling systm is 2,000 cfm. Each filter consists of a

free, adsorber cell, and looking clamps. For this

original installation, each cell would be shipped with s

14 gage steel frame which is 24 in. high x 24 in. wide x

8-3/4 in. deep. The multiple frames are riveted together,

with rivets supplied, inside the ductwork to form s filter

bank. A felt strip is cemented to the inside of the turned

flange tc insure a tight seal against air leakage.
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The adsorber cell is formed of 24 gage perforated steel

with ccntinuous vertical folda, welded together with spacer

bars and heavy reinforcing angles to insue a uiform depth

of the activated charcoal throughout the filter. The

charcoal is retained in the cell by caps, top and bottom,

sealed with sponge ruber sheets and fastened to the cell

with sheet metal screws. The cell works eqnally well with

air flow in either direction. An access panel at least 26 in.

square must be provided in the ductwork on the opposite

side of the frame from the flange, for installation and

remval of the adsorber cell. That is, if the access panel

is to be upstream from the cell, then the part of the

frame which has the corner clamps should be forward of the

part of the frame having the retalning flange.

Tb install, the upright cell should slide into the

frame with the label facing out so that the felt on the

cell seals against the flange on the frame. Four clamps,

one for each corner, are provided with the uit to lock U

the cell in its frame. A suitable dust filter should be

installed upstream of the filter to prevent plugging of

the activated carbon pores. Care also should be taken

that no oil vapors are emltted by filters upstream from

the adsorber. A test panel is provided which, after a

specific period of operatio, is retuned to the

manufactuer, who will determine the residual adsorptlcn
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capacity and estimate the expected service life to be

obtained from the älter. Cells are reactivated by the

manufacturer for a nominal charge.
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C. STEAM HEATl_lj_G_____§_Q_l_L_§_

General. Selection of the tempering, preheater, and

reheater coils was baeed on the principles considered most

sound as outlined in the Review of Literature. The rec¤¤¤——

mended coils are of the extended surface type; the 5/8 in.

0.D. seamless copper tubes have hellcally wound smooth

aluminum fine mechanlcally bonded to the tubea. The cptimzm

combination of heat transfer rate and air friction indicatea

a fin epacing of approximately fourteen per inch fer this

application. The recommended coils have uniform appearance

and aize, and in addition are similar to the hot and

chilled water coil and the direct expansion coll, all being

made by the aame manufacturer. Cell caaings in all cases

are flanged on both faces and template punched with 9/31

Ln. diameter holes spaced on 3 in. centers 3/4 in. from the

edge of the casing flange all around, for attachment of

duct or flexible connections.

It la standard practice in the air conditioning

industry to apeak of velocity of air across a coll aa the

total cfm divided by the face area of the coll. This in no

instance is directly indicative of the actual velocity of

the air through the free area. It will be neticed that

even if coils have approximately the same face area, the

fin spaclng, tube spacing, and number of rnua may be quite
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different . With the exception ef the tenperlug cell, the

celle were eelected eo that the air veleclty would net

exceed 500 fpn at the cell face area when the unlt le

handling 2000 cfn.

The aceenpenylng echemetlc dlagran llluetratee geed

practice in plplng cennectlene fer the eteau heatlng celle

ln the propoaed laheratery. Sllghtly superheated stean at

apprexlnately 5 pelg preesure can be supplled te the

apparatua by threttllng with a pressure reduclng valve the

75 psig etesn new avelleble. The float and thereestatlc

trapa ahould be capable of diacharglng 2-1/2 timea the

rated eendensate flow. Theugh deelgned prlnrlly fer

low pressure eervlce, the celle can eperate at steae

pressures freu l te 200 pelg and tenperaturee up te 388°.

In manufecture each cell ehould be hydroatatleally tested

at 1000 pslg.

Three heating celle are required fer the prepeeed

built—up unlt: tempering coll, preheeter cell, end

reheater coll. The teuperlng cell ia used te raiae the

temperature of the enterlng air above the freeeing point.

The preheater cell le used te ralee the temperature of the

air free that leavlng the temperlng cell te auch a

teuperature that ln paasing threugh the unter apraya ef

the washer the alr will approach adlabatle saturatlom

cbtalnlng e eelsture content cerreepending te the required
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dawpoint temperature. The preheater coll, therefore,

euppliee heat ae neceaeary to control the dewpoint tempera-

ture. lhe reheater coll ie ueed to raiae the tenperature

of the air leaving the waaher to that neceeeary to

naintaln the deaired tenperature in the conditloned epace.(29)

It should be pointed out that the functione of the

teseperlng coll and preheater coll could not he peroreed by

e single coll. men handling freeeing air, the atean coll

ahould be the non-treeee, tube~withi.n~a—tube type. lhe

atean valve to the tenpering coll ehould be wide open when·-

evar the air enterlng the coil ia below 35°. The full open

velve Ia neceeeary te inaure that the entire euriace ie

heated with no cold epote; that no air ney peee through the

coll without being heeted; and that the condenaate will not

freeze before leaving the coll tubea and entering the header

which le outaide the duct epace. The tenpering coll ehould

have only enough capacity to heat air which entera at 0° ¤¤

about 35°• Ware it designed to have more capacity, the

eyetem would be out ot control when the entering air riaea

to about 35° with the atom valve atlll wide open. Ae the

temperature rleee above 35° automatic control valvee are

designed to modulate rapidly the steam valva to the cloaed

poeitlon. In addition to the tempering coll there nuat be

a heating coll which can be regulated throughout the entire

range ef ite capacity, and ahould have euftlcient capacity
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to heat the eir leaving the tenpering coll to any te¤pera·

ture dictated hy the heatlng cyclee of the appsratua.

Graphlcsl aolutione using the Carrier normal end high

temperature peychrometric charta facllitsted the deteruinstlon

of capacity requiremente for the preheeter and reheater

celle. 'Ihe eenalble heat ratio in typlcsl cenditloned

epacee on the winter cycle wae found elweye to exceed the

value ef 0.50, (36) which usa therefore eelected ee e

coneervatlve value appliceble to the propoeed experimental

work. Since the heat supplied to the epparatue muet be

removed at the teat room by refrigeration equipment, the

capacity of the heating end hunidifying equipment uns kept

at a reasonable flgure. lt wea arbltrarily decided that

the air leaving the rehester should be held to about 1009.

Couatrueting the room load line from the datxn of 75° end

50 per cent relative hueldity with a eensible heat ratio of

0.5, the required dewpcint temperature of the air eupplled

te the cenditioned epsee wee found te be 68.S°- Fw
•

naher efflciency of 100 per cent, this would require that

the air enter the uaeher et l34°. Since the uaeher will

be fabrlcated from desip data developed in thle theeia, the p

operating efflelency ie lndeternlnate. However, counercial

usshere having two hanke of noeelee with oppoeed spray

characteristieally have efficienelee ranglng freu 90 to 95

per cent.(29) Coneequently, s deeign figure of 90 per cent

will be used.
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When the air outside is 0°, the air leaves the

tempering coll and enters the preheatcr coll at 36°. The

air would be heated to l34° before entering the washer.

At 90 per cent efficiency, the air would be saturated

adiabatioally along the wet-bulb temperature line and

leave the washer at a temperature of 75° (dry-bulb tempera-

ture). (DBT entering washer) - (DBT leaving washer)
W¤¤b¤r Eff1¤i¤¤·=v •

am entering -e-me-) - (mp. at ••m·m6¤>

lgg - DBT
0-9 = 134 - 68.5
DBT =_75° leaving washer.

The processes referred to are illustrated on the attached

sketch. In order to maintain the conditioned space at the

specified conditions, and realizing that the reheater coil

supplies sensible heat only, the conditioned air leaving the

washer must be on process line CD.

The solution was obtained graphically. The adiabatic

saturation process in the washer, at 90 per cent efflciency,

is shown on the chart as B'C', which is 90 per cent of the

total procesa length B'M. The air must leave the preheater

coll, then, at l44° and will leave the washer at 78° dry-

bulb temperature.

lt ia believed that selection of the preheater coil

based on the above processes will provide a coll of

sufficient capacity for all design conditions of operation.
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Only if the weeher efficlency were leee then 90 per cent

would the heeting cepecity be ineufficiemt. There ie

little chence thet the outside teupereture ever would be

ee low ee 0° while the equipmuxt ie being opereted, giving

s mergin ot eepecity beceuee ot the correepondingly higher

tempereture of eir entertng the preheeter. would the

seneible heet retio increeee, then the required tempereture

leeving the preheeter would deereeee.

The reheeter coll will be eized to cover the nexieen

requirueente of the proceeeee, which would be for e 100

per cent weeher efticiency. In thet ceee the eir would

leeve the weeher end enter the reheeter coll et 68.5°„

end would leeve the reheeter et 100°· F9! V¤9h•!

efficienciee leee then 100 per cent end for Ißä eeneible

heet retioe greeter then 0.5, the heeting gequlrnent of

the reheeter would be leee then et the ebeve conditiene.

The required cepecity of the two celle ie beeed en

hendling the equivelent ef 2000 cfm cf eir et etenderd

condltione, or 9000 pounde per hnurr

Preheeter Coll Cepecity, Btu/hr:

Q = W x CP x AB
Where: W = weight ot elr through coll, lb/hr

CP = epcciflc heat of eir, Btuf (lb) (91*)

A! = temp. rise ecroee coi1,°F

Q " 9000 x 0.24 x (144-36)

Q = 233,000 Btu/hr
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Reheater Coil Capacity, Btu/hr:

Q
•

W x CP x AC

Q = 9000 x 0.24 x (100 - 68.5) „

Q • 68,000 Btu/hr
Tempering Coil Capacity, Btu/hr:

Q : W x CP x At

Q = 9000 x 0.24 x (36 - 0)

Q = 77,600 Btu/hr

The heater for the washer water, to be used in lieu of the

preheater coil for demonstration purposes, should have s

capacity at least as great as that of the preheater coil in

order to perform equivalent fuctions.

The capacity of the reheater coll must be checked for

the sumer cycle, for which its capacity is predicated on

the:

(1) Lowest sensible heat ratio snticipated

(2) Lowest apparatus dewpoint temperature available

(3) Air quantity handled

The lowest typical sensible heat ratio encoutered in cmmercial

practice le 0.65.(29) By constructing the 0.65 load line slope

on the psychrometric chart with the datum rom conditions st

75° dry·bulb temperature and 50 per cent relative humidity, it

can readily be seen that the temperature rise required for

summer cycle reheat wnuld always be far less than the winter
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design differential of 3l.5°. In addition, the heating

capacity of the coll characteristically increaaea aa the

entering air temperature drops, and the air across the

coll in armer cycles le colder than the air across the

coll in winter cyclee.

'lhe recouended method of installation of each piece

of equipment will be according to the best current practice.

This has educational value for the students as well as

practical value ln operation. The condenaate will be

cooled and collected for welghlng at the outlet of each

coll, before being dralned to uaste. men a test la not

in progreee on the colls, or a heat balance of the

system ia not required for the test in progress, the

condenaate will simply be cooled and drained directly to

waste.

TEMPERING c0__g._

Coil Sele_c_t__go_g_. The tempering coll selected should

conform to the speclficatlons of performance and capacity

developed in the precedlng section. It will be placed in

the outside air duct of the proposed unit for the purpose

of hesting air which la below the freerlng point to a

temperature of not less than 36°, to insure that air

enteriug the other parts of the built—up unit will alwnya

be above freezing. It will be capable of handling 2000 cfm
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of air. It should confom as closely aa possible to the

dimensiona of the outside air duct to svoid extra: duct

transitions . Since there will never be moisture on the

fine and since the tubee end fine are so well spaced that

air friction drop will be small, the allowable face velocity

La not a critical factor.

The recouuended tempering eoil for the preposed unit

is the Aerofin Type B Non-Freeze Coil. It is the tube-

within-a·tube, nonatrstifying type, with the tubea pitched

within the elsing to give more effective drainaga and less

possibility of water hammer. The steam supply and condensate

return are at the same end of the coll, with the tubes

elanting upward from the header; this coamterflow arrange-

ment for flow of steam and condensate permita throttling
‘

the etesn, theoretieelly without dengez of freezing the

condensate even thcugh the eir entering the coll is below

freezing. Nevertheless, experienced control engineers (63)

say that it is posaible to freeae the coll when the steam

flow is throttled; therefore, the propoeed unit will be so

designed that whenever the entering sir ie 35° ¤l' INI ¤b•

stem valwe will be full open. v

The coll was selected from information given in Aerofin

Bulletin !··54.(7) 'lhe coil most suitable for the require»

GIXIIBI of fitting the space available would have a nominal

tube length of 24 in. with an overall casing width or height
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of 20-9/16 in. and a face area of 2.8 eq. ft. The table

on page 6 of the bulletin gives the final temperature of

air leaving the cell using eaturated steam et 5 paig when

the enterieg air temperature variea from ~30° to 70° end

the face valecity variea from 300 fpm to 800 fpm. By

interpolation lt waa found that air enterlng the coil at

0° with a face velocity of 714 fpm would leave the coll at

35,39. The coll ie described aa "NI, " which denotee a

single row of tubee with minimum tubea in the face. The

condenaate diecharged would be 80.4 lb./hr. The approxizeate

required capacity of the coll vlll be 77,6000 Btu/hr.

luterpolation from the teblee on page 5 ehcue an air

frietion drop ef 0.0586 lnchea of water gage for the air

at an average temperature through the coll of 18°·

A aumary of coll information followa:

Coil requirements: to heat 9000 lb/hr of air from 0°

ro 36°
Overall eaelng depth for one rev: 5 in.Overall ceeing width: 20~~9/16 le.
Hocinal tube ength: 24 in.; overall caeiq length,

32—l/2 in.Face area: 2.8 eq. ft.Face velocity: 7 4 fpm
Tube face: _
Supply connection: 1-1/2 in.
Return connection: 1 in.
Air friction drop: 0.0586 in. water pge

The tube face has seven 5/8 in. 0.0. copper tubea with

helically wound smooth aluminum fine mechanieally bouded to
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the tubes. The oasing of the tenpering coll should be _

mounted aquarely in the duct, because the tubes have a

built~in pitch for proper drsinage. A reducing valve and

separater with draln should be located upstresm from the

tempering coll. A pressure gage and thermometer should be

located directly downstream from the steam separater.

A thermometer should be placed in the condenaate line

leaving the coi1.(2O) 'lhau should come a float and

thermoatatic trap capable of handling two and one—ha1£

times as much oondenaate as the coil discharges, (7) or a

total of 201 lb/hr.

Otderlng specifications: Aerofln Type B Nou-Freeze

Coil, 24 in. Nominal Tube Length, 20··9/16 in. Overall

Caslng Width, Series Number N1, Aluminum Fins.

PREHEATER COIL

Coil Segtion. 'lhe preheater coll selected should

conform to the specifications of performance and capacity

developed in the section entitled "Steam Heatiug Coila."

The primary purpose of the preheater coll is to supply heat

as necessary to control the dewpoint temperature ef air

leaving the uasher. 'uue preheatcr will not be exposed to

freeaing sir, and need not be of the nowfreeze type. It

will be capable of handling the equivalent of 2000 cfm.
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It should conform eo closely ee possible to the dimensioos

of the pieces of equipment adjacent to it .

'1'he recoumended preheatet coil for the proposed unit

is the Aerofin Type B Flexitube Coil. 'lhough the casing

ie increased in depth ea a result, this type of heater has

unique offset bent tube design which permits individual

tube expansion and contraction, and absorbs the strains

within the bester itself.

'lhe minimss tuperature of air entering the coil will

be 36**. The prehester must be able to heet thie su- to

144**.
2

The coil was selected from infomation given in Aerofin

Bulletin e-56.0) me coll noet suitable for the require-
ments of the space would have a nominal tube length of 36 in.

with an overall eating width of 20~9/16 in. and a face area

of 4.2 eq. ft. Interpolating frau the table on page 6, it

wae found that air entering the eei.1 at 36° With ¤
f•¤•

velocity of 476 fm would leave the coil st 14l.4°. 'lhe

eoil is rated at conditions of S peig esturated steam.

when using seen with 5° of superheat, the ooil would have

sufficient capacity for the requirements. lhe coil is „

described as "W2", which denotas two staggered rows with

moderate epselng ot the rows in the tube tsee. The
b

condensate dlscharged would be approximately 242 lb./hr.
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The approxlmate required capacity of the coll will be

262,000 Btu/hr.
lncerpolaclon from the tables en page S shown an elr

friction drop of 0.113 lnchea of water gage for the air

at an average temperature through the coll of 90°·

A sumoary of coll information follows:

Coäßäequirmentaz to heat 9000 lb/hr of air from 36° ¤¤
Overall easing depth for two rom: 10 in.

éuläföovizrall caslng length
44-1/2 ln.

’

Face area: 4.2 aq. ft.

8*:.:: "8:§.ä*'ä’i,."’8€.£ä“.8.„- 8 1.. .88....1 8„
Supply connection: 2 in.

j

ägriääuää 0 lg: unter gage

The tubea are 5/8 in. 0.D. copper with helioally

round smooth aluminum Eins mechsnically bonded to the
V

tubes. For proper drainage, the casing should be pitched

1/2 in. touard the return connection. The supply piping

should be 2 in. nominal steel, and the draln plping should

be 1-1/2 ln. Flttinga and specislties should be mounted in

the same order as that specified for the tempering coll.

The float and tharmostatic trap should be capable of

discharging two and one·-half times full capacity coll

condenaate, or about 605 lb/hr.

Ordarlng speeiflcstlonsr Aerofln Type B Flexitube

Coil, 36 in. Nominal Tube Length, 20~9/16 ln. Overall

Casing width, Series Number W2, Aluminum Fine.
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REEATER COIL

@11 Selection. The reheater coll selected should

confotm to the specificetions ef perfounance and capacity

developed in the section entitled "Steam Heating Coils."

The purpose of the reheater is to reise the temperature

of the air leaving the wesher on winter cycles to that

neeeasary tc maintaln the desired temperature in the

conditicued apace. M the smmer cycle it is used to

maintein the temperature of the ccnditioned space when

dehumidification requires exeeesive chilling of the air.

Since the winter processes demand the greatest capacity,

the coil will be sised for the winter cycle. 'lhe reheater

will be capable of handling the equivalent of 2000 cfm of

air. It should conform as cloeely aa possible to the

dinenaiene of the wesher adjacent tc it.

The design, or maximm, requirement of the reheater

coll is that it heat air which entera 68.5° tc a teuaperlture

of 1009. The recoumended coll for the propoaed unit is

the Aerofin Type B Flcxitube Coil, which is aimilar in

construction to the preheater coil recoumended. 'lhe only

limitation on air velocity over the face area of the coll

is thlt it not be so high that the air fricticn lese becomes

excassive.
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'lhe coll was selected from information given in

,;,;,5;,, 3;,11,;;;, 3..54, (7) The ooil most suitable for the

requirements of the space would have a nominal tube length

of 30 in. with an overall casing width of 20-9/16 ln. and
9 a face area of 3.5 aq. ft. lnterpolating from the table

on page 6, it waa found that air entering the coll at

5g,5¤ with a face velocity of 570 fpm would leave the eoil

at l08°. The coll is rated at conditions of 5 palg saturated

steam. The coll is claas "W1,"whi.ch means one row with

tubes noderately spaced. the eondeneate discbarged when

operating at the required capacity of 68,000 Btu/hr. would

be about 71 lb/hr.

lnterpolatlon from the tables on page 5 shows an air

friction drop of 0.0719 inchea of water gage for the air

et an average temperature through the coll of 8!•°.

A mmmary of coll information followa:

coll gequirements to heat 9000 lb/hr of air from
68. to 123:

Gverall caa depth: 10 in.Overall casini width: 20-9/16 in.
Bominal tube ength: 30 ln.; overall eaaing length,

38·—l/2 in.race area: 3.5 ft. '
Face velocitgz 5 0 fpm
Tube face:
Supply connection: 1-1/2 in.
Return connection: 1 in.
Air friction drop: 0.0719 in. water gage

The coll conaista of a single row of nine 5/8 ln. 0.D.

copper tubea with helically wound smooth alnminuo fine
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mechanically bonded to the tubes. For proper draiuage,

the casing should be pitched in the duct 1/2 in. toward

the return connection, which is ou the opposite side from

the supply. Flttiogs and speclalties should be mounted

in the same order as that smcified for the temperlog and

preheater calls. The float and thermostatlc trap should

be capable of dischargiog two and ouvhalf times full

eapaelry coll eoodeuaate, or approximately 180 lb/hr.

Orderiug Speclficatioosz Aerofin Type B Flaxitube

Coil, 30 io. Nomiual Tube Length, 20—9/16 in. Overall

using Width, Series Hußer W1, Aluminum Flos.
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D. §QT;é§Q_Q§Igg§Q_§@TER COIL

Philosophy of Coil Selection. The usual method for

selecting a chilled water coll is to select a coll that

will cool the required amount of air frm one wet—bulb

temperature to a lower wet-bulb temperature when having

a definite amount of refrigerant available at a given

tmperature. Then the hating capacity for the winter

cycle of the coll when using hot water at the maximum

temperature available is checked against the capacity

specified. In most cases, the air conditioning requirments

are auch that a ooil large enough for the cooling load has

a surplus heating capacity. The same pump flow rate ia

used on both cycles.

The method used in this thesis was to select a chilled

water coil that would cool the nominal cfm of air between

those entering and leaving wet- and dry-bulb conditions

which aimulate typical commercial practice, when supplied

with the available capacity of refrigerant. Though

prhmarily a trial—and-error procedure, in each revision of

the previous trial the factors that changed with, say, a

cange in number of coil rows, were quickly analyzed for

their effect.

Desigg Criteria. The selected coil should be preferably

of the same width and length as the direct expansion coil
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mouted immediately upstream. In the selection of the

chilled water coll, all valves used are conservative to

allow freedom of variation of the values both above and

below the mean values. Aerofin Type
‘RV

coll was recom-

mended over the Type 'C" coil. Rather than having retun

bends connecting all tubes, the Type "R" coil is cleanable,

with removable steel header cover plates in order tat

the inside of the tubes may easily be inapected and studied

for fouling. In addition, the effect of coll bypass

factor may be demonstrated and studied by installing a

hand shutoff valve at each pass. With an eight row coll

the flow can be regulated to pass through from one to eight

of the row: in singular sequence. The washer circulating

pump will also be available for this coil, insuring abudant

circulating capacity.

Selection. The recomended heating and cooling water

coil for the propossd laboratory is the Aerofin Type“R"

Removable Header Water Coil.(6) This coil should never be

exposed to freezing air. Information about the coil followaz
‘

Overall casing depth for 8 rows: 15 in.Overall casing width: 20-9/16 in.
Nominal tube ength: 36 in.; overall casing length,

40-1/2 in.
Eaee area: 4.03 sq. ft.
Face velocity: 496 ft./min.
Tube face: 2
Pressure drop through water circuit of eoil: 1.25 ft.

water gage
Inlet and outlet connections: 2 in. male pipe tap
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Nominal cooling capacity of coll: 60,000 Btu/hr.
Air friction drop through dehumidifying coil: 0.765

Numberwfääf äzgeinch of tube length: 8
Number passes of refrigerant: 8

At a load of 60,000 Btu/hr for the cooling cycle, a

minimum of 23 gpm must be circulated through the water

chiller and coll. The number of passes wall be the same

as the nmber of rows for maximum water velocity. with a

12 tube face coll, the manufactur•r'• tables indicate a

velocity of 2.4 ft/sec. An average of comercial

applications shows a sensible heat ratio of 0.80.(29)

Using this value and the water velocity just determined,

Aerofin Bulletin 0-58, page ll showa a heat transfer

coefficlent
”k"

of 197 Btu/(hr) (sq. ft. face area) (°F)

(row).4

The condition of the air leaving the cooling coll

will be a function of the condition of air entering the

coll, the coll sensible heat ratio, and the total amout

of heat removed. The typical sensible heat ratio already

selected is 0.80. Design air conditions entering the

coil will be taken as 75° dry-bulb and 50 per cent

relative humidity. This decision was made to enhance

the research possibilities of the coil, bearing in mind

that more efficient air prification apparatue will make

such conditions of coll entering air the rule rather than
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the exception in the near future. It is signifieant to

note that more coil cooling surface will be required when

the entering air ia all return air than when outside air

ie being mixed with the return air, or all outside air is

enterlng the coll. The leaving condition of enthalpy waa

fond by use of the following formula:

(1) QT • 4.5 x cfm x (h1 · hg)

V¤¤r¤= AQ; f total heat removed bg coll, Btu/br
. - eonatant by which ft /min are

hl gätäzigä air, Btu/lb
h2

·
enthalpy of leaving air, Btu/lb

<2> bz · bz=(3)
bz · h1 · zT5"z1€"6"E¤? ·

(4) hg = 28.20 - ·

(5) h2 - 28.20 - 6.67

(6) b2 : 21.53 Btu/lb.

The wet—bu1b temperature correaponding to 21.53 Btu/lb ls

fond from the Carrier peychrometric chart to be 52.2°F• ¤¤ü

the interaection of the coll load line shows the laving

dry-bulb temperature to be 53.5°F„ Water entera the ooil at

45¤ and laavaa ag 55¤. For counterflow conditions in the

coll, the logarithmic mean temperature difference can be

calculated or fond on the manufacturer's chart to be 13.5.

The number of rowa of coil depth required are fond from

the Aerofln formula in Bulletin C-58 on page 8:
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QT

Where: QT = total heat load, Btu/hr.
K = coil heat transfer coefficient,

Bgu/(hr) (sq. ft. face area)

- F) (rgw)
M.E.D. — lcgar thm c mean effective temperature

difference of water and air, °F
F.A. = face area, eq. ft.

S 60,000(2) R¤‘•• d¤v*=b 197 X 13.5 X 4.03
(3) Rows depth = 5.6

Tb condition air on the cooling cycle a 6-row coil will be

required.

The coil will also be used for heating, preferably

having the aame capacity as the steam preheater coll so

that it can be used as an alternate for the preheater. The

preheater coil has a capacity of 233,000 Btu per hr. The

Aerofin removable header water coll is not recomended for

temperature: above 160°. It would be deairable to have a

coll which can handle l80° water if possible; however, the

feature of having removable headers ia of more hmportance

than the higher temperature, if both cannot be obtained.

water will enter the coil at l60° and leave at l40°. Air

will enter the coil at 36° and leave at l44°. There will

be counterflow between the entering air and water. The

logarithmic mean temperature difference between the air

and water will be 47°. The sensible heat ratio for the

heating coll is 1.0. From page 11 of Aerofin Bulletin C-58
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the "k" factor was found to be 160 Btu/ (hr) (eq. ft. face

area) (°F) (row). The number of rows required can be

calculated ae followsz

- .......ÄÄx.......RM" depth K x M.E.D. x F.A.

RMTherefore,an 8-row coil should be used.

On the heating cycle the quantity of water flow required

is as followez

(1) QT = gpn x 488.4 x At.

Where: Q1- "- total heat transferred, Btu/hr
SW! = flow through coil, gal/min

488 .4 = conversion constant for changing
gal/min to lb/hr, derlved as· ollowaz _

(a) denaity water at l70° ·- 60.8
lb/ft3

6 14 1b/ 1fb) 7.48 gal/ft * 8*
(c) gpm x 8.14 lb/gal x 60 min/hr =

_ gpm x 488.4
Af · temperature rise of water through coil,

F
233,000(Z) sum = 466.6 x 20 23·’ 8F“·

The air friction drop will be greatest when the coll

is dehumidifying. It was found from the Aerofin chart in

Bulletin C-58 on page 12 to be 0.765 in. water gage.

'l‘he head loss in the water circuit of the coll, through

both headers and eight passes, was found on page six of

Bulletin R-S0 to be 1.25 feet water gage.
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The removable header water coll recommnded for the

proposed laboratory is easily inspected and cleaned by

simply removing a single cover plate at each end of the

coll, exposing every tube and making it possible to clean

„ each tube frum either end of the coll. The coll la made ef

round aeamless phoephorized copper tubing having an outside

dlameter of 5/8 in. 0.D. Aluinum helical fins are 13/32

in. high and are wound under high pressure to insure a

mechanically tight bond. The flned tubee are stagscred

in the direction of sir flow. Tubes are not pitched in

the casing. It is sdviaable, therefore, to pitch the

casing on installation to insure perfect dainage.

The removable cover plate and baffles are of formed

and welded tank steel. The flanges of the cover plate are

_ bolted to the tube sheeta by means of heat treated bolts

with gaskets between tube sheet and header cover. The

tube sheets are hot rolled carbon steel. Tubes are made

tight in each tube sheet by belling and flaring. This

method eliminates any ferrules or other projections and

presents a streamline design for water flow. Type 'RV

coils are designed for 100/aq.in. working pressure and

l60° maximum temperature on the water side. ‘Right" or

"1eft" hand of the coll need not be specified because the

water inlet and outlet connections can be used interchangeably
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‘ to provide counterflow between air and water. It ia

recomended in the proposed unit that each header be

drilled and tapped between each division plate, so that

a gate valve and piping may be connected to the eommou

discharge line. Pipe union: should be installed to

facilitate clearing the pipe and valves when removing

the coi.1 headers. Each valve :hou1d be near the bottom

of the header. Air vent valves may be inserted in place

of the plug: at the top of each pass on both headers.

Adding the outlet valves at each pass will facilitate

dmuonstration of bypsss factor cf a coll by varying the

number of rows in service from one to eight. The face:

of the coil flanges are tunplate punched for attaching

ductwork. V

Orderiug Specifieaticus: Aerofin Type "R"

Removable Reader Väter Coil. 36 in. Nomlual Tube Length,

20-9/16 in. casing Width, Series No. 88, 8 pass, Aluminum

Fin:.
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E. DIRECT EXRANSION COOLINC COIL

Selection. The recomended direct expansion cooling

coil for the proposed unit is the Aerofin Type 'D".

Information about the coll and selection procedure fo11ows:(5)

Overall caaing depth for 6 rows: 10 in.

gxäiall caging widäh: in. 11 1 1na tu e engt : n.; overa css th
40-1/2 le.

ng mg ’
Race area: 4.06 eq. ft.Face Velocity: 493 ft./min.
Tube face: 2
Pressure dop through refrigerant circuit of coll: 12 psi
Pressure drop through refrigerant distributor: 1 si
Liquid, or inlet, connection: 1-1/2 in. I.D. tc fit

1-1/8 in. 0.D. copper tubing
Vapor, or auction, connection: 2-1/8 in. 0.D.
Nminal cooling capacity of coll: 60,000 Btu/hr.
Type of refrigerant dietributorz centrifugal header
Air friction drop through dehuidifying eo 1: 0.578 in.

water gage
Number f ns per inch of tube length: 8
Nmber paaaes of refrigerant: 6
ormal charge of Refrigerant 12: 8.2 lb. ·

The same design conditions for air entering the coil

and coll sensible heat ratio were used for the direct

expanaion cooling coil as for the chilled water coil. In

aelecting a direct expansion coll, there are a number of

variables which act aa criteria of design. For example,

the wet- and dry-bulb conditions entering the coil, the

air volume, and the cooling load may be specified. Frm

this, the nuber of rows, size and number of units,
‘

refrigeration auction temperature, dry-bulb teperatue

leaving the coll, and the air friction may be determined.
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The Aerofin Corporation publiahes empirical data with which

four types of solutions may be applied, according to the

design information. The solution for the coll recoumended

for the proposed laboratory is based on speeifications

whlch call for a definite ratio of sensible heat to total

heat.

Aa was the case with the chilled water coll, the room

end coll sensible heat ratio are 0.80. By drawing a

straight line on the psychrometric chart, es in the selection

of the chilled water coll, the apparatue dewpoint temperature

was found to be approximately 50.7°, the leaving wet-bulb

temperature 52.2**, and the leaving dry·bu1b temperature S3.S°.

From the Aerofin table of total heat values, approximately

6.46 Btu must be removed from each pound of dry air

conditioned. The number of rows required is found by

utilizing the following formale:

<¤ L - :6*6%%*na
Where: L ¤ manufacturefs notation, no units

Q1- = total heat removed from air, Btu/hrcfm •
totää/ggxlaame of air through coll,

TH " Total Heat rmoved from air, Btu/lb

(2) L = ' 4.65

From the manufacturer's tables, 4.65 is sllghtly greater than

the value requiring a 6-row coll, the maximum depth
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manufactured. For the 6-row coil, a symbol "M" showa that

the value 2400 should be aubstituted in the following

formula to find the required refrigerant auction tempera-

ture: QT
U

(1) gr ¤

gcWhere: tg = refrigerant auction temp., °F
tc •

coil apparatus dewpoint temp., °F
Q,-= total heat removed from air, Btu/hr

F.J? "°
““?°'

<2> ·=„ - ¤¤-7 — ·2z·3%*%°·2v66
(3) tt

• 50.7 - 6.2

Since the value used in determining the number of rowa was

greater than the range given, performance tables for Aerofin

coils having a face velocity of 500 fpm and different

saturated auction temperaturea at the coll outlet were

consulted. The lowest entering wet-bulb proposed by the

;;b1„; 1; 55¤. By extrapolation, however, it ia seen that

the above refrigerant temperature of 44.5° il !b¤¤¢ ¥i8h€·

It is noteworthy that the proposed coll must operate at

lower sensible heat ratlos than at present are cmmon in

comfort air conditioning. In practical applications this

presents the choice of changing to a lower dry-bulb tempera-

ture and higher relative hmidity, thus keeping the same

effective temperature, or else using reheat.
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The reason for the discrepancy in the rating tables

is that it is always customary at the present time to use

a certain amout of outside make—up air, if only to provide

pressurization of the conditioned spaces. It is expected

that in the future such a thing will be necessary only

in lhnited areas of a commercial building, and no air

will be required for ventilation because of highly efficient

recovery apparatus .

The recmmended coil will be furnished with an

Aerofin patented centrifugal header type distributor. The

standardized use of eight fins per inch gives efficient

operating results under varying operating conditions.(S)

Tb avoid the use of long single passes which would result

in high pressure drops, each of the 12 tubes in the face

of the coll represents the start of an individual

refrigerant circuit supplied frm the centrifugal dis-

tributor. In the recommended coil the refrigerant will

make six passes before entering the common auction header,

located on the same side of the coil as the distributor.

The auction piping should be connected to the outlet

located at the bottm of the coil as it is mountcd in the

duct, and the alternate connection should be plugged.

Upstream from the centrifugal distributor should be placed,

in order, the thermostatic expansion valve with external

equalizer, solenoid valve, 80«mesh screen strainer, and
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Sporlan "See¤A1l." The external equalizer extends from a

point below the diaphragm of the expansion valve to the

coll auction line at a point adjacent to the gas bulb

regulating auperhest. The "See·All" not only provides a

sight glass but also indicates the presence of misture

in the system. Leading consulting engineers commonly

require it in all refrigerant circuits.

Fabrication of tubes and fins is similar to the other

coils already described. After manufacture, the coll is

tested to an air pressure of 250 psig. Then the coil is

heated to a temperature of l80° and the pressure inside

the coil reduced to 0.11 inches of mercury absolute. The

uit is valved tight under this vacuum for a sufficient

time to insure that no leaks are present, puged with

lnart gas, then sealed and orated.

Ordertng Specifications: Aerofin Type D Direct

Expansion Coil, 36 in. Noinal Tube Length, 20-9/16 in.

Casing Width, Series No. 86, Aluminum Fins.
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F. AIR WASHER·DEHUMIDIFIER

Genngal. It was found that none of the commerclally

available washers matched the required capacity of the

proposed unit. Also, it was felt that fabrication by local

crsftsmen would be less expensive than purchasing a

commrcial unit. Details of design of the washer·dehumidifier

for the proposed laboratory will be described in this section.

The basic principles incorporated into the design have been

developed through many years of washer utilization by the

industry, and are practiced by one or more of auch leading

manufacturers as Buffalo Forge,(23) ¤arrier,(28) Tra¤e,(67)
and Westinghouse.(49)

Criteria of Design. The unit must perform each of the

following actions either continuously in operation or else

during a specific cycle:

(1) Scrub impurities from the air.

(2) Dissolve entrained vapors and gases and hold in

solution until the water is changed.

(3) Prevent particles of moisture from leaving the

apparatus with the.conditioned air.

Oh) Saturate the air adiabatically.

(5) Heat and huidify the air.

(6) Cool and dehumidify the air.

In order to accomplish these things, the design was based on

the following criteria: _
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(1) The casing must be sturdy in construction and must

resist disintegration by corrosion and tuat on the interior

surface:.

(2) The casing must be properly protected with insula-

tion and coated with a vapor barrier to prevent sweating.

(3) Air entering the washer must be distributed uiformly

over the entire cross·:ectional area. ~

(4) Spray must be contained at both inlet and outlet
V

by proper eliminators.

(5) The operating velocity must be high enough to throw _

the wetted particulate matter against the eliminator surfaces,

yet not so high that moisture ls blown off the lips back into

the air stream.

(6) To insure efficient cleaning of the air, the scrubber

plates should present a large impingement surface, which mean:

narrow slots and multiple bends.

(7) The circulating pump must provide sufficient head

pressure for good atmization at the spray nozzles.

(8) The legth of spray chamber must be long enough to

perform its most critical function, dehumidification, with

a high efficiency.

(9) The washer tank.must be deep enough to allow settling

of impuritie: before recirculation of the water.

Description of Qperation. Air will be drawn into the

washer through closely spaced inlet baffles which cause
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enough pressure drop to insure distribution of air across

the etire face area. ln addition the baffles prevent

bneklash of spray water from the atomizing section. The air

enters the spray chamber where it comes into intimate contact

with atomized water from the evenly spaced spray nozzles.

Soluble vapors are absorbed by the water and particulate

matter is thoroughly wetted. Heat transfer between the

water and air takes place according to the relative temperature

of each. If adiabatic cooling or humidification and heating

of the air takes place, then some moisture will bg evaporated

and cmpensated by automatic feed st the float control. If

dehumidification and cooling takes place, then sme moisture

will be condensed from·the air and will leave at the tank

overflow connection. Leaving the spray chamber, the air

1mp1¤ge« against metal plates which deflect the air stream

and cause the heavy, wetted particulate matter to be deposited.

Several changes of direction insue cmplete deposition of

particulate matter. The scrubber plates are continuously

flushed from above by flooding nozzles. Following the scrubberl
plates are elhmtnator plates which should not be wet by the

flooding nozzles. The scrubber and elimdnator plates in

applications requiring mederate air cleaning are made up of

spproxtmately six 60-degree bends altogether. The eliminator

plates have projecting lips to entrap entrained moisture

which is thrown against the plates as the air stream changes

direction.
4
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Data. ‘Pertinent data are as follows:

Nominal capacity of washer: 2000 cfm
Inside face area of washer: 4.0 sq. ft.
Inside width: 33 in.; inside height: 17-1/2 in.
Depth of tank: 10 in.; depth of water in tank: 6 ln.äzägth of unit: 95 in., inside of framing.

er of spray nozzles: 10
Capacity of spray nozzles: 20 gpmNumber of flooding nozzles: 10 °
Capacity of flood nä nozzles: 10 gpm
Circulating pump: 0 gpm at 70 ft. total head
Esttmated air friction drop: 0.34 in. water gage

Casggg. The top and side panels should be of 18 gage

galvanized steel, reinforced with galvanized steel angles.

Panel sheets should be joined by inside grooved seams. A
' marine light with vapor—proo£ globe and protective guard

should be installed on the interior overhead. A thorough

coating of chlorlnated rubbcr-bitumen type paint should be

applied to all inside and outside surfaces of the unit except

the baffles, scrubber—eliminator plates, and piping. The outside

of the caslng should be insulated with 2 in. rigid insulation

with vapor barrier. A coating of seallng compound should be
3

applied next to the casing to fill all joints and prevent

air leakage to the casing.

Tank. The tank should be of either 3/16 in. black steel

plate or I6 gage galvanlzed steel. If of black steel, all

seams should be heavy, continuous welds. If of galvanized

sheet, the joints should be lspped, rlveted, and soldered. A

It is imperative that all joints, rivets, and seams of the

caslng and tank be absolutely and permanently water-tight by
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being welded, or soldered over. Because of the great

length of the proposed washer for its small capacity, a

tank 10 in. deep will be sufficient. The design water

level should be not less than 6 in. deep.

ggg;. Located near the front of the tank, the weir

consists of a heavy sheet steel bulkhead made rigid with

angles at its top and made water-tight by riveting and

solderlng, or by welding, depending on whether it is of

- galvanized or black steel construction.

lnlet Baffles. The inlet baffles should be made of

24 gage galvanized steel, the vertical plates mounted on

3 in. centers and rigidly supported. The baffles should

be rmovable without disturbing other parts of the unit. g

The baffles consist of three deflections.

Sgray Nozzles. Spray nozzles are brass with a patented

centrifugal whirling chamber. The recommended size of 3/8

in. x 3/16 in. (shank x orifice) may be purchased frm the

Buffalo Forge Cdmpany or Carrier Corporation. Carrier

pgtgotmgnce
;ab18;(28) show that with 25 psig pressure each

nozzle can cover an area of approximately 115 eq. in. This

gives a spray pattern of about 12 in. diameter. The spray

piping should be of standard galvanized steel, sized large

enough for easy attacment of the spray nozzles, and capped

on the ends. There should be a pressure gage on the inlet

header outside the washer to indicate water pressure. Should
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any nozzle become clogged, as indicated by an interrupted

atomlzing pattern, the head may be easily rmoved for

cleaning.

Floodigg Nbzsles. The flooding nozzles located above

the scrubber plates should be 1/4 in. x 3/16 in., obtainable

frm the Buffalo Forge Company. There should be ten nozzles,

each spaced on 3 in. centers. The supply pressure at the

nozzles should be reduced by a throttling globe valve on the

inlet header so that each nozzle will discharge about 1 gpm.

This will require only about 5 psig pressure at the nozzle

header. A pressure gage should be installed on the low side

of the throttling valve to indicate this pressure. The

flooding nozzle area must be sealed frm the atomizing chamber

of the washer to prevent bypass of air flow. An access door

with plastic inspection window should be placed on the washer

above the flooding nozzle section.A
Eliminators. The scrubber and ellminator plates are of

integral construction. The six~bend sheets should be of one-
piece, 24 gage galanlzed steel, with 60-degree bends. This

means that the air will be deflected alternately to right and

left st angles of 30·degrees frm straight ahead. Like the

inlet baffles, the blades should be rigidly supported, yet

capable of removal without disturbing the rest of the washer.

The lips, made by hooking the trailing edge of each bend,

should be small at the first bend, increasing in distance of
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protrusion towards the last bend. This will prevent flooding

A water from the nozzles above frm being carried by the air

_ stream to other bends. The flooding water should by no

means wat the last two plates, which serve strictly for

elimination of entrained moisture. The first four plates

serve principally for scrubbing the wetted partieulate matter

from the air.

Inspggtion Door. An inspection door with plastic window

should be fitted on a side panel. The panel must be reinforced

to support the door. Standard construction for heavy-duty,

water·t1ght doors should be followed. To prevent condensation

and reduce heat transfer, the door should be insulated with

2 in. of cork. A foam rubber gasket should be affixed to

the inside pertmeter of the door, and tightness insured by

four lever·operated cam locks.

Suction Screens. The rmovable auction screen should

be made of bronze wire of smaller mesh than the 3/16 in. A

nozzle orifices. The screen should be installed immediately

upstream of the weir to strain all water leaving the washer. A A
Service Connections. The uit should·have a 3/4 in.

brass float valve and a 3 in. overflow conection with P•trap.

The overflow must be shielded against continuously draining

spray from the atomizing chamber. A 3 in. drain should be

located at the bottom of the tank. A check valve should be

installed in the float circuit to prevent feed-back. Flanges

should support all piping entering the washer casing.
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Air Friction. Based on coumercial experience, the air
° friction drop through the waaher will be approximately 0.34

in. water gage.(23)

Circulati_,_ng P_¤_gp. The pump should be equal to the

Buffalo Forge Company "I?5 CCL" pump described in another

section. It has a single auction and is bronze-fitted. At

30 gpm it will develop the required 70 feet of head. Since

page 10 of Bulletin 975-F shows that 1.33 horaapower would

be required, the manufacturer recoumends a 1-1/2 horsepower,

3-phaae, 60-cycle, 208-220 volt, 1750 rpm open motor.(2l‘)
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G. AIR gg @ AIR @ERA°l'URE MEASURING QQ

the air tlow naaaurlng apparacus will consisc ot a

nossls chanbar designed according co cha atanehrda of cha

air condlcionlng Industry. By making usa of cha specifi-

oaclons given in A.S.R.t. Scandard 16-S6, cogachar wich

reports on cha axcansive research which led co cha adopcion

ot chst scandard, ic has bsan possible co design an apparacua

tor cha propoaad unic which will insura cha ucnoac accnracy

possible in any aaxparlnsncal work of this nature. In

conjunction wich cha air flow naaaucing apparacua, a

cnparacura naasnrlng apparacua waa designed, based on cha

aama auchoricaciva sources. Further, in ordar chat dry•bu1b

and wac-bnlb camparacuras night ha dacarninsd on sach aida

of each conponcc ot tha built-up ayacan, grids of copper-

conscantan charnooouplaa will ha nouncad.

In uaasuring cha wat- and dry-bulb cuparacnras ac auch

vlcal poincs aa cha A.8.R.E. chsnbcr, narcury··!.n·glaas

tharnomacars oalibracad by cha Bureau of Scandards and

graduacad In lncraamcs ot 0.01 dagraa Fahrenheit should ba

uaad. 'lhis dagraa of accuracy is warrancad haosuaa ot cha

apscial aanpling cuba snpplying air co cha charnonacara. In
4

ochac inacancaa, charnocouplas should ba nsad co naaaura cha

canparacura.
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A.S.R.E. CHAMBER

The air flow and air temperature measuring apparatus

was designed in strict complience with the specifications

set forth in A.S.R.E. Standard
16-56.(35) B¢¤8¤¤¢ of Cha

brevity of specification details in the Standard, lt was

necessary to consult the original sourcework of D. D. Wile

for specific details of design, or to perform original

design werk.

Important specifications gcverning the design of the

apparatus for the proposed laboratory are as followsz (69) (20)

Center to center of nozzles....... 3 x average nozzle dia., min.
Duct wall to center of nozzle..... 1.5 x noszle dia., min.
Upstream diffuser to nozzle

czsle outlet to downstream
di£f\1I¢I•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2•5 dus, mins

Approxhmate free areas of
diffusers....................... 40 per cent of face area

Area of veturi throat............ 1.5 x total nozzle area —
Inside dia. of sampling tube...... 3 lnches
Air velocitä through sampling

tubßMaximu noszle discharge
valacitya•••OO••Ol•••lOI••|Ol!OlMinimum

nozzle discharge

Tggperatue Measurigg Section. The appatatua consists

of two separate parts: the tmperature measuring section and

the air flow measuring section. Although the temperature

measuring section is not always necessary, because of the

I many thermecouple grids employed in the built·up uit, it

has been found that this section is more reliable than such

grids.(69)
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For accuracy in temperature measurment of air in a

duct which has different velocities as well as different

temperatures, both horizontal and vertical mixing vanes are

employed. These vanes provide mainly for making the velocity

uniform so that the average of the tmperatures in the vnuturi

throat will indicate the true condition of the air. Regard-

less of how accurately the temperatures across the duct

cross-section are averaged, differences in velocities would

make the reading inaccurate. A scaled sketch of the proposed

design of the air mtxers is shown. The vanes should be

approxtmately 4.25 in. wide x 1.5 in. deep, and set to

deflect the air at 45 degrees. The vanes are arranged to

divide the sir flow into a number of small streams and then

divert these streams across each other. To a certain extet,

the greater the number of vanes, the better the mlxlng. It

is important that the vanes extend only about halfway across

the duct with the remaining area blocked off to allow space

into which the deflected air streams can flow. The air

velocity through the mixer face area should be about 1000 fpm.

The resistance will be about 0.5 in. water gage for each

mixer.(69) .

The venturi arrangement serves to minimlze non·u¤iformity

of the air stream velocity and also reduces the required size

of sampllng tube. It is desirable to make the venturi throat

as small as possible without developing excessive head loss.
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—A satisfactory size is about 1.5 times the total nozzle area

occupied by_ghg sampligg ggbgg. The

velocity head at the venturi throat is partielly recovered

depending on the angle of the discharge flare. Typically,

the head loss would be approximately l/4 of the nozzle head

when all nozzles are in use. The section should be externally

well insulated, including the sampling tube and fan. There

is no official data available on the optimm design of the

sampling tube placed in the venturi throat. The aecompanying

sketch shown a scaled plan from which the sampling tube for

the proposed laboratory may be constructed. The basic

premise on which it was designed was the fact that the tube

leading the air to the sampling fan was to have a minimum

inside diameter of three inches. The purpose of the fan is

to withdraw a representative sample of air frm each small

cross-sectional area of the venturi through which the air

flows so that a single dry·bulb end a single wet-bulb ther-

mometer placed at the inlet of the fan will give a true

indication of average air conditions. The fan discharges

its air into the flow measuring chember.

Since the area of the three-inch tube is 7.06 sq. in.

and the specified velocity of air through the fubg 1; lggg gpm,

the required capacity of the fan is 49 cfm. Since the fan
4

discharges the air into the flow measuring chmmber well

upstream of the nozzles, the amuut of air diverted to the
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fan is not important, within the limits prescribed. It was

arbltrarily decided that the combined area of the sampling

holes should equal or slightly exceed the area of the three-

inch tube. Followtng a reasonable proportlon of parts, the

three•inch tube should be placed horizontally in the venturi

throat, with six extensions above and six extensions below.

The entire area of the throat could be sampled in this way

by 30 intake holes, 6 in the three•inch tube and 2 in the

extension tubes. Precisely, the holes should be 35/64 in.

diameter, but it would serve as well to make them 9/16 in.,

the next standard size larger. The extension tubes should

be of thin wall construction at 3/4 in. 0.D. The combined

area of the sampling apparatus would be approximately 99

sq. in. To this should be added 145.5 sq. in., which is one

and one·ha1f times the total noszle area of the flow

measuring chamber. This gives 244.5 sq. ln., which is the

required total area of the venturi throat. Since the inside ·

dimenslons of the duct are 17 in. x 17 in., the vnturi throat

shold be 17 in. wide x 14.5 ln. high. Though the construc-

tion just outllned would conform to the present standards,

the writer of this thesis is not convinced that careful

observation in the proposed laboratory would not permit a

better desiz¤ to be worked out, which could be submitted

for official adoption by the industry.
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Air Flow Measurigg Section. The principal dimensions

of the air flow measuring section are based on the size of

each nozzle, if more than one is used, and the total number

of nozzles- As was seen previously, the free area of the

venturi throat was based on the total nozzle area employed.

The two criteria of design which were followed were the

specifications that the nozzle discharge velocity should be

between the limits of 3000 and 7000 fpm at the throat. To

find the total nozzle throat area for the least possible

pressure drop for the above conditions, a nominal air flow

rate of 2000 cfm at standard conditions and a throat velocity

of 3000 fpm were used as followsz

(1) V " aoos-1"H.
Where: V- velocity, ft/min

4005- constant _

h- velocity head, in- water gage

(2) 4005 F;
· sooo

(3) h = l 0-564 in. water gage.

'Ihe required nozzle area for this velccity head, or pressure

drop across the nozzles, may be found as follows:

(l)Q- 1096xCxAxm.
U

Where: Q' air flow, ft3/min
Ä '

1096* constant

C- coefficient of disch-arge -

A- area of nozzle, ftz
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h- static press. difference across nozzle,

in. water gage

Wh- specific volume of air at standard conditions

ftß/lb.
(2) 2999 ¤ 1096 x 0.99 x

Aix2000(3)
A(4)A

-
0.674 sq. ft.

-
97.0 sq. in.

The coefficient of discharge, C, varies slightly with diameter

of nozzle, velocity, temperature, and pressure of the air, bt

for the values used in this design, the coefficient is constant

at 0.99.(69) Using the same equation as that above, or

V -‘4005‘{h, it was found that the pressure drop across the

nozzles would be 3.07 in. water gage at a throat velocity of

7000 fpm. It is known that the systm resistance may be

sssumed to vary as the square of the volme rate of flow

through tho oiruuy gqmPg¤g¤tg•(29) To avoid exceeding the

design capacity of the fan, this maximu velocity and maximum

pressure drop would be employed only at reduced air flow rates.

To give versatility to the unit, a nozzle should be installed

so tat the uit may be tested at this maxhmm pressure drop,

and hence greatest degree of experimental accuracy,(69) at a

mintmum of 500 cfm of air measured at standard conditions.

The area of the required nozzle is calculated as followa:
(1)Q•

1096xCxAx}fhTFn-.

(2) 500 = 1096 x 0.99 x A x [3.07 x 13.34 .
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500
(3) A • 1096 x 0.99 x 6.39

(4) A = 0.0721 sq. ft. = 10.38 sq. in.

(5) Diameter = 3.63 in.

This nozzle has the area required to give greatest accuraey

when measuring the smalletincrement of flow for which the

proposed built·up unit is designed. It was decided to let

the remainder of the nozzle area, or 97.00 less 10.38, be

divided in four parts, to give scceptable increments to the

rating tests. Dtvldlng 86.62 sq. in. among four nozzles

would give each s diameter of 5.25 in. Incidentally, it can

be shown that the area required to measure the nominal flow

of 2000 cfm at standard conditions with maximum throat

vslocity and maximum pressure drop would require only two

of the 5.25 ln. nozzles. By specification,(20) the upstresm

diffuser will be a minimum of 8 in. from the nozzle inlet,

and the downstream dlffuser will be a minimum of 14 in. from

the nozzle outlet. The inlet of the chamber to the upstream

diffuse: should be a reasonable distance, say 9 in. The

duct leaving the downstrsam diffuser should make a gradual

transltion of not more than a 30—degree angle to the fan

1¤1eg,(38) An inclined tube manometer, graduated to read

in lncrments of 0.01 in. water, should be installed on the

chamber as shown in the sketch. If desired, s second one

could be placed in parallel. A scaled sketch is also

included which shows a cross-section view of the proposed
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chamber at the throat of the nozzle assembly. A11 dimensions

are in compliance with the Standard.

Diffusers. Using perforated plates as diffusing baffles,

both upstream and downstream from the nozzle, makes it

possible to oonfine the nozzles in a comparatively short

dag}; 1a¤g;h,(69) Based on the specifications, perforated

plates having 1/4 in. holes staggered on 3/8 in. centers

giving a free area of 40 per cent of the face area should

4 be used. The approach velocity heads lost was given as 8.4. (69)

Since the air flow chamber will be 38 in. square, the area

will be 1444 sq. in. The friction drop through each diffuser

may be caleulated as followsz

(1) v · 4005 E .
¥•Y¤¤1°¤¢ V ' veloeity of air, ft/min

v • 2000 ftßgmln x 144 Lnzgftz •
200

4005 ' constant

ph
•

press. drop, in. water gage.

(Z) h •
' 0.0025 in. vater gage.

hop across perforated baffle, with 40 per cent free area:

8.4 x 0.0025 = 0.021 in. water gage.

Air Friction Drop. The air friction drop through the

proposed ehanber may be tabulated as follows. The values are

based on similar, previous designs.(69)

Horizontal mixers.............................. 0.5
Vertiealmixers................................ 0.5
Venturi (1/4 of nozzle head when all nozzles

are in use).................................. 0.141
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Upstream diffuser..............................0.021
Nozzles (3000 fpm at nozzle throat)............ 0.564
Downstream diffuser............................ 0.021

Total drop, in. water

gageTHERBUCOIIPLES

In this section the measurenent of air tanperature by

means of thermocouples will be described. Then a brief

section will describe the application of thermocouples to

other temperature measurements on the built—up unit.

A simple wire latticework should be constructed in the

duct to support the thermocouple junctions . The couples

should be connected in parallel to give an average of all

the tanperatures sensed. An effort should be made in

deslgning the duct to have the air veloclty at the section

being measured as uniform as possible. The accuracy in

using the average of each thermocouple indication is dependent

on equal velocity of air past each couple. In setting up

the unit a Pitot·static traverse may be used to check the

(velocity across the duct section. However, finding

variations in velocity shows only that accuracy in measuring

temperature will not be good unless the duct can be re~designed

to make the velocity uniform at all points.

Past experience of the Mechanical mgineering Staff should

be utillzed in constructing the grids. There is no standard

recoumendation. There is no upper limit as to how many
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couples should be placed in a given cross·section, and

installing more couples does not require more points in the

rotary selector switch when the couples are wired in parallel.

Good practice should follow closely the information

summarized by D. D. Wile in the article, ‘hhasurement of

Temperature in the Laboratory by Means of Thermocouples." (70)

The temperature within an insulated pipe can be

ascertained by measuring the temperature of the pipe surface.

Soft solder applied with a soldering iron is the most

satisfactory*method of attaching thermocouples to refrlgerant

lines and other metallic surfsces. The leads should enter

the solder separately so that the junction will be at the

metal surface and not outside of it.

Rotary Switch. On the central control panel there should

be a rotary switch to which all of the thermocouple leads

are brought. All of the thermocouples in a single grid

should be wired in parallel so that only one switch conection

is taken. The switch should be equal to the Brown Series

9llA1B Switch Assembly manufactured by the Mineapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company.(S4) This switch is moisture·

proof with laminated brushes fastened to a rotating switch

arm; the brushes move across the contact segments to make

positive low resistance contacts. The sssembly should be

flush-mounted on the panel. The air conditionlng built~up

unit should be completed before purchase of the switch since
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the exact number of points required is indeterminate, pending

inevitable modifications.

Potetimeter. It is recmmended that the existing

recording strip chart potentiometer previously used for

heat pump research be used in the proposed unit. It has e

variable span from 0-1 and 0-51 millivolts. The recorded

emf can be converted to temperature by using standard emf-

temperature tables. The instrument was manufactured by the

Brown Instrument Company, Division of Minneapo1is·Honeywell

Regulator Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This

instrument will record the temperature of any thermocouple

circuit connected to it by the selector, or rotary, switch.

Thermocouple Locations. In order that the dry-bulb and

wet•bu1b_temperatures might be determined at the inlet of

each component of the bullt—up system, a grid of copper-

constantan thermocouples should be mounted at each of the

following locations:

(1) In the return air duct

(2) Tempering coil inlet 4
(3) Tempering coil otlet

(4) Preheater coll inlet —

(5) Direct expansion coil inlet

(6) Washer inlet

(7) Reheater coil inlet
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Dry··bu1b temperatures should be taken by soldering and

taping c0pper·c0nstantan thermocouples at the following

loeations:

(1) Water entering condenser
W

(2) Water leaving condenser

(3) Suction vapor entering refrigerant heat exchanger

(4) Suction vapor entering compressor

(5) Compressor discharge

(6) Liquid entering refrigerant heat exchange:

(7) Liquid leaving refrigerant heat exchanger

(8) Outlet of chiller

(9) Outlet header of direct expansion coil

(10) Water entering and leaving condensate coolers on

tempering eoil, preheater coil, and reheate: coll

(11) Water entering circulating pump

(12) Water leaving circulating pump

(13) Väter leaving ehiller

(14) Water leaving water heater

(15) Water leaving mixing valve

(16) Water leaving chilled and hot water coll

(17) Väter leaving washer

(18) Steam supply to the steam heating coils

(19) Condensate leaving tempering coil

(20) Condensate leaving preheater coll

(21) Condensate leaving reheater coll
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H. EAN SYSTEM.AlRWAY COMPONENTS

The duct system for the proposed unit must be capable

of conveying 2000 cfm of return air, 2000 cfm of outside air,

or 2000 cfm of a mixture of return and outside air to the

built-up conditioning unit; and of conveying 2000 cfm of

conditioned air from the outlet of the unit to the insulated

test room. Supply and return duct connections to the test

room will be made at the location of an inspection door high

on the north wall of the room. The ductwork should be

designed to present a neat appearance; have minimum sirway

resistance consistent with space allotments; be of sturdy,

airtight construction; and be well insulated to prevent

exchange of heat between the conditioned air and the outside.

Based on the research reported in the Review of

Literature, this section will cover the design of the ductwork

for the proposed system, and the details of selection,

application, and design necessary to incorporate the fan

and dampers into the proposed built-up unit.

DUCTWORK

The design of the ductwnrk was based on the best

standard contemporary practice. The sizes of ducts are set

by the maximum air velocities which can be used without

causing undue noise or without causing excessive friction
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loss. Larger ducts would reduce frictional losses, but the

space and investment requirements offset the power saving

at the fan. For the proposed unit, the ducts were sized

using the equal frlction method. The ductwork on the suction

side of the fan was sized at 0.06 in. water gage per 100 ft.

of length, and the ductwork on the discharge side of the fan

was sized at 0.08. This is standard practice in the industry,

based on practical ecoomics. The maximum resistance for

the unit will occur when handling all otside air. The two

branches of duct at the suction side were not balanced in -

friction loss by sizing since they can be balanced by the

dampers installed.

In general, the duct layout was made as direct as

possible, sharp bends were avoided, and the duct cross-section,

if rectangular, had a low aspect ratio. Contractions in the

proposed duct were designed not to exceed an included angle

of 30 degrees, and expansion-type transitions were designed

not to exceed an included angle of 20 degrees. Standard

recomendations designate that each side of an expanding

duct have a slope not exceeding one inch in seven, which is

just over eight degrees, or an included angle of about 16

degrees;(29) another recommendation designates that each

side should not diverge more than 10 degrees, or an included

angle of 20 degrees.(67)
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The pressure loss due to gradual contractions ls

completely negligible, and is very small with gradual

expansions. The difficulty was not so much to avoid

excessive pressure loss, but to convey the air properly into

the equipment. Duct design is still s speciallzed field

without specialists; standard procedure follows a few

basic approxlmations and simple principles, some of

questionable sccuraey.

The length of straight duet was taken from center·to—

center measurements of the soaled drawing on Plate 1. The

new system of caleulating equivalent length of elbows, es

shown in the 1956 Heating, Ventilatigg, Air Condigionigg Guide,

was utilized. The aspect ratio of an elbow, unlike a duct

run, is always equal to the depth divided by the width,

where the width of the elbow is always the dimension which

lies in the same plane as the radius of the elbow. The

optimum value of aspect ratio is 1.0.(67) When an elbow is

followed by a duet whose length is at least for times the

equivalent length of the elbow, no splitter vanes are

required if the centerline radius ratio is l.5.(67)

The air circuit was taken frm the screen at the goose-

neck of the outside air intake, through the tempering coll

into the uit proper, through all the components of the duct

system to the fan, end frm the fan discharge to the duct

discharge at the tcat rom. A tabulation of the total static
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pressure losses of the proposed duct airway circuit

followsz · · _ In. Water Gage
il 3·äéäemper co ‘ · .

Disposägäe filter, clean 0.100
Electronic filter with dry after·fi1ter 0.290
Activated carbon filter 0.200
Preheater coil 0.113
Direct expansion coll, dehumidifying 0.578
Chilled and hot water coll, dehumid fying 0.765
Whsher 0.340
Reheater coll 0.072
Horizontal mixers in temperature measuring chamber 0.500
Vertical mixers in temperature measuring chamber 0.500Upstream diffuser in f ow·measuring chamber 0.021
Downstream diffuser in flow measur ng chamber 0.021

Subtotal 3.374

Static Pressure Loss at Minimum Design Velocity of
Air Through Measuring Chamber:

Venturi at 1/4 of nozzle pressure loss 0.141
Measuring nozzles 0.564

Tbtal pressure loss for 3000 fpm Velocity 4.579

Static Pressure Loss at Maximum Design Velocity of
Air Through Measuring Chamber:

Ventui at 1/4 of nozzle pressure loss 0.765
Measuring nozzles 3.070

Tbtal pressure loss for 7000 fpm Velocity 7.709

Since the velocities at the fan outlet and the duct
discharge into the test room are approximately equal, there

was no static pressue regain to account for. The resistances

shown in the table are typicsl for the specific coponents

which were recoumended in their respective design sections

of this thesis. By the very nature of the selection, however,

they are typical of the equipment represented. In meat cases

the equipment of any leading manufacturer, if substituted for
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that which was recommended for the proposed unit, would have

almost identical characteristics. The resistances shown are

for the nominal design air flow of 2000 cfm. At lower

quantities the resistance would decrease greatly. In addition,

the static pressure drop across the nozzles of the air flow

measurlng chamber will increase the static pressure loss

from 0.564 to 3.07 in. water gage, depending on whether the

nozzle throat velocity is the minimum or the maximum value.

Any velocity in the designed range of 3000 fpm to 7000 fpm

is acceptable; greater accuracy is ascribed to results using

the greater pressure drop.(69) Another item tat would make

the total loss less than indicated in the tabulation is that

the resistance of each dehumidifying coil was taken when wet.

In practice, one will always be dry.

Since the above measurements would be conducted in a

laboratory at 2100 feet altitude, the maximu static pressure

required for standard conditions of discharge would be 7.709

divided by 0.92,(28) or 8.38 in. water gage. The minimum

static pressure required for 2000 cfm air flow corrected to

standard atmoapheric pressure would be 4.579 divided by 0.92,

or 4.98 in. water gage. Though it would be desirable to have

a fan that develops 8.38 in. static pressure, one is not

commercially available. The selected fan is rated at 6.0 in.

static pressure.Even at the full 2000 cfm flow the measurements

will be in the range of highly rellable accuracy, and at
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reduced rates of flow, some of the nozzles can be blanked

off with tape to secure higher pressure drops.

Duct Insulation. All flat surfaces of the proposed unit

exposed to transfer of heat should be insulated with two

inches of glass fiber equal to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Vapor-

Seal Duct Insulation,(4l) which is designed especially for

use on the outside of air conditining ducts. It is s board-

like material of fibrous glass, with a factory-applied vapor

barrier of asphalt and kraft paper. Standard panels are 24 in.

x 48 in. It can be used where the teperature does not exceed

1509. A flexible glass fiber with vapor barrier should be

applied to the curved surfsces. In all cases the vapor

barrier should be on the outside of the insulation.

Duatwork Thickness. The sheet metal for the chct system

should be galvanized steel or alminum. In either case the

thickness should be as specified for the greatest duct

dhmension in the latest A.S.H.R.A.E. gglgg governing duct

installation practice. Plate 1 shows correct gage sizes.

Workmanship. A special effort should be made, because

of the exceptionally high pressures and the experimental

nature of the work, to make the joints absolutely airtight,

preferably by solderiug. All joints should be pressure-

tested before the insulation is applied. All joints in the

insulation should be plugged to prevent air from reaching

the duct surfaces. The duct insulation should be so applied
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that any component of the built·up unit may be removed

without disturbing the adjscent insulation.

Sppcial Appliances. A11 access panels should contain

a window of double plate glass with a one·inch air space,

g hermtically sealed. Whatever deemed appropriate for

viewing the internal equipment, a similar window should be

installed. There should be a small marine·type light inside

the duct, mounted at the top, to illuminate the area viewed

through the glass. One side of all duct elbows should be s

removable plastic panel so that the air flow pattern can be

visually studied when a eucalyptus smoke pot is inserted in

the upstream duct. This feature must be consistent with

the important specification that the ducts be completely

airtight, regsrdless of any other considerations.

A corrosion resistant drain pan of copper should be

fitted beneath the direct expansion coil and the chilledl

water coil to catch condensed moisture. The pan should

slope and dain into s gxaduated cylinder, which can be

drained to waste after the condensate volume and temperatue

are determined. All drain connections should be 2 in.

nominal size. The pan and graduated cylinder should be

insulated with 2 in. of glass fiber with vapor barrier.

The metalwork supports for all components of the proposed

system should be capable of being leveled. Each cmponent

must be tested for level before operation can commence.
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This is important because most of the equipment must drain

properly, either internally or externally, for proper

operation.

The flanged joints of each component where possible

should be conected to the ductwork with removable nuts and

bolts, with a neoprene rubber gasket making the required

airtight joint.

DAMPERS

The face damper for the dehumidifying coils is of .

opposed-blade type construction. The dehumidifier bypass

damper should, if possible, balance the resistance through

the parallel circuit, which consists of the direct expansion

and chilled water colls. However, if the reaistance through

the bypass alone were to equal the coll resistance, the bypass

duct would be less than one inch in height. Therefore, a

perforated baffle should be installed in the bypass duct,

which should have a height of six inches and a width equal

to the coils bypassed. The six—inch height was selected to

give substantlal size to the bypass dsmpers. In order that

the bypass air volume match the sir flow characteistics of

the face dampers, the bypass damper should have a minimum

of two opposed blades. After installation of the coils, s
‘

perforated plate can be drilled to match the resistance of

the coil airway circuit. The resistance of the perforated
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baffle is based on per cent of free area. The required

resistance through the bypass may be converted to üpproach

velocity heads 1ost" by dividing the required resistance in

inches of water by the velocity head. Then the following

table may prove helpful in determining the per cent of

free area of the holes in the perforated baffle:(69)

Per Cent of Free Area EQ 25 40
Approach Velocity Heads Lost

51'Thedampers in the outside air and return air ducts

should be the opposed-blade, manually operated type. With

the aid of the air flow measuring spparatus, the Vdampers,

which should be mechanically interconnected, may be

calibrated.
‘

There should be a set of inlet vanes, purchased with

the fan, at the fan inlet. lnlet vanes are manuslly operated

to adjust fan volume without great loss in fan efficiency. _

·

Determinatlon of optimum fan size usually lnvolves

balanclng the minimum size against the outlet velocity, sound,

efficiency, and class of construction. There are two types

of construction offered:

(1) Class I fans are designed for operation against a

maximum of 3-3/4 in. water gage total pressure when handling

air at 70° at sea level and at a minimum tip speed of 10,000 -

fpmr Antbfriction bearings are standard, with sleeve
V

bearings available.
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p (2) Class II fans are designed for operation against a

maximm of 6-3/4 in. water gage total pressure when handling

sir at 70° at sea level and st s maximum tip speed of 13,000

fpm. They are equipped with anti—friction bearings only.

Fans operating st the higher static preesures generslly

have greater allowable outlet velocities. The higher the

static pressure the greater the speed and air quantity at

which the maximum efficiency occurs. Since the beat soud

characteristics are obtained at the point of maximm efficlency,

it ls evident that outlet velocity cannot be used asla

criterlon for selection from the standpoint of sound. Ratber,

for minimu resultsnt noise levels, the fan should be selected

at the point of maximum efficiency and s smooth, easy

conversion should be made from the fan outlet to the

desired duct size.

The fan recomended for installation in the proposed

built·up unit ie a Carrier Model 27 CN. Its design and

operating characteristics satisfy the requirements food

desirable ln the Review of Literature. There were a number

of factors to be considered in determining the optimu fan

size. First, the requirments of the system were detormined:

air quantlty, static pressure, air denaity, and prevailing

soud level. The selection then involved balancing the

minimum size against the outlet velocity, sound level,

efficiency, and class of construction. For s fan running

yat constant speed, the maximum noise occurs at free delivery
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conditios, with decreasing noise level at less volume and

increased pressure. Minimum noise level occurs in the region

of maximum efficiency. When a fan must deliver a given cfm

of sir at a higher static pressure, its speed must be

increased, and the static pressure varies as the square of

the ePeed,(67) The noise level also will increase.; A lower

noise level can be obtained by selecting a larger fan which,

to deliver the same amount of air at the same pressure, can

run at a lower speed and yet operate at the point of maxium

efficiency. Two geometrically similar fans, auch as the

products of the same manufacturer, are alike in all _

proportions and in all details regardless of their size, and

have nearly similar performance ¢haracteristics and efficiency

curves.
”

The Carrier selection tables give data on fan
·

performance in that part of the range of maximum efficiency,

which for a backward curved blade fan is quite wide. The

final choice was made from three suitable fans. Each would

render satisfactory service; the problem was to decide which

would best serve the purposes of the proposed uit. The

data for each is tabulated below. No interpolations were made.

aus $1*%er em $ä§.’;:§., im mr.;
§£;’“”;‘l“Q

§äääää°€m»
245 12-1/4 gggq 24004 3464 2.81 3.17 2.97
270 13·l/2 2080 2000 3018 2.88 3.4 3.13309 15 2048 1600 2629 2.97 6.82 3.51
A11 of the above data is at the highest rating of 6 in. static
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pressure. Model 245 could use a three horsepower motor, whereas

the other models would require the next larger, or five

horsepower, size. The lowest velocity pressure is developed

at the outlet of the largest fan. Since the limit for
I

A
Class II fans is 6-3/4 in. total pressure, of the three fans

described Model 300 would have the greatest static pressure

available, though the difference is negligible and is not

significant enough to publish. Having the same efficiency

as the other fans, Model 300 would have the lowest noise_

level because of the lowest outlet velocity and lowest speed.

For these reasons, Model 300 is recommended for the proposed‘
I

uit. With its five horsepower motor, it would be possible

to exeriment with higher air flow rates and static pressure;

than would be possible with the other machines.

In determining the direction of rotation, the fan is

viewed from the side opposite the inlet. ’hrrangement

Number 2, Single Width, Single Inlet" is recommended.. This

means tat the wheel is overhung, with the shaft bearings
supported in an external bracket mounted on the fan housing.

The fan will be belt driven. Information about the fan
follows : (28} w

Model nuber: Carrier Model 27 CN, Size 300 with inlet vanes
Capacity: 2p0Ocfm nominal
Motor drive: 5 HP direct current shunt-woundFan inlet: 19 in. diameter .
Fan outlet: ll-3/4 in. wide x 16-3/8 in. deep
Base to centerline of fan inlet: 19-1/2 in.‘
Overall width to attached fan pulley: 28-3/4 in.
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Overall height of fan: 35-7/8 in.
W

Position for delivery: counter-clock·wise to horizontal
Construction: arrangement number 2, single width, single inletCogääääigää gätdggtz at site, 4 in. airtight asbestos at

Fan Details. Steel bracing is included where required

to provide stiffness to the housing and a rigid support for

the bearings. The fan has a slip joint inlet and a flanged

outlet. The blades are die•formed from alloy steel and are

welded to the shroud. The wheels are staticslly and

dynamically balanced. A solid backplate forms a rigid

support for the curved wheel blades of the single inlet

rotor. Standard practice is to rivet the blades to the

backplate, though welding may be specified. On the inlet side

‘_ of the wheel a large, smoothly curved shroud strengthens the

wheel and guides the flow of air within the wheel. An inlet

bell of the same curvatue as the wheel shroud guides the

air into the inlet. Inlet vanes are to be included as an

accessory. They impart a spin to the incoming air so that
lit

enters the wheel at the angle of greatest efficiency.

Precise volume control is possible without sacriflcing fan

peformance. The pitch adjusting echanism of the

vaneassemblyis on the inside of the inlet bell out of the air

lstream. The cantilevered vans shafts are connected to a

common control ring to which is attached a single manuslly

controlled operating lever.
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Though complete volume control can be had by moving

the position of the variable inlet vanes, a direct-motor

drive is recomnended to allow testing of the fan itself.

The motor should be a five horsepower, shunt-wound type with

a rheostst·controlled external resistance in series with the

aum: nem. (29)
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I. SECONDARY CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

Considering the well-designed, factory assembled pack-

aged chilling units available, it may sem strange that one

was not recommended for the proposed built-up unit. The

reason is that none was appropriate since the proposed unit

‘has special requirements. The washer—dehumidifier requires

a large flow rate and high head for its tonnage rating,
I

compared with the usual applications for which packaged

chillers are designed.

COMPRESSOR

The compressor for the proposed unit must meet several

basic requirements. lt must be of sturdy construction and

cmpletely dependable. The capacity should match the nominal

requirments of the conditioning coils and dehumidifying

_ washer. To eliminate leaks, belts, and maintenance the

compressor and driving motor should be s hermetically sealed

uit. The recommended refrigerant is R-12. ~

The compressor recommended for the proposed bui1t·up

unit is the Carrier Model 6D47. Ratings are based on con-

denser water and suction gas temperstures in accordance with

A.S.R.E. Standard 14-41, which specifies the use of a liquid-

auction heat exchange: when using Refrigerant 12 at auction

temperatumes below 30°. The information which follows is

based on a saturated auction temperature of 40°:
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Type: sei-hermetic, field serviceable
Evaporator temperature range: high (for air conditioning

service)Refrlgerant: R-12
Capac ty: 63,600 Btu/hr.
Power input: 4.1 kilowattsNumber of cälinders: 4
Speed: 175 rpm
Bora and atroke: 2 in. x 1-7/16 in.
Displacement at 1750 rm: 18.3 cu. ft./min.
Condenaerz to be selected separately
Oil charge: 7 pints
Oil gage: bulls-eye type sight glass
Suct on gas connection: l-l 8 in. 0.D. female
Discharge gas connection: not given
Capacity control: none
Controls furnished:

(1) Magnetic across-the·1ine starter with overload
protection(2; Dual pressurestat3 Comgressor thermal protector 1

Wiring: 3/6 /208·220
Control wiring: 220 volts

The compressor has automotive type pistons, with two

compression rings and one oil ring. Positive lubrication

of connecting rods, main bearings, and cyllnder walls is

achieved by a direct drive oil pump which is automatically

reversible to provide oil pressure regardless of the direction

of the rotatlon. The suction manifold contains a fine mesh

strainer, as does also the lubrication circuit.

The hermetically sealed compressor motor is cooled by

the auction vapor and is protected against unusual and pro-

longed high temperature conditions by a thermal protector

on the motor housing. The starting equipment, dual pressure-

stat, and compressor thermal protector are installed at the

_ factory. A terminal board is provided for field connection
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„ of thermostat and the aolenoid valve for the refrigerant

liquid line.

Ordering specificationsz Carrier Model GD47 ccmpressor

for 3 phase, 60 cycle, 208-220 volt service. Using Refrig•

erant 12 with a suitable condenser having water entering at

7S° and leaving at 9S°, the compressor must have a capacity

not less than 60,000 Btu per hr. at a auction temperature

of 40°.

CONDENSER

The compressor selected is normally sold with a shell-

and-coil type condenser as a pre-assembled condensing uit.

The shell-and-coll type is sealed shut; it cannot be inapected,

and can be cleaned only by circulating a chemical solution

through the tubes. Because of the importance of having a

condenser in which the effect of fouling by water deposits

V can be measured and studied, a cleanable type shell-and·tube

condenser is recomended.

Manufactuers' catalogs rate condensera according to

the refrigeration load of the evaporator, with correction

factors for various compresaor auction and condensing tem-

peratures. The actual heat to be removed by the condenser

can be found from page 422 of the 1949 A.S.R.E. Data B0ok.(57)

With a condenaing temperature of l02° and a auction temperature

of 40° , 228 Btu per min. per ton of refrigerating effect
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occuring in the evaporator, or a total of 68,400 Btu per hr.,

must be removed by the condenaer.

Selection was made from Acme Catalog 235.(2) lt is

planed that the existing laborstory circulating pump with

constant level tank and cooling tower will be used in opera-

ting the proposed unit. The pump has a capacity of approxi-

mately 10.3 gpm. To keep within this limitation, a 20° rise

through the proposed condenser was used as one of the design

factors. Also, the cempreasor already selected was rated

on the basis of water entering the condenser at 75° and

leaving st 95°, with a auction temperature of 40° . The

condensing tmpatßtuta will be l02°. On page 2 of Aeme

Catalog 235, Model J-500 was selected. Information about

the codenser follows:

Condenser model numer: J—500
Basic rating: 5.5 tons
Number tubes: 24
Number passes: 8
Water pressure drop: 2.6 gsi V
Total effective surface: 0.7 sq. ft.
Pup down capacity: 65.91 lb. R-12
Outside diameter of shell: 8-1/4 in.Effective tube length: 41 in.
Overall length: 4 -1/2 in.
Water connections: l in. F.P.T.
Gas inlet connection: 1-1/8 in. O.D.S.
Liquid outlet connection: 1/2 in. F.P.T.

In nesting the tubes, space is left at the bottom of

the condeser for storage space so that a separate receiver

will not be required. The pump down capacity is based on

80 per cent of the net contents when the Refrigerant 12 is
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at 102° liquid temperature.

Straight~through tube construction permits simple

mechanical cleaning upon removal of the cast iron water _

heads. Integral Eins on the copper tubes have an outside

surface 300 per cent es great as bare tubes, which increases

the heat transfer value in nearly direct proportion. The

tubes are silver soldered permanently into cheically treated

steel tube sheets which are welded to the condenser shell.

Access space should be left at one end of the condenser for

ureplacing tubes when necessary.

Ordering speclfieations: The condenser should be equal

to Acme Model J·500. It should have the capacity to remove

not less than 68,400 Btu per hr., or a basic rating of 5

tons under the following conditions: water etering at 75°

and leaving at 95°, l02° condensing tmperature, and 40°

compressor auction temperature.

WATER CHILLER

E
The basic requirement for the chiller selected was that

it serve the high rate of flow needed for the washer circuit

without excessive frgction drop in the water circuit, and

yet have smple refrigerating capacity for the low flow when

serving the chilled water coll. In addition it should be of

high quality and of accessible construction to facilitate .

experimentaleresearch.
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The chiller was selected from Acme Catalog No. 600-A.(1)

The chiller is of the direct expansion,
'Hry,”

type rather

than the flooded type. The tubes do not have the star-

shaped aluminm insert. The insert gives more heat transfer

per unit length of tube than the plain tube, but the re-

sulting shorter chiller length would cause an excessive

friction drop in the water circuit.

The Acme chiller has straight-through tubes with no

bends or joints. The refrigerant space is in the tubes and

heads; the water space is in the shell around the tubes.

With mu1ti—pass heads at each end of the tubes, pressure

drop is minimized. The velocity of the water circulating

within the shell and over the outside of the tubes is con-

trolled by one of several standard baffle spacings to pro-

duce the most efficient heat transfer. Baffles cut off

short and widely spaced give low pressure drop for systems

having high flow rates; fuller baffles, closely spaced, in-

crease fluid velocity for maximum heat transfer in systems

having low flow rates. The designation used to indicate
l

the order of increasing baffle spacing is K, L, and M.
f

Chillers with K spacing have the closest baffle spacing and

the greatest pressure drop for a given rate of flow.

Positive oil return is assured because there are no

bends or joints in the tubes to obstruct refrigerant flow.

There are no soldered joints, minimizing the dsnger of
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refrigerant leakage. The straight-through, full·size tube:

can be mechanically cleaned by remcving the heads. If rup—

tured by accideutal freeze-up, the tubes are replaceable.

Sufficient areaway must be open at either end of the chiller

to facilitate this remcval.

Selecticn Procedure. To select the proper chiller the

procedure outlined in the Acme catalog was followed precisely.

Te do this the logarithmic mean temperature difference be-

tween the water and the refrigerant was determined. The

temperature of the refrigeeant will be constantg allcwing

for the usual 2°rise in the piping between the evaporator, ·

or chiller, and the compressor auction due to pressure drop,

the evaporating temperature at the chiller was taken as 42°.

To supply 60,000 Btu per hr. to the washer with 30 gpm will

require a temperature drop of 4° for the water entering the

chiller. Chilled water will leave the chiller at 48°.

L.M.1·.¤.-:.Where:

L.MLT.D.—= logarithmic mean temp. difference, °F

G.T.D. = greatest temp. difference; or inlet water
temp. minus evaporating temp., °F

L.T.D. = least temperature difference, or outlet‘
water temp. minus evaporating temp.,° F

{S2 - 42} —— {48 — 42}
L.M)T.D.= °8e _;
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4
L.M.'l‘.D. • ·;3g;·1j‘55*7 = 7.85

Refrigerant 12 will be used. On page 13 of Acme Catalog

600-A the 8L type chiller was selected; it has an 8 in.

diamater shell and maderate baffle apacing. From the rating

chart, at 30 gpm and a mean effective tmperature difference

of 7.85, the chiller shows a loading of approximstely 800

Btu/(hr.)(sq. ft.). The surface required in sq. ft. is cal·

culated as followsz j
Surface required, sq.

ft.Surfacerequired ¤ QQLQQQ • 75.0 sq. ft.
800

Rage 12 shows that Acme Mbdel No. DXH-809 will handle the

requirements, having 76 sq. ft. of effective tube area. .

From the rating chart, the water pressure drop obtained at

30 gpm flow is 0.64 ft. head per ft. of shell length, orva A

total of 5.76 ft.

In checking chiller performance when using the water

for the chilled water coll, the chiller will dliver the

five tons capacity so long as the flow rate does not fall

below 23 gpm. This will require a temperature drop of 5°.

Any chiller installed in the proposed unit should have the

ability to meet specificationsfor both_washer and chilled

water coll.

Other information about the chiller followa:

Minimum rated flow capacity: approximately 17 gm
Maximum rated flow capacity: approximately 56 gem
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Number of refrigerant circuits: 1
Number of refrigerant tubes: 44
Minimum Refrigerant 12 charge: 27 lb. 1
Volume of Shell space: 15 gallons
Total operating weight with water: 710 lb.
Length from tube sheet to tube sheet: 8 ft. 11-3/4 in.
Overall length: 9 ft. 10-3/4 in.
Outside diameter of shell: 8-5/8 in.
Inside diameter of shell: 8 in.
Number passes of refrigerant: 6
Suction connection: 2 in. I.P.S.
Liquid connection: 3/4 in. I.P.S.
Water connections: 2 in. F.P.T.

It should be noted that several limitations governed

‘the above selection. The thermostatic expansion valve must .

be set for 8° superheat. The entering tmperature difference

must be 8° or higher, and the leaving temperature difference

must be S° or higher (in the above selection they were l0°and

69 respectively); the mean effective temperature difference~

must be at least 7°; and the refrigerant temperature must

never be allowed to drop below 30°.
U

Construction Details. The tubes are seamless copper

3/4 in. 0.D. and the shell is seamless steel. The heads are

cast steel and the tube sheets are flange quality carbon steel.

The water baffles are hot rolled steel, terneplate, which

indicates an alloy coating of approximately 4 parts lead to

l part tin. The design working presaures on both tube and_

shell side are 150 psig, with test pressures twice as great.

Though Acme is using 3/4 in. flexible foamed plastic of the

closed cell type for new packaged chillers, for the purposes

of the proposed unit s more durable covering should be used,
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which Acme furnishes. Saddle brackets are furnished with the

chiller to fit the insulated covering, when the insulation

is ordered initally. The chiller head has a conection for

the external equalizer line of the thermostatic expansion

valve.

Accessories. The chiller rquires one thermostatic

expansion valve, with external equalizer connected on the
1

chiller head where provided. Upstream fro the expansion

valve in series should be placed a Sporlan "See—All" flow

and moisture indicator, solenoid vslve, filter—dryer, and

refrigerant shut—off valve.

The refrigerant solenoid valve should be controlled

by the temperature of the water leaving the chiller, to

maintain it always at a constant setting. Depending on the

amount of water being circulated, the return water temperature

to the chiller will change. To insure positive protection.

against freeze·up, an tmersion thermostat should be placed

in the chiller aear the point at which the water 1eaves..The

thermostat customarily shuts down the compressor whe the

water tmperature falls to 36q(67) Another device which helps

prevent freezing of the chiller is the normal cycling of the

low—pressure cutout on the compreasor.

Though it is best when feasihle to provide full flow

of water through the chiller at all times to give further

assurance against freezing, it is not possible in the proposed
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unit. Full pressure at the washer is necessary for proper

atomization at the spray nozzles, yet the water temperature

must be modulated; so a mixing valve is used which bypasses

part of the water through the heater, which is off-cycle.

It is necessary to watch the operation of the chiller con-

trols closely during periods of low dehumidifying load at

the washer since the flow through the chiller will be reduced

as the three-way mixing valve bypasses more water around the

chiller.

- Ordering specifications: Acme Chiller Model No. DKB-

809. The chiller shell shall be complete with not less than

3 in. of rock cork laid in hot asphalt and covered with a 20

gage steel jacket; insulation head covers shall be made of

20 age steel filled with commercial rock wool.4 With a re-

frigerant temperature of 42° the chiller shall be able to

ucool 30 gp of water 4° when entering at 52°, and to cool

23 gpm of water 5° when entering at 53°. ·

WATER HEATER

The water heater was selected from the Taco catalog,

'tommercial and Industrial Heat Exchangers.'&66) The proposed

heater, designed to operate on slightly superheated 5 psig

steam, must have sufficient capacity to transfer not less

than 233,000 Btu per hr. to the air heating eoil and to the

washer
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The design of the bui1t—up unit hot water coll was

based on water catering at 180° and leaving at l60°. On

page 6 of the Taco catalog are capacity ratings for the

'RS"series of steam-to—water heaters which operate on 5

psig steam pressure with a 20° rise on the water side. The

capacity rating of a given converter decreases as the supply

water temperatures increases since the steam—water temperature

differential becomes less. The best selection is the RS-632,

at 340,000 Btu per hr. Other information about the converterfollows:Mbdel
number: RS·632

äi§ZT:°“§?ä’iäT°Z2‘;§i; .2 Sfääe „„..„„„„.„
Wter connections: 2 in. F.P.T.
Steam inlet connection: V 4 in. flanged
Condenste connection: l-1/2 in F.P.T.
Outside diameter of shell: 6—S/8 in.
Overall length of converter: 4l·7/8 in.

The pressure drop for the rated capacity is given as

1.0 psi. But only 24 gpm need to·be circulated to deliver

the required lead, so the above pressure drop is high. The

actual pressure drop, however, is unimportant so long as it

is less than that through the chiller in the parallel water

circuit. To maintain accurate control of flow by means of

the mixing valve on the summer cycle, a balancing cock should

be placed at the heater inlet and adjusted to balance the

pressure drop through the chiller circuit. On the winter

cycle it would not be good practice to bypass hot water

through the chiller. Therefore, a bypass line with stop
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valve and with balancing cock should be installed in parallel

with the chiller.

The converter should have a float and thermostatic

trap in the condensate line. In the water circuit beyond

the mlxing valve should be a compression tank with a Bell &

Gosset 'hirtro1" fisting. Since the compression tank is the

'point of no pressure change" in the system, the tank should

be located above the hot water coil with connecting piping

pitched at least 1/8 in. per ft. This will put it on the

auction side of the pump, and insure that a positive pres-

sure exists at all times on the components of the water

circuit. The tank will be isolated from the washer circuit

when the hot water supply and return valvea are closed. The

compression tank should have a sight glass to indicate water

level. Make~up water may be taken from the washer tank when

needed. The pressure relief valve should be located at the

converter discharge, with no valves between the relief valve

and the tank itself.

Ordering specifications: Taco RS—632 Converter. The

steam-to-water heat exchanger should have sufficient capacity

to heat 24 gp of water from l60°to l80°, or a minimum of

233,000 Btu per hr.
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CIRCULATING PUMP

Pumps are selected 0h the basis of the quantity of

water to be handled and the total head required. The stan-

dard procedure(29)for determining the total head, including

friction losses and vertical lift, is as follows:

(l) Decide on the pipe circuit water velocity, not

exceeding 10 fps, from tables which give the uit pressure

loss for any flow rate and pipe size selected.

(2) From a scale drawing, make a summation of all

friction lossea in pipes, fittings, and valves.

(3) Determine the head loss of sprsys and loss

through other equiment; if more than one circuit is being

used, find the loss through the circuit with maximum head

loss.

(4) Determine the nat vertical distance the water

must be lifted, whether on pump discharge or auction.

(5) Smmarize all values as total feet of water head _

required of the pump for a specific flow rate. _

For the proposed built·up uit, the pump will supply

water to the washer·circuit which contains the chiller and

mixing valve; and also the hot and chilled water coll, which

cotains the chiller and mixing valve. The chiller and heater

are in parallel, but the chiller has by far the greatest

friction drop. On cooling cycles, the circuit through the

water heater will act as bypass for the chiller; andou heating
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cycles, a separate line will act as bypass for the heater.

The mixing valve is at the outlet of the heat exchangers

and acts to control the amount of flow through either circuit.

A Balancing cock will be placed at the inlet to the water

heater so that the pressure drop will be the same across

the heater and chiller circuits. The pressure drop across

the miring valve at any position will be equal to the

pressure drop across the chiller, and the heater. This is

a basic principle of control, as given in the gggineering

zaaueiernmaaeiaeeepeeel, page 6-zo.‘°3> If cha valve
drop is much smaller than through the chiller, effective

control will be obtained only when the disc is near one or

the other of the two seats. The mid—portion of the valve

lift will be relatively ineffective.

. Because of the atomizing spray nozzles, the washer

circuit will have a greater friction drop than the water

coil. The flow rate through the washer circuit was found

to be 30 gm. The net vertical distance through which the

water must be lifted is only about 0.75 ft. From the

friction chart on page 229 of Modern Air Conditionigg,
) aelpg e 2 ie. nominal size

steel pipe will give a velocity just uder 3 ft. per sec.,

which is sstisfactory. The friction loss is 3.4 ft. of

water per 100 ft. of length. The chart is based on seamless

steel pipe in open water circuits. Page 232 gives the '
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friction loss in pipe fittings in terms of equivalent feet

of straight pipe. Tabulation of the estlmated total

required head is as followsz

_ Equivalent straight length of fittings:
’

2“
elbows, 5.2 x 9 46.8

2" gate valves, full open, 1.1 x 4 4.4
Estimated length of 2" pipe 32.0
Estimated total equivalent length, feet 83.2

(3/4 ft. loss/100 ft.) x 83.2 ft. Z 2.8 ft.

Frlction head drop through pi ing and flttings 2.8
Friction head drop through chäller 5.8
Friction head drop through mixing valve 5.8
Friction head drop through spray nozzles 57.8
Net static head drop 0.8
Total required head in ft. of water gage 73.0

When the pump is serving the hot and chllled water coll

instead of the washer, the flow can be throttled down to the

required amount.

The pump selected was the Buffalo Forge "lä CCL." The
1 code of the series designates the pump to be glose-goupled

with s large dlscharge head. lt has a single auction and ls

bronze—fitted. At 30 gpm lt is rated at 70 ft. of head.

Since page 10 of Bulletin 975-F shows that 1.33 horsepower

will be required, the manufacturer recommends a 1-1/2 horse-

power, 3·phase, 60·cyc1e, 208-220/440 volt, 1750 rpm open

type motor. lt should be rmembered that the estlmated head

required for the pump should be checked when the final layout

ls made to be sure that the head rating of the pump ls not

exceeded. Though gate valves are generally installed on the
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auction and discharge, it is not absolutely necessary in

the proposed system because of the small size of the circuit

and the positive head on the pump auction.

Orderlng specifications: Buffalo Forge Pump lk CCL

with 1-1/2 hp, 3/60/208-220, 1750 rpm open type motor.

The pump shall be able to deliver 30 gpm at a total head

of 70 feet.

ACCESSORIES

Thermostatic Expansion Valve. A Sporlan thermostatic

expansion valve was selected from catalog 56-C.(64) To

insurs obtaining full capacity from the valve, a liquid

line heat exchanger will he installed. The other cmponets

of the refrigeraut circuit vera checked to ascertain whether

or not the net pressure drop across the valve port exceeded

60 psi. Since it did not, there will be no reduction from

the capacity listed in the selection chart. The valve is

fittad with an external equalizer which should be mouuted

close by the remote bulb of the valve. Theoretically, only

one valve is required to serve both the chiller and the

direct expansion coll. However, it ia recommnded tat a

valva eg installed in each place to simulate the usual type

of installation encountered.

Ordering specificationa: Sporlan Thermostatic

Expansion Valve, Type PFE·6·G with l/4 in. port size, 5/8 in.
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0.D.F. inlet connection, and 7/8 in. 0.D.F. outlet connection.

The legth of capillary tubing normslly furnished is S ft.,

but may be specified longer.

Heat Exchagger. A heat exchange: was selected from

page 5 of Acme Catalog No. 300-A.(4) It will be used to

increase systm efflciency by subcooling the liquid refrigerant

from the system condenser. Beaides preventing flash gas at

the thermostatic expansion valve, subcooling increases the

cycle efficiency. Superheating auction vapor prevots liquid

carry over to the compressor. Liquid flos through the tubea,

which have an extended bar·type fin surface, and Vapor flows

through the shell. The external diameter is 4-l/2 in. and

the overall legth 31-1/2 in.
A

In normal operation there will be approximately 60°

difference between the entering liquid and the entering gas.

This dll add l7° superheat to the gas and subcool the liquid

l0°. The auction side pressure drop will be only 0.095 psi.

Ordering specifications: Acme Model HX5 Suction Line

Heat Exchanger. The liquid connections are 5/8 in. 0.D.S.

and the auction gas connections are 1-3/8 in. 0.D.S.

Refrigerant Filter-Drier. The reconended filter·drier
o

for the proposed uit is gb, Sporlan ‘@atch·Al1."(64) 1;

should be plsced in the liquid line upstream from the solenoid

Valve. The main purpose is to trap foreign particles in the

system that might obatruct the refrigerant control valves
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and damage the compressor. The secondary prpose is to

absorb any moisture circulating with the refrigerant.

Moisture will freeze at the thermostatic expansion valve.

Moisture also reacts cheically with the lubricating oil

and refrigerant to form acids; once started, the action is

progressive, and cauaes corrosion to internal surfsces. The

desiccant type granules prevent the passage of particles

nine microns or over in size.
’

Ordering specification: Sporlan Catch-All Filter-

Drier, Type C·305·S with 5/8 in. 0.D.F. solder connections.

The unit is 3 in. in diameter; 9-1/4 in. in length; the

effective velme of desiccant ls 30 cu. in.; and the surface

filtering area is 53 sq. in.

Strainer. As discussed in the Review of Literature,

regardless of any other atrainers in the circuit, inmediately

preceding the solenoid valve shold be an 80-mesh strainer.

A Sporlan strainer was ae1eeted.(6‘*) The screen is seam

welded and the ends reinforced or capped with a metal

stamping which prevents splitting. The removable monel

plain woven wire cloth is contained in a brass shell with

steel cap and flage. External parts are oadmium plated.

Overall length is 5-S/8 in. There ia negligible pressure

drop.

Ordering specifications: Sporlan Straight Line Strainer,

Type No. 2005, with 5/8 in. O.D.F. connections. 80-mesh with

12 sq. ln. screen area.
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Solenoid Valve. A Sporlan solenoid va1ve(64) was

selected of the pilot operated, norma1ly·c1osed type, in

which the valve remains in the closed position when the
l

coll is de·energized. The valve must be installed upright

in a horizontal line since the weight of the plunger

assists in closing the valve. Any voltage may be specified

for the coll. T

Ordering specifications: Sporlan Solenoid Valve Type

73S having a 3/8 in. orifice and 5/8 in. 0.D.F. —— 7/8 in.

0.D.M. connections. At 100 per cent rated voltage the

maximm operating pressure differential is 300 psi.

Flow and Moisture Indicator. A Sporlan "See—All"

flow and moisture indicator with 5/8 in. 0.¤.F. conections

should be installed in the liquid line. The moisture-

sensitive pad behind the glass changes color when touched

by traces of moiature; this device is a pateted feature

not yet available from any other manufacturer.

Condensate Coolers. The required three condensate

coolers were selected fro page 32 of the Taco catalog.(66)

Since the tempering coll, preheater coil, and reheater coll

all may be in service at the same time, each will need a

condensate cooler. The Taco cooler has a steel cylindical

shell with 3/4 in. copper U—bed tube budles. The single

head is cast iron. Condensate is cooled from 200° ¤¤ l0°°
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using twe pounds of cooling water for each poud of codeneate.

Selection of the coolers was based on a cooling water

temperature of 70°. The tpering and reheater coils will

each use the smallest size, which has e shell 4-1/2 in.

in diameter and an overall length of 29-1/2 in. The preheater

coll will use the next to smallest size, which has the same

diameter with an overall length of 41-1/2 in.

The condeneate enters the shell on top. The cooling

water exit piping should loop up in order to keep the tubes ·

always filled with water. The condensete drain line should

make an inverted U—turn before draining into the respective

weigh tank, to keep the shell sealed with water. The inverted

U should not extend higher then the cooler, however, since

an air vent is fitted on top. Water from the existing

leboratory circulating pump and constant-level tank should

be used for the coolers. It will have sufficient capacity

to serve the condenser as well es the coolers.

Ordering specificatione: Two Taco Codesate Coolers,

No. CC422 and one Taco No. CC432. At the rate of two pounds

¤f 7ß° cooling water for each pound of condeeate the coolers

shell have the capacity to cool 81 lb/hr, 102 lb/hr, and

199 lb/hr respectively.
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V. DESIGN OF THE AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM

The proposed air conditioning unit could operate in

all the cycles outlined without automatic control. But it

is evldent that automatic controls have become an lndispensable

and vital sdjuct of air conditionlng units. For this reason,

they certainly should not be omitted from the proposed unit,

especially since educational conslderstione are paramount.

Nbt only can the students observe the elements of a control

system in actual operation in a multitude of winter and

summer cycles, but they can actually touch controllers and

actuators and watch the controlling pressures change, as

well as study the technique of s job well leid out. First

impressions are lasting Impressions. -

When doing research in the controlled cllmate test

chamber or when performing tests on individual conditioning

compoents, the automatic controls will provide precise

accuracy even when unattended and lnsure reproducible

experimental conditions.
l

Standard safety devices which would have been included
‘

in any case, auch as the compreesor autoatic high pressure

cut·out switch, will be described in a later section.

lmmediately preceding the descriptio and illustration

of each main cycle to be demonstrated by the unit is a

compilatlon of basic definltions in pneuatic control terminology.
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A. · PNEUMATIC CGNTROL TERMINOLOGY

Comon terms appllcable to pneumatic control systems
’

«11i be a•s1¤ea.(?·7)
_}g_g.£e_: air lines carrying air at a constant supply pressure,

usually 15 to 20 psig, to furnlsh the power for actuating

valves, motors, and dampers .

Branch lineg: air lines in which a varying air pressure is

maintained by the action of the controllers in order to

position valves, dampers, and similar devices.

Control gint: that degree of temperature, relative humidity,

or pressure which it ie deslred to maintain, and at which

the controller ls set. Also called "set point."

Progg_ggio¤:L_gg control, or ggaduate action: a mode of control A

in which the valve or damper may assume any position, from '

fully closed to fully open, which corresponds to the tmperature,

relative humidity, or pressure meaeured by the controller.

(__gted control: a method of control in which the condition

maintained at one point automatically changes ee conditions

at another point change.

l_.g_g: the period of delay occurring between one action and

that which follows in the chain of events comprieing the

sequence of operation of an automatic·contro1 system. "0ver·

all lag" is the time required for a change in conditions at

one point to become apparent or cause an effect at another point.
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Droog or drift: e persietent deviation of the controlled

condition from the set point, resulting from a change in

load conditions.

Pul1·throggg: a eyetem errsnged so that the sir paseee .

through the conditioning apparatue before entering the lnlet

of the fan.

ßrret controls: devices for maintaining a pressure or

temperature in the heating or cooling mediu wich is

automatically changed as some other condition changes; that

is, the cotroller ie automatically reset to a different

control point.

Control hung: e condition of extreme instability, in which

the controlled condition changes in a rhythmic maner from

a valve much larger to one much emaller than that deeired,

as the controller overcorrects in each direction.

Two·pgsition conrrol: a mode of control in which the heating

or cooling equipment ia either on or off, with no graduate

action.

CONTROLLERS °

Controllern: control devices which meaeure changes in

temperature, relative hmidity, or preasure and initiate

action by other uits, or actuatore, in the system to

couteract these changes. The controller is eupplied with

air pressure from a main, and delivere a pressure to the
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branch according to the action needed to control the

measured condition.

Direct-act§§§.$otroller: a device which increases air

pressure on an increase in the controlled variable.

Humidltg controller: a controller which measures and controls

the relative humidity of air in a space or dct. 'Humidostat"

and ‘Humidistat"are patented naes.

Insertion thermostat, or insertion huidostat: controller

with extended elmet which can be inscrted into a duct or

other enclosure within which the temperatue or relative

huidity is to be controlled.

Lhmit control: controllers employed in the control ayatem

so as to keep the temperature, pressure, or relative

humidity in the duct within some limit determined hy

considerations of eafety, comfort, or economy. A high·llmit

control prevents operation of equipment when it would cause

dangerous or undesirably high temperature, pressure, or

relative hmidity. A low—lhmit control supplemnts the
2

action of other controllers to keep the temperstue, pressure,

or relative hmidity in the duct above a mlnhmum value; or

preventa circulation of air in the system util its condition

is at a selected mintmum level.

Master controller: a controller which measures conditions

at one point and reaets the control point of another, or

submsster, controller.
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Remote~bulb thermostat: a thermostat having an insertion

element in the form of a liquid·„or vapor·-filled bulb

connected by flexlble caplllary tubing to a bellows or

diaphragm in the case.

Reversvactigg contgollerez e controller which reduces air

pressure on an increase in temperature, pressure, or relative

humidity.
l

Snag·-aotigg controller: device which opens and closes a small

air valve with a rapid snap movement.

Summer-winter thermostat: two-tunpersture thermostat which

may be set st the same or two different control points, for

control of hosting in one reason and of cooling in the other,

with manual or automatic ¢ha¤8e·over. It comonly has direct

action for heating control and reverse action for cooling

control.

Thermostat: a standard term for any temperature controller.
g

'l'hrottli_n_g range: a term coumonly uaed for the dlfferential

of a graduate·acting pneuutic controller; also, the change

in the controlled condition necessary for the controller to
.

operate the actuator through its full range.

AC'l'UA'l'0RS

Acggtor: the final control element which starts or stops

or varies the operation of conditioning equipment, in

response to a controller; lt may be a control vslve, dsnper

motor, or a relay. y
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Control motors: aetuators which can move loads, such es

dampers, from one definite position to another in respose

to the controller.
l

Control valves: power•operated valves; the power units may

be control motorl, solenoid coil and pluger assemblies, or

the like.

Electric·nneu¤atic relax: a small, electrically operated

diverting valve, specifically designed to divert air from

one control line to another.

Graduate relax: pneumatic relay capable of maintaining in

ne air line, usually known as the branch line, an air

pressure proportional to the pressure in another line,-

. usually known ae the pilot line. They may be direct-aeting,

increasing branch·1ine pressure on an increase in pilot·

line pressure, or reverse-ecting, reducing branch-line

pressue on an increase in pilot—line pressure.:

Mixing valve: three—way valve connected so that fluid from

two inlets is mixed in various proportions before flowing

out through the single outlet.

Motorized value: a control valve whose power unit ls idantical

or cloaely shmilar to a standard control motor.

Noruallg closed valve: valve which goes to the closed

position and is held there by spring action when puoümatic

_power is cut off.
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Normally ope valve: valve which goes to the open position

and is held there by spring action when pnematic power

is cut off.

Pnematic-electric relay: relay which opes and closes an

electric circuit in response to a pneuatic pressure change.

Positive-pgslgionigg relay: relay to supply to pneumatic

motors or control valvea whatever air Pressure is necessary

to drive the actuator to the definite position called for

by the controller.

Positive relay: pneumatic relay which translates gradual

change in pilot pressure to positive-action, snap-acting

change in branch pressure; it is essentially a small,

pneumatic diverting valve with snap action.

gglgyz electric- or pneumatic-control device for converting

one kind or degree of control action to another; for

instance, changing direct action to reverse action; switching

two or more load clrcuits in response to a single controller;

or coordlnating the ebmands of two or more controllers, so

as to produce a single, consistent control action or sequence

of actions.
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B. PROPOSED OPERATING CYCLES WITH ILLUSTRATIONS

WINTER CYCLES

Cycles of operation which are common in central fan

system applications will be described and Illustrated.

The first one, the stmplest and least expennive, ie able

to cotrol only the dry·bulb temperature. The a cycle

will be described which can add moisture to the air, but

cannot control the humidity within close lhnits. The more

complex cycles will show how the temperature and humidity

can be controlled within very close limits, even when the

sensible heat ratio of the conditioned space changes. The

only apparatus in a central fan system designed to operate

in freezing air is the tempering coll. Therefore, the

tempering coll will be shwn in the outside air duct in all

cases. Tb save expense, it is of course poasible to forego

the tepering coil if the outside air is closed off enough

in cold weather to inaure that the mixture of outside and

return air entering the equipment will always be above the

freezing point.

Control of Tmperature with Hot ster Coil. The air

is heated by the hot water coll. The circulating water is

heated in the steam heat exchanger. The pump and fan

operate at all times. Changing demands for heat in the

condltloned space are met by throttling the steam supply to

the heater to change the otlet water temperature.
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Automatic Control: The direct-actlng space thermoatat

modulatea the aupply of steam to the water heater according

to space demand for heat. The direct—acting low·limit

thermoatat in the fan dlecharge msintains the air aupplled

to the conditioned space at a predetermined minimum level

to avoid cold drafts when the apace temperature is aatiafied.

Wide fluctuations in temperature of the conditioned air are

avoided by the low-limit thermostat. No hunidity control ls

provided, which in comfort applications normally would eauee

some dlatress. A variation would be to uee the steam

preheater eoil instead of the water coll.

A direct-acting thermoetat with remote bulb located in

the outside air stream, ehlelded from radient heat of the

temperlng coll, begins to close the steam aupply to the

tempering coll when the outside air temperature exceeds 35°.

At outside air tempereturea less than 35° the tnepering coll

valve le full open, and es a further precautlon the coll ls

of the tube·withln—a•tube, non·freeze type.

A modern cycle increaaingly applied can be demonatrated

es an alternative for the above, and has been included in

the propoaed unit, aa ahown on Plate 2. On the summer cycle

the thermoatat·controlled mlxing valve bypssses unter through

the unter heater. On the winter cycle the same automatic

controls will modulate the water tmperature at the hot water

coll. To avoid exceasive pressure at the refrlgeration
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chillar, water divorted around the vater heater wi.11 flow

through a pipe bypaaa fittod with balancing cock.
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Control of Temperature and I-hmidity with Hestigg Coll

gd §gy Hgidifier. The air is heated by the steam

preheater coll. Changing dsmands for heat in the eonditloned

space are met by throttling the steam supply to the coll.

Humidlty is added to the sir by operating the water pump.

Itter can be atomized in the spray nozzles, or humidity eau

be added by letting the floodlng nozsles of the washer wet

the scrubber plates. The humidlfying efficiency should not

be greater than about 50 per cent; if the complete waaher

were used the air would approach the saturation point, which

would cause excessive humidity in the conditionad space.

Automatic Control: The direct-acting space thermostat

modulates the supply of steam
to,

the steam preheater coll.

'1'he eirculatlng water pump, which is operated in an on-off

manner through a pneumativelectric relay by the reverse-

acting space hnmidity controller, supplies the spray hnmidifier.

This system provides good control of heatlng. The low·l1m:Lt

thermostat in the fan discharge air is not always necessary.

For example, it could be omitted if the outside air intake

were so small that it would not appreciably effect the mixture

tmperature. lhe control of humidity in this systaa is not

precise.

A variation of this system would be to allow the huuidlty

controller to loperate a solenoid valve in the city water
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supply line to the spray humidifier, while the punp delivers

water to the hot wster coll vis the steam vltat heater. The

exceas Iltat would be draiued to the newer.
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Qggpgint Control with Heatigg Coil and Hunidifyggg

ggghgg. The air is heated enough by the steam preheater coll

so that after adlabatic saturation in the washer, it will be

at the deaired condition. The purpose is to demostrate

'Uewpoint control." This is an important cycle for dmon·

strating the control of a central system which supplies air

to various zones, each having its own booster heating coil

to furniah the required amount of sensible heat.

Automatic Control: The dewpoint temperature of the

conditioned air leaving the washer is maintained at a prede-

termined setting by e direct·act1ng dewpoint thermostat, with

remote bulb located in the diacharge air from the washer,

which modulates the steam supply to the heating coil. The

washer pump and ayatem fan operate at all times. This

system provides good humidlty control for commercial multi-

zone installations in which each zone has a booster coil

controlled by the zone thermostet. For a reasonable supply

air dlfferetial for the zone having the lowest sensible

heat ratio, the required dewpoint teperature would be

determined and set. The air capacity for each zone would

be designed for the prevalling condition of sensible heat

ratio and dewpoint temperature supplied. Changes in aensi-

ble heat ratio in any zone would cause the relative humidity

to change slightly from the design figure since the orlgial

dewpoint setting would not.provide the correct amout of
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moisture. This system would give consistently good control

of humidity in industrial applications where the sensible

heat ratio as well as the total heat load are steady. In

commercial applications, where the sensible heat ratio does

change, good control of humidity is obtained by a reverse·

acting humidity controller which compensates for change in

sensible heat ratio in a representative conditioned space

by resetting the control point of the submaster deupoint

thermoatlt.

With the master humldlty controller, this system

represents superior control design. It provides excellent

cotrol of both temperature end humidity for all conditions

of air entering the apparatus normally ecountered, end

for all changes of sensible heat ratio in the conditioned

space.
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Conggol of Temperature and Humidity with SteemT
Preheater Coil, Hnidifyigg Waeher, and Reheater Coil. The

air ia heated enough by the steam preheater coll so that

after adiabatlc eaturation in the washer, it will be at the

desired dewpoint temperature. The dewpoint temperature is

roughly taken as the temperature of the air leaving the

uaeher. whe enough heat is added to the air leaving the

waahe to satisfy the conditioned space, the relative hmidity

of the conditioned space will be correct if the correct dew-

point eas choen. The dewpoint temperature can be raised or

lowered by controlling the flow of steam to the preheater

coll, and the aenaible temperature of the conditioned apaee

can be coatrolled by varying the flow of steam to the

reheater coil. The pump end fan operate st all timee.

Automatic Control: The direct·acting space thermostat

modulates the steam supply to the reheater coll to maintain

apace temperature. The dewpoint tmperature of the air

leaving the washer is maintained at a predetermined setting

by a direct·scting dewpoint thermostat, with rmote bulb

located in the diacharge air from the washer, which modulatea

the steam supply to the preheater coil. Thie system provides

excellent control of temperature at all times. Designed to

condition a single zone, the unit provides excellent control

of air conditions at the fan diecharge. Zone humidity

would be under control as long es the sensible heat ratio
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doee not Vary, as in industrial applications. In cosmercial

applications, where the sensible heat ratio does change,

good control of hzmidity is obtained by e reverae··acting

humidlty controller which compensatea for change in senaible

heat ratio in the eonditioned space by resetting the control

point of the auhmaater dewpoint thermostat. A limitation

of thls cycle is that .the desired leaving air dewpoint can

be maintained only so long as the mtering wet·-bulb

temperature at the apparatus ls lower than the wet-bulb

temperature at the desired dewpolnt. The exception would

occur when the entering air at the apparatus is only

moderataly chilly but is extremely moiet ·- a rare condition.

A eouaou Variation of this cycle would be to snbatitute

a steam water heater in the washer circuit in place of the

preheater coll.
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Notes an Deaigg. It will have been noted that all of

the winter systems use a constant volume of circulated air.
’

This illustrates a good principle of design. Many systems

have been installed which maintain a constsnt tampatltua of

air leaving the conditioing apparatus, and have a modulsting

volue dsmper on each zone due: ruout. Two serious

dissdvantsges are inherent in a system of this kind:

(1) Since the discharge air temperature ie fixed, lt

ls not possible to provide cooling by using outside

ventilation.

(2) As the heating load decreases in mild weather, the

closing of the dampers at each eonditioned space

immairs ventilation of those spaces, since the

volue of circulatlng air ls progressively reduced.

The central fan tends to build up a higher static pressue

as the zone dampers are closing, which reises the air veloclty

and noise level prohlbitively. Hewever, the latter Eaults

are geerally sttenuated by installing a static pressure

regulating damper at the fan inlet.
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SUIMER CYCLES

Cyles of operation which are coumon in central fan

system cooling applications will be described and illustrated.

'lhe first cycles described are simple snd inexpensive means V

of obtaining control of tmperature, but have no positive 4

control over humidity. Some of the cycles which can closely

control the tmperature can effect dehumidification when

desired, or humidification in the case of the evaporative

type cooler; but the equipment has no positive control over

humidity. Most of the cycles described shit outside

ventilating sir end mix it with return sir before it enters

the conditioning equipment. However, no outside air should

be sdmitted on those eycles having fsce and bypass dempers;

otherwise, outside sir would be able to enter the conditioned

space directly without passing through the dehumidifying coll.

'lhe more complex cycles will show how the temperature

end humidity can be controlled within very close limits, even

when the sensible heat ratio of the conditioned space changes.

The cycles described are basic. Some of the many variations

which are in cosmon use and which can be demonstrated with

the smc equipment will also be mcntioned.

Contggl of Tangrature with Evaporstive Cooler. Outside.

sir only enters the spray chamber of the washer end is

cooled by adisbatic saturstion. The purpose of this cycle
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ls to obtain lntimate contact between the warm, dry entering

eir and the reeirculetlng water. The cycle is controlled

by operating the circulating pump. Since the cooling process
‘ taken puee at a constant wet··bulb temperature, the amount

of cooling that can be obtained depende on the relative

humidity and temperature of the outside entering air, end

on the aaturating efficiency of the apparatus. Sensible heat

of entering air is converted to latent heat ae spray unter

eveporatee. All outside air ·· no return air -·· is uaed, to

preclude the build-up of humidity to an uncomfortable level

in the conditloned epace. An alternative to the washer for

amall, compact systems is to combine the spray with a mst·

type filter. 'lhia system ia simple and lnexpensive, but for

comfort conditioning is appllcable only to arid regions with

a consistently low wet·bulb temperature. In e¤¤¤e¤·¤1e1

practice this system is always practical and highly effective

in euch applications ae green houses. Foreerly it waa widely

used in textile nille, where a constant high humidity uns the

prima conaideration. In textile milla the internal latent

and eensible loeds are constant; therefore, the supply air -

would maintain the relative humidity of the mill at a conatant

level while the aensible temperature would fluctuate up and

down with the outside wet·bu1b temperature. Of course, with

a high outside wet—bu1b temperature, the ccnbination of heat

and humidlty in the mill would create an unbearable effective
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temperature for the personnel.

For experimentation with the equipment, the efficiency

of the waaher may be measured by using first the flooding

nozalea on the scrubber platea only, then the first bank

sprsying with the direction of air movuuent, then the second

bank spraying against the direction of air movement, md

finally the entire asaembly in action, which would give

maximum efficiency.

_ Automatic Control: The direct-acting space thermoatat

controls the uaaher water pump in an on—of£ manner by means

of a pneumatic-electric relay. The fan operates continuoualy.
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Cotrcl of Tempgrature with Direct Expggglon Coil.

The mlxture of outside air end return al: ie cooled and

dehumidified by a direct expanaion coll. The cmpreaaor
‘

of the condenaing nit ie on pump-don control. Thie eyatem

provide: no cotrol of huidity. Flow can be throttled

with the refrigerant manal ahut-off valve.

Automatic Control: The d1rect—ecting apace thermoetat

operatee the eolenoid valve in the refrigerant line in a ·

two-poaltion nenne: by mean: of a pneuatic—e1ectric relay.

The compreeaor of the cycle operates on pump down control;

that ie, the compreaaor cyclee on end off eutometieelly in

reeponae to a pressure-aeneitive ewitch in the auction line

to neintaln a predetermined range of evaporating preeeure

corresponding to the deeired evaporating temperature. If

the ayatem ßen ia operated continuoely; the high moiature

content of the ventilating elr drewn in end the moiature

re-eaporated from the off·cyc1e coll will cauae an exceaaive

bui1d·up of hmidity in the conditioned space. For this

reason, manufacturer: recmmend that the fan cycle on end

off with the eolenoid valve, though the reeult ie a '¤ead"

feeling in the apace with coneequet etratificetion of the

air during the off cycle.
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Control of Temperature with Chilled Water Coil. The
‘”

mixture ef outside air and return air ia ceoled and dehumidified

by the chilled water ceil. The circulating water pump and «

the syetem fan operate centinnouely. Water leaving the chllle

ie maintained at cenatant temperature by automatic control:

a thermoatat with remote bulb in the chiller outlet water

opena and cleaes the aelenoid valve amitting refrigerant

te the chlller. The cempreaeer operatee on pump down control.

Part-load coll capacity ia ebtained by threttling the water

te the coil er by mixing the chiller water with hypaaa water

te reduce the teperature ef the water entering the cell.

Thia ayatem previdee control of temperature only; control ef

hmidity ia poor. At part·10ad capacity, the average water

temperature in the coil rieea, which gives a higher apparatus

dewpoint temperature and less dehuidification capacity.

Significantly, cemfert applieatlona characteristically ahow

an increaae in the proportion ef latent heat at part-load

conditiona. An alternate cycle would be to cycle the pump

en and eff with the apace thermoetat, and held the chilled

water tmperature conatant. For dehumidification the chilled

water cell le leas efficient than the direct expansion cell

because the refrigerant ie at a higher temperature, end

characteriatically shows a temperature rise through the

coll. If the ayatem fan ia operated continuoualy, and yet

the pump cyclea on and off, then the high molsture content
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of the ventilatlng outside air drawn in will cause an

excessive build·up of humidity in the condltionad space.

Anceecle Control: The direct·acting space thermostat
I

modulates the position of a three-way mixing valve at the

outlet of the chiller so that the temperature of water

supplied to the coll will vary as the space load. Tb avold

the poasibillty of freeze•up when most of the water is

bypassing the chiller and very little flowing through, the

mixing valve in commercial practice would be relocated so

that it bypasses the flow of water aroud the cooling coll

and allows full flow at all times through the chlller.

There is no difference in performance of the coll, however.

The mixing valve is located ln the position shown tc

facllltate deonstration of an important cycle in which

modulation of washer water temperature is desired. Though

this system provides good control of temperature, control

of humldlty is poor. At lese than full capacity coling,
l

the supply water temperature is modulated upward, which

gives a higher apparstua dewpoint temperature and less

dehumidiflcation capacity. In laboratory work, the effect

cf bypass factor can be demonatrated by varying the number

of active rows.

In an alternate system not mploying the mixing valve,

the dlrect·acting space thermostat could operate the

circulating water pp in an on-off manner by means of a
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pueumatie-electric relay. The temperature of the ehilled

water entering the eoil will be conataut at the temperature

preaet an the ehiller imeraiou type direct-aetiug thernoatat.
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Central of Tggrature and Ap_pr__gx1.mate Central af

Hmidit! by Direct gpgnaien Coil and Face and Bggg lhmpera.

Return air from the conditiened space ie caaled and dehumldified

by the direct expanaian cail. The cempreaaar 1.a an pump dawn

control. Capacity ef the nail can be varied by meana ef the

refrigerant ahnt-aff valve, ar by operating the face and

bypaaa dampera. Cloaing in an the coll face dampera apena

the bypaaa danpere a cerreapending amount ao that a eonatant

quantity ef air 111.11 he circnlated bylthe fen, which operatea

cantinuauely. '1'h1.e ayatem given geed central ef temperature

and fair control af humidity. A characterietic feature ot

cemfart inatallatiena ie the decreaee af aanaihle heat ratio

111.th decraaae in total caeling lead; that ia, the huren

lead begina ta predaminate after the ann lead geea {blah.

Thia ayatem provides greater dahumidification ef the air

at law load ccnditians than at full capacity. At full lead,

dehumidificatien ia aacrificed for aenaible caaling. 'lhe

ayatem fan may be operated cantinueualy ta prevent

atratißicatien of air in the conditioned apace, and ee give

ta it a "live" feeling. No outaide air ahauld under any

circunatancea be adnitted ta the equipment eince it veuld

be peeaible fer the high moiature content ef the eutalde air

to bypaaa the dehrmidifying coil and enter the canditianed

apace directly.
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An alternate system would be to let the cooling be

done by a chilled water coll supplied by a circulating
L

pump which operates at all times.

Automatic Control: In the normal position, the bypass

damper ia open and the face dampers are closed. Using

sequence control, the direct-acting space thermostat

operates the aolenoid valve in the refrigerant line in a

two—position manner by means of a pneumatic·e1ectric relay,

and modulatea the damper motor. On a dmand for cooling

at the space thermoatat, the aolenoid valve la energized

and opens, and the dsnper motor modulates the face dampera

towsrd the wide open position aa the bypass dlßpcr ia

closed. When aatisfled, the thermostat modulatea the

dsnper motor to close the face danpers and open the bypaas

damper. Sequence control of the solenoid valve lnsures

termination of refrigeration flow to the coll when the face

dampera reach the position at which further restrictlon of

the air flow would introduce danger of frost forming on the

coll. A positive positioning relay et the dsmper motor

inaures that the damper blades aasume and hold a predetermined

position for each increment of branch line pressure regardless

of changes in Ar pressure on the dampera and mechanical

idlosyncraaies of the linkage and bearinga.

In an alternate system using a chilled water coll and

contlnuously operating water pump, the damper action ls
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ccntrnlled by the dlrect—s¤ting space thernnatat just ae

with the direct expansicn cell. Heuever, danger ef frestlng

of the coil is net present because the refrigerant temperature

ie aluaye abeve freering. wn•r•¤r the refrigerant temperature

in e direct expeneicn coil is substantially conatant during

tranefer ef heat, the refrigerant temperatue in e ehilled

water eil rises during transfer of heat. Further, the

chilled vater is usually aupplied at a higher temperature.

Iherefere, the chilled water type ef ecil shcua a lerer

dehumidifying efficiency than the direct expannien cell}
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Control of Tgperature and Humidity by Direct Qggnsion

Coil and Reheater. lhe mixture of outside air and return air

is cooled and dehumidified by the direct expansion coil.

The compressor of the condensing unit is on pump dom control.

The system fan operates continuously. Since the dehumldication

process occasionally removes too much senaible heat, the air

must be heated by the steam reheater coil. The capacity of

both coils can be manually controlled by shut—off type valves.

'lhis system provides good control of temperature and humidity

under ordinary comfort conditions. A variation of this

system which would operste at less cost would be to provide

reheat by means of return air bypsesing the cooling coil.

Another variation would employ hot diecharge vapor from the

compressor instead of steam in the reheater coil. Both

variationa would have a limited capacity, but in comercial

practice are worth investigating.

Alternate systems which aceomplish the same objective

ae the direct expansion coil end which can be damonstrated

by the propoaed bui1t·up unit are the usa é a chillad water

coil with pump turned on and off, and due use of a chllled

water coil with mixing valve and continuouely operating pump.

Also, the direct expansion coil can be used with the hot

water coil acting as the reheater. _

Automatic Control: The system using the direct expansion

coil will be described first. A diverting relay allows
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selective control fro two master controllere over the

refrigerant line solenoid valve. A reveraing relay is

_necessitated in the line betwee the diverting relay and

» the reverae-acting humidity controller since all hnpulses

to the relay frm the master controllers must be direct-

scting. A pneumatlc-electric relay at the soleoid valve

converta the modulating impulse from the dlvertlng relay

to two-position control. On a rise in relative humidity

in the conditioned space, the humldity controller energizca

the aoleoid valve, and provides full capacity dehumidification

utll the space humidity is satlsfied. Temperature control

is provided by a direct·acting modulating space thermostat,

which modulates the steam supply to the reheater coil when

heating is required to balance the excessive cooling

necessary to effect dehumidiflcation, or operates the

solenoid valve to the direct expansion coll in an on-off

maner when the space demsnds more cooling tan is required

to effect proper dehumldification.

When using a chllled water coil pump, impulses from

the master controllera control cooling and dehumidifylng

through s diverting relay. \A pneumatlc-electric relay at

the chilled water pump provides two-osition control. On

a rise in relative humidity in the conditioned space, the

humidlty controller energizes the chilled water pump and

provides full capacity dehumldlficstion until the space
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humidity ls satisfied. Temperature control is provided by

a direct-acting modulating space thermostat; it modulates

the steam supply valve to the reheater coll when heating

ls. required to balance the excessive cooling necessary to

effect dehuumidification, or operates the chiller unter pump

in e two-position mamuer when the space demands more cooling

than is required to effect proper dehumidifioation.

When e mixing valve is used in the chilled water circuit,

the unter pump operates continuously end the diverting relay

allows selectlve control from two master controllers over

the three-uny mixing unlve. Rue normal position of the

mlxing valve ls to bypess all unter around the chiller. 0n

a rise in relative humldity in the conditioned space, the

humidity controller modulatee the mixing valve to permit

more flow of unter through the chiller, end to permit less

to bypass. Adventagee of the mixing valve are constent

operation of the chilled unter circulating pump end

modulation of cooling according to space load. Effective

dehumidification generally requires modulation to the

position of full flow of circulating unter through the

chiller, to give the minimum coil apparatus dewpoint. The

control of humidity is precise because modulation of the

mixing valve provides control of dewpoint temperature of

sir leaving the dehumidifying coil.
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Control of Qggpgint Tempgrature with Dehuidifyigg Washer.

The mixture of outside air and return air is chilled and de-

humidified by intimate contact with the chilled water spray

of the washer. The purpose is to demonstrate dewpoint con-

trol. This is an important cycle for deonstrating the con-

trol of conditions at a central system which supplies air

to various zones, each having its own booster heating coil

to furnish the required amut of sensible reheat. Dewpoint

temperature leaving the apparatus is controlled by mixing

the water leaving the chiller with water bypassed around the

chiller to obtain the proper washer temperature. Full flow

through the pump is required at all times to get proper

atomization of water in the asher spray nozzles. The system

fan operates continuously.
V

Automatic Control: A direct-acting dewpoint thermostat

with remote bulb located in the outlet of the dehumidifying

washer varies the temperature of supply water to the washer

by modulating a three—way mixing valve at the chiller outlet.

A reverse-acting humidlty master controller modulates the

setting of the dewpoint thermostat which becomes the sub-.

master controller. This system provides good humidity con-

trol for multi—zone commercial installations in which each

zone as a reheat coll controlled by the respective zone

thermostat. The air flow quantity for each zone would cor-

respond to the prevailing condition of sensible heat ratio,
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and the humidity controller would be placed in the zone re-

quiring the lowest entering dewpoint temperature; that is,
o

that zone having the loeat sensible heat ratio; With

changing conditions of sensible heat ratio in the various

zoncs, the relative huidity would change slightly from the

design figure in all sonea but the one containing the humid-

lty controller. The value of the humidity controller is

tat in a given installation most zones will vary in a simi-

lar degree throughout the day.

In industrial applications, gcnerally the internal sen-

sible heat ratio and total Load are constant. A typicsl

example is the textile industry.(51) when such ia the case,

the huidity reset master controller could be mitted. For

a textile mill, this modern system would provide supply air

at oonstant dewpeint temperature at all times, regardless of

air conditions catering the asher, to provide constant rela-

tive humidity and dry·bulb temperature inside the mill.

Economics in the required size of the entral unit and in

the size of ductwork are obtained by evaporative cooling

with comprcased sir—water atomizers scattered throughout the

mill.
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Control of Tempgrature and Huidity with Dehumldifylgg

Waaher and Reheater. The mixture of return air and outside

air is chilled and dehmidified by lntimate contact with the

chllled water spray of the washer. The temperature of water

entering the washer can be controlled by mixing the water

leaving the chiller with water bypassed around the chiller.

Full flow through the pup is necessary at all times to get

proper atomizstion in the spray nozzles of the washer.

Water leaving the chiller is automaticslly·maintalned at

a predetermined setting by s thermostat with remote bulb in

the chlller outlet water. The compressor is on pump down

control. The steam reheat coll is controlled by throttling

its steam supply when too much sensible heat is removed by

the dehmldifying process. The system fan operates continu-

ously.

Autmatic Control: A direct-acting dewpoint thermostat

with remote bulb located in the otlet of the dehumidifying

washer varies the temperature of supply water to the washer

by modulsting a three—way mixing valve at the chiller outlet.

A reverae·actl¤g space humidlty controller modulates the set-

ting of the dewpoint thermostat, the submaster controller,

to regulate space relative humidity. A dlrect—acting space

thermostat modulates steam supply to the reheater coll to

control space temperature. This syatem is designed to ce-

dltion a single zone, and provides precise, excellent con-

trol of temperature and humldity for all conditions of alr
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entertog the spperatue.

Becsune of the dewpaint central furnlshed by the weaher,

even wlth very dry outaide air and no lstent heat gain in

the cenditioned epace, it would never be necessary te con-

trol cooling capacity with the epece theruoetat. this is

in contrast with a system using s direct expansion coll end

reheater coll, which mst have central ever sensible cooling

when snteriog air at the apparstue is exceptionslly dry. _

this system providee accurste control of tenpereture and

hunldlty regsrdless of the condition of entering air to the

conditiening apparstun, ar change of sensible heat ratio in

the ccndltloned space. In conclneioe, thin syeten r•pre··

eents superior control denim.
”

In thone industrial applications where the sensible

heat ratio cf the cenditloned space doen nat change, the

hueldlty reset master controller le not neceassry.



~
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C. THE INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

CONSOLIDATION OF CONTROLLED CYCLES

Integrating all the basic cycles just described snd il-

lustrated into a composite layout was werked out in a form
V

by which the details of installation of all control compo-

nents, and the construction of a central graphic panel,

‘might be accomplished. This drawing is shown on Plate 2

inside the back cover. On the drawing the cmponents of

the built-up unit are schematically presented for atmplicity

and clarity zauber than drawn to actual scale.

It is planned tat the master temperatue and humidity

cotrollers will be mounted in the test rom. An alternate

location would be the return air duct from the taat room.

Between the master controllers and the actuators on the

components of the built—up unit, all control lines should_

be routed through the central graphic panel. On the panel

will be placed the stop and bleed cocks so that all of the

summer and winter cycles may be set up and observed ln opera·

tion. Those gages and controllers which function as part of

the operating cycles, such as the compressor auction and

discharge gages and safety switches, should also be mounted
V

on the graphic panel.
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THE PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM

This section will describe the equiment, material, and

services necessary for the proper installation of the pneu·

matic system of automatic temperature and humidity regulation.

A It is recommended that the entire control system as described

in this section be installed by mecanics regularly employed

by the control manufacturer. The description is so written

that it may serve as a guide in writing specifications to

secure bids. In addition, the proper model numbers for the

pieces of equipment, as listed by the Mineapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Cmpany, were obtained to establish the exact cri-

teria of selection. Valve bodies and face and bypass damers,

though purchased from the control manufacturer, would be in-

stalled by employees of the Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment prior to installation of the control system. The control

manufacturer normally selects the proper size valve for which

he is supplying the control, based on the specified conditions

of pressure and flow rate.

Air Pipigg. The compressed air piping throughout shall

be hard drawn copper tubing and shall be run exposed and

properly secured to the building structure. The entire air

piping system shall be tested under 30 psig pressure and

should not 1eak.mere than 10 per cent overnight.

Reducing Station. The present 80 psig air pressure in
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the laboratory should be reduoed to the desired control sys·

tem operating pressure and filtered by a Honeywell Ql97A

reducing valve and filter station.

Qglggg. Steam control valves for the tempering, pre-
'
heater, and reheater coils and the water heater shall be of

the modulating type equipped with spring·loaded self-

adjusting Teflon packing. The 150 psi cast bronze valve

bodies shall have replaceable seats, removable composition

discs and contoured plugs to provide equal percentage flow

charaoteristics. Valves to be Honeywell type KO5l4C or equal,

and sized by the control manufacturer.

The three-way hot and ohilled water mixing valve shall

be of the modulating type equipped with spring loaded Teflon

packing. Valve body shall have a one·piece contoured plug .

to give linear flow characteristics and oonstant total flow

throughout the full plug travel. It should be equal to the

Honeywell type KD5l6C.

Thermostate. The space thermostat, equal to the Honey-

well type T09l0A, shll be equipped with adjustable throt-

tling range, bi-metal sensing element, bimetallic thermometer,

looking type metal cover, concealed lock type adjustments

for limiting or looking the temperature setting range, and

plug-in air gage connection for calibration purposes or

visual indication of branch line pressure. The remote bulb

thermostats for outside air and fan discharge air shall be
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equal to Honeywell type L0900A. The submaster dewpoint con-

troller to be equal to Honeywell type L0900B. Thermostat!

should be equipped with adjustable throttling ranges, key

type adjustments, locking type covers, and at least five

feet of capillary tubing.

Humidity Controller. The space humidity controller,

equal to the Honeywell type HO900B, shall be of the reverse-

acting modulating type equipped with adjustable throttling

range, hair element, visible scale, end locking type metal

cover.

Dampgr and Demper Motor. Dampers for face and bypass

operation, equal to the Honeywell type D42C, shall be con-

structed of channel iron frames, 16 gage galvanized opposed
~

type blades, and brass sleeve type bearlngs. The face and

bypass damper operator, equal to the Honeywell type MDQOOB,

shall be equipped with a Grad-U-Trol relay to adjust the air

pressure operating range and to provide positive positloning

of the dampers regardless of external load conditions.

Relay; and Accessogy gguiggnt. An electric-pneumatic

relay, equal to the Honeywell type R0400A, shall de-energize

the entire control system when the system fan is de-energized.

A diverting relay, equal to the Honeywell R048B, shall permit

the higher of two pressures to control the appropriate actu-

ators. A reversing relay between the humidity controller and

the diverting relay shall reverse the controller air pressure
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(since impulses at the diverting relay must be direct acting).

It shall be equal to the Honeywell type R095B. Pneumatic—

electric relays equal to the Honeywell LAOAH shall be fur-

nished for control of the city water solenoid, direct

expansion coil solenoid, and the system water pump.

Graphic Control Panel. Based on Plate l, inside the

back cover, a factory-built ‘holorgraphic" panel shall be

furnished and installed which provides a color-coded sche-

matic process diagram of the entire air conditioning built-

up unit. It shall be constructed of 3/16 ln. gage steel

with turnbacks 0 the top and sides and shall be painted
‘ front and back with a prhmer cbßt. The front shall have

two additional costs of enamel baked on. The size and color

shall be decided later.

A complete piping and duct layout of the entire unit

shall be reverse engraved on 3/16 in. Lucite with the en-

graved portions, consisting of symbole, ductwork, piping,

lettering, etc., colored according to the function it symbol-

izes. For example, the eesled~in color for heating sall

be red; for cooling, blue; for ductwork, black; for control
Y

piping, yellow; for background, light tan, gray, or green.

The layout shall consist of ductwork, tempering coil,

fresh and return air dampers, disposable filter, electronic

filter, activated carbon filter, preheater coil, direct

expansion coll, hot and chilled water coil, face and bypass
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dampers, washer, reheater coll, air and temperature measuring

chambers, centrifugal fan, pump, water chiller, water heater,

steam and water piping, hand valves, controls and control

valves, and pneumatic interconnecting tubing. Stopcocks and

stop-and-bleed cocks, adjustable from the face of the panel

and located in the pneumatic tubing circuits, shall enable

the operator to set up various heating and cooling cycles

under automatic control. Flush mounted air gages located

in the pneumatic tubing circuits indicating high pressure a

air, low pressure air, system air, thermostat branch line

pressure, humidity controller branch line pressure, relay

branch line preasures, and controlled device pressures shall

enable the operator to observe the coplete operation of all

control cmponents.
A

Relays and accessory equipment shall be factory~mou¤ted

on the back of the panel and pre-wired to a numbered termi-

nal strip.

The control equipment, as all other equipment, shall

be guaranteed against original defects in workmanshlp and

material for at least one year. The hermetic compressor

shall have the standard five—year warranty.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The work of this thesis began with the problem of deter-

mining the type of system and equipment that should be ac-

quired for the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory at the

Virginia Polytachnic Institute to facilitate demonstration

and research in air conditioning. The thesis concludes by

proposing the construction of a built—up unit. The Review

of Literature sumarized the research which was necessary

to plan the unit so that it would be modern and useful for

years to come. The Design Section included calculations,

sketches, selection of major components and accessory equip~

ment, and design of the functioning unit.

Because of the conservative nature of the air condition-

ing industry and because of the versatility and flexibility

incorporated into the unit as a result of the search for

future trends, the unit will be modern for a long time. It

will be simple to change the components of the unit without

altering the basic design. For example, in following the

evolution of extended surface coil design, new coils can be

substituted for old ones.

After this proposal is approved, preparation of shop

drawings can be made immediately from the sketches and scaled

drawings of the thesis, and the.materials can be immediately

procured for erection. The writer believe: that the proposed
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unit would provide this school, at moderate cost, with

facilities for demonstration and research which would be
3

unsurpassed by any educational institutiou in the country.
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A. LIMITATIONS

The basic lindtation was the probable amunt of money

available for the proposed unit. This elimiated a chmical

dehumidifier, which would allow return air to the unit to

simulate hot, arid conditions, and allow demonstration of

dehumidification of air by a method other than cooling it

below the dewpoint.

Because of its small size, the compressor does not have

variable capacity control. Make-shift methods of capacity

control were considered but rejected; nothing should be con-

sidered which would eliminate the cmplete reliability of

a hermetically sealed compressor and motor drive. If in

operating the proposed unit it is found desirable to operate

the compressor continuously and yet vary the load on the

evaporator, then one of the methods of compressor loading

outlined in the Review of Literature may easily be incorpo—

rated. The writer recommends the ’hot-gas bypass with liquid

quench." The bypass valve should be a manual throttling

type, and the liquid quench should be regulated by a thermo-

static expansion valve with remte bulb on the compressor

auction pipe. T

The fact that the unit is not able to demonstrate dal-

duct systems is not important.

The design of the unit was adjusted to the space avail-

able, as shown on Plate l. The required services are
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available for the unit: alternating and direct current of

proper phase and voltage, recirculated and fresh water, com-

pressed air, and steam. Locations of outside air intake and

drains to sewer are adequate.

The design of the proposed unit was based on instructions

that a separate bypass duct for the return air around the

conditioning coils should not be installed because of the

difficulty in making the dampars 1eak—proof. Such a duct

. is in use on the University of Illinois unit. However,

notwithstanding the inconvenience of blanking off the bypass

duct when air flow maaßutcmcut through the main duct must

be exact, auch a bypaaa would allow many more cycles to be

demonstrated. In the proposed unit it was necessary to

avoid drawing outside air into the system on sumer cycles

when a face and bypass damper is used at the conditioning

coil. But this would not be a problem if the bypass duct,

fitted with the same perforated plate and bypass damers,

were run from the return air duct to a point downstream from

the conditioning apparatus. This bypsssed return air is

good for reheat. As before, the face and bypass dampers

would be mechanically connected and the vane positions cali-

brated after installation.

In demonstrating automatic control systems, autmatic

damper control of outside air intake was not included. It
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would have little research value; and the fact that demon-

stratlons will be held according to an academic schedule

rather than according to weather conditions limits the value

to undergraduates.
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B. g§COMMENDATIONS

In connection with the air temperature measuring appa-

I8t¤8, it is advisable to experimentally determine the best

design of air sampling device. This knowledge would also

be a valuable contribution to general instrumentation tech-

niques. The design developed in this thesis was based on

the published information of industrial laboratories.

Changing the spacing of the holes and tubea and subati-

tution of tapered tubes should be tried. The aampling

device is a critical part of the entire circuit.
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C. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As seen on Plate 1 the proposed unit includes the fol-

lowing: outside air intake at existing roof opening; tem-

pering coil in outside air duct; manual dampers to control

return air and outside air to conditioning unit; system of

ductwork connecting test chamber to the built-up condi-

tioning unit; duct windows to permit observation of all

processes; impingement type disposable filter; activated

carbon filter; preheater coi1; direct expansion coil; hot

and chilled water coil; face and bypass dampers; washer and

scrubber; reheater coilg air temperature measuring chamber;

air flo measuring chamber; and centrifugal fan with inlet

vanea.·
Many important winter and sumer cycles found in indus-

trial, commercial, and residential applications can be

demonstrated with the unit. In addition, all of the cycles

can be automatically controlled with the proposed pneumatic

system.

Special emphasis was placed on the methods for obtaining

efficient purification of the air. washers are still appli-

cable to large installations, provided tht means can be

found for removing particulate matter and vapors insoluble

in water. The major limitation of washers-—not being able

to remove the worst offender in comfort work, tobacco smoke--
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has led to the use of an electronic filter in combination

with-the activated carbon filter. Emphasis on air purifi-

cation makes the proposed unit distinctive frm existing

units. The future trend in air conditioning will be to

cut down on the required cooling and heating capacity of

air conditioning units by purifying rather than exhausting

contaminated air from the conditioned spaces. _

All components of the proposed uit will meet the high

standards of quality and efficiency found in industry. For

_ the student, this fact has a wholesome significance in run-

ning performance tests.

A primary fault of most experimental work is that the

observer cannot observe what is taking place. The proposed

uit was planned to include observation windows of double

pane plate glass, hermetically sealed, with marine—type

lights to illuminate the interior processes.

Several factors make this unit inherently different

from the usual commercial installation. Te first is the

fact that as many different methods of conditioning the air

es possible have been incorporated so that some of the com- T

ponents will be doing the same job, though not at the same

time. Second, the proposed unit presents an irregular,
‘in

and out"shape, whereas commercial systems have smooth,

box-like shapes. Third, the unit is conspicuously instru-

mented for testing and research. Because of so many
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components in series, the fan must develop an exceptionally V

high static pressure. The high static pressure is also

necessary for a high degree of accuracy in the sir flow

measuring chamber.
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D. APPLICATION OF THE UNIT

Underggaduate. The proposed year-around air conditioning

unit will have a direct application to the instruction of ‘

undergraduate students. It will permit them to do the ~ ·

following:

(1) Practice performance and efficiency tests on an

air conditioning refrigeration uit.
’ ~

(2) Oserve and operate a system of pneumatic control

for heating, cooling, humidifying, and dehumidifying air.

(3) Practice overall performance tests in order to

make heat balance: for different winter and sumer air
h

conditioning cycles.

(4) Become familiar with construction and details of

steam, water, refrigerant, and control piping layout; and

the arrangement of equipment and ducts. · '

(5) Practice performance tcßta on non-freeze and
”

standard type extended surface heating coils.

(6) Make verifications of actual capacity of direct

expansion dehumidifying coil as predicted by analytical and

graphical computation. ·

(7) Study the reheating of cooler and dehumidifier

air by use of a steam reheating coil.
‘ (8) Practice performance tests on an extended surface

direct expansion type cooling unit, and also study the

effect of air velocity on performance.
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(9) Practice performance tests on an extended surface

chilled and hot water coil.

(10) Study and determine the effect of coll depth on

bypass factor, and also the effect of varied water flow

rates on performance of a chilled and hot water coll.

(ll) Compare the heat transfer rate in fined colls

having different type refrigerants: constant phase and

change in phase by boiling.

(12) Study the effect of face and bypass dampers on

coil leaving air conditions.

(13) Study the performance of an air washer as a

humidlfier and aa a dehumidlfier.

(14) Observe operation and change in effieiency of an

air washer with one or two rows of spray nozeles and with

the use of a scrubber.

(l5)_Study the effect of varying water temperatures

on the performance of an air washer.

(16) Study the effectiveness of different types of

sir cleaners other than a washer·scrubber: viseous

implngemsnt filter, dry filter, electronic filter, and

activated carbon filter.
W

(17) Approxlmate friction loss in various types of

ductwork flttings and connections by air flow easurment

lnstrumentsticn. n
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(18) Learn methods of precision measuremeut of dry—bulb
‘

and wetebulb temperatures, and of air flow rate.

- (19) Measure air friction loss through each piece of

equiment. ·

·(20) Study the operating characteristics of a backward

curvad centrifugal fan.

Graduate. An almost unlimited number of interesting

possibilities in graduate research will be possible with

the proposed apparatus. A few are listed:

(1) Verify and extend economic studies already begu

on the advantages of installing sufficient air purification

apparatus to eltminate the necessity of outside ventilating

air, thus saving on the initial and operating costs of an

air conditioning system.

(2) Study patterns of air flow from various registers

and diffusers by mounting duct in the taat room and

1¤seg¤1¤g a smoke pot in the supply duct, with the purpose

of developing improved diffusion techniques.

(3) Study air flow patterns through auch fittings as

duct turns by means of transparent side panel and smoke pot.

O4) Develop better methods of joining the transverse

and longitudinal seams of sheet metal ducts.

(5) Observe the effects of fouling on the water side of

the refrigeration condenser and steam water heater; and

develop methods for couteracting scale formation.
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(6) Develop good, reliable, simple means of adding

humidity to the air in small systems not large enough for

a washer, and in large systeme not having a washer.

(7) Relate performance data to recomendations for

changes in design in evolving improvements on any of the

components of the built—up unit.

(8) Experiment with new solutions added to washer

water to make it capable of removing impurities insoluble

in water. The solution must lend no odor to the air nor

effect the ability of the scrubber and eliminator plates

to remove entrained particulate matter and motsture from

the air.

(9) Construct an experimental room in the talt chamber

for investigating heat transmission and vapor migration

through the building materials selected. The proposed unit

would hold the outside of the structure at any selected

temperature and relative huidity; a heater and humidifier

would be placed inside the structure and automatically

controlled. This is en alternative to the idea already

planned for conditioning a model building in the test

chambar with air fro the built—up unit, while the artificial

climate is provided by chilled brine and steam coils in thel
test chamber.
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(10) Develop a water—soluble, viscous liquid for use

on impingement type filters and electronic filter collecting

plates which will not evaporate. This vapor at present

clogs the capillary channels of activated carbon filters.

(ll) Study the expediency and value of placing

ultraviolet lights in the duct to destroy bacterial and

emit negative ions.

General. For general research work of the Department,

the College, and the Experiment Stations, the unit will

provide a constant temperature, constant humidity test room

which can be automatically held within close limits at any

reasonable climate condition.
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IX. TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS

Tarminology and abbreviations which appear in the

thesis are defined as followsz

A.R.I.: 'Air•Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute.

A.S.H.A.E., or formerly A.S.H.R.A.E. and A.S.H.V.E.:
American Society of Heating and Air—Conditioning
Engineers, Inc. _

Btu: British thermal unit
l

cfm: cubie feet of air ¥er minute. In this thesis cfm
refers to rate of air low when measured at standard
conditions of temperature and pressure. cfm does not
mean rate of flow actually ind cated in laboratory
apparatus. Standard als ig substantially equivslgnt
to dry air at 70°F and 9. 2 in. mercury bsrometr c
pressure.

degrees temperature: always degrees Fahrenheit unless
specifica ly stated otherwise.

fpm: feet per minute.

in.: inch(es).
‘

·psia: pounds per square inch absolute pressure.

psig: pounda per square inch gage pressure.

sq.ft.: square feet
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The purposes of this thesis were to investigate the

contemporary field of air condltioning ln industry and

education; to determine what equipment should be recommended

for installation in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory

of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute; and to design the com-

ponenta and controls for a unit which will be modern, practical,

and educational. The components of the unit were designed or

selected en the basis of the research summarized in this

thesis in Chapter II, ”Rev1ew of L1terature.”

A central fan system was designed. Within the necessary

design limltations, every effort was made to incorporate as

many different methods as possible which demonstrate air

ccndltionlng processes, and every effort was made to enhance

the effectiveness and attractlveness of the unit for its

intended purposes of demonstration and research.

The main part of the conditioning apparatus will be

supported in ductwork about four feet above the floor level

so that weigh tanks, scales, condensate coolers, and drain

lines may be placed underneath, thereby allowing the processes

to be controlled and observed at normal eye level. In order

to keep within the prescribed area, the air measurement

chamber and fan will be mounted at a higher level. Ducts

will carry a1r from the existing insulated test rcon to the

unit and return conditioned air to the test room. A duot to



extend fron an existing roof opening will be large enough

to carry 2000 cfm and will contain a freese·res1stant

temperlng coll.

lanually aaguszec opposed blade dampere control air

quantities at the junction of the outeide alr duct and the

return air from the test room. Air paeslng through the built-

up unit will pass through the following components: die-

poeable f1lter,-e1eetron1c filter, activated carbon filter,

eteam preheater coll, direct expansion coll, hot or chllled

water coll, opposed blade face and bypaes dampers, washer,

steam reheater coll, air temperature measuring chamber, air

flow measuring chamber, and centrlfugal fan with lnlet vanes.

Among the acceesory oomponente are a Refrigerant 12 refrlg-

eration unit with water cooled condenser, water chiller,

steam water heater, high-head clrculat1¤ß P¤¤P, and a wide

aeeortnent of valves and actuatore for automatic control cn

any one of the many cycles being run.

Each piece of condltloning equlpent operating on the

summer cycle was designed for a nominal cooling capacity of

five tone when the system ie clrculating the equivalent of

2000 standard cfm of air. The winter cycle equipment was
A

deelgned to supply humidlfied air to the teet chamber at

not lese than 100°F when 9000 pounds per hour of outside air

at 0°F_enters the equipment. The apparatue will be capable

of malntalning within close limlte any reasonable air temp-



oraturo and humidity under all conditions of operation on

both cooling und hoating oycla•„
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